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High-Performance Marine Vehicles as Naval Platforms - An Overview  
 

Rodrigo Azcueta, MTG Marinetechnik GmbH, Hamburg, azcueta@MTG-Marinetechnik.de 
Volker Bertram, ENSIETA, Brest, bertram@waves.insean.it 

 
Abstract 

 
An overview of advanced naval platforms includes air-cushioned vehicles, surface-effect ships, wing-
in-ground, foil-assisted craft and assorted multi-hull forms including trimarans. The survey describes 
the main features of these craft and gives references and figures for recently built or projected ships. 
Main features and advantages/disadvantages are listed. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The design of hull types for naval combatants has long been dominated by fast displacement 
monohulls. However, as the marine environment imposes limits on the vessel's characteristics, such as 
speed, maneuverability and seaworthiness, which the conventional hull type is unable to overcome, 
novel concepts for unconventional hull types have evolved. 
 
These are the so-called advanced marine craft or high-performance craft, which  is any type of marine 
vehicle not of simple monohull form and weight supported either by hydrostatic buoyancy, 
hydrodynamic lift, powered lift, or aerodynamic lift. Advance marine craft should be able to achieve 
high speeds, have good seakeeping characteristics, enhanced maneuverability and/or reduced 
signatures. Müller-Graf (1991) has reviewed various concepts up to the 1990 with focus on civilian 
applications. We will here focus on naval applications of fast and unconventional ships. 
 
MTG Marinetechnik has been long time involved in the development of novel concepts for future 
combatants for the German Navy. These studies were run under the name SYTKA, System 
Technology for Future Combatants, MTG (1995). Besides the fast displacement monohull, which has 
traditionally dominated the design of naval combatants in Germany, this study showed that other 
candidates such as SWATH, high-speed SWATH, surface effect ships, and trimaran could be a 
suitable alternative depending on the requirements imposed by the navy. 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of the different advanced and hybrid vehicles can  generally be looked 
at with regard to their characteristics:  
 
1. Design: platform stability, general arrangement (deck area and volume space), maximum draft. 

2. Hydrodynamic: range of operating speed, propulsion configuration, speed loss in waves, 
seakeeping, maneuverability, weight and trim sensitivity. 

3. Structural: global strength, local strength, dynamic loads (slamming), use of advanced materials, 
complex structures. 

4. Others: acquisition and operating costs, state of development of the technology, survivability 
(detectability or stealth characteristics and vulnerability). 

 
2. Classification 
 
The classification of advanced vehicles and their hybrid derivations usually follows the classical 
sustention triangle, Jewell (1973,1976). The corners of this triangle represent the vessels supported by 
hydrostatic buoyancy, hydrodynamic lift and powered lift. The edges and the inside of the triangle 
represent the hybrids, Fig.1. 
 
Hybrid vehicles combine more than one source of sustention or lift simultaneously and may combine 
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the advantages of the different types of advanced craft  from which they derive. To address all the 
various hybrids – of  which more than 100 different concepts exist – would go far beyond the scope of 
this paper. Therefore we will focus only on the most promising types, which are in different stages of 
development: preliminary concept, prototypes and demonstrators or in operation. 
 

 
Fig.1: Classical sustention triangle 

 
3. Displacement ships 
 
In the hydrostatic buoyancy corner we find apart from conventional fast displacement monohulls, 
conventional displacement catamarans, SWATH ships and displacement trimarans, Jansson and 
Lamb (1992), www.swath.com.  
 
SWATH (Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull) ships are semi-submerged catamarans, Gore (1985), 
Lang and Slogett (1985), Papanikolaou (1996). SWATH advantages are seakeeping superior  to 
similar-sized conventional and unconventional craft and a large deck area for helicopter operation. 
Disadvantages are its higher resistance and installed power requirements due to greater wetted 
surface, its sensitivity to displacement changes and to trim, large draft, increased acquisition and 
operating costs compared to monohulls. Early SWATH prototypes have been built as technology 
demonstrators for the US navy (T-AGOS) and the Japanese navy. One of the Japanese SWATH built 
by Mitsui is the surveillance vessel "Hibiki" for the Japanese defense forces, Fig.2, Hynds (2001). 
Fig.3 is a 3-D rendering of the design currently under construction at TNSW in Emden, the 
“Wehrforschungsschiff”. In Germany, Abeking+Rasmussen has recently built various SWATH ships 
and proposed naval SWATH based on that experience, Spethmann (2000,2001).Fig.4 shows a photo 
of the "Sea Shadow" experimental ship, a stealth technology demonstrator, also based on SWATH 
technology. Most SWATH ships were designed for speeds lower than 25 knots. Almaz Shipbuilding 
Company in Russia has built a 32 m vessel in 1998 with a service speed of 28 knots. Other research in 
Russia has led to the development of a semi-planing SWATH concept designed for higher speeds with 
patrol craft applications, Dubrovskiy (2000). A recent addition to the family of SWATH designs is the 
SLICE design of Lockheed Martin, Fig.5, Schmidt (2001). This design has four surface-piercing 
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struts. 
 
A variant of a SWATH is the HSS (High Speed SWATH), which combines a  SWATH bow section 
with a planing catamaran astern section, combining the good seakeeping of a SWATH and the high 
performance of a catamaran, Fig.6. A commercial application for a car/passenger ferry, built for 
STENA Lines, is shown in Fig.7.  This ferry achieves speeds in excess of 40 knots. 
 
Conventional displacement catamarans operate at Froude numbers larger than 0.4. They are well 
proven in commercial applications, usually as fast ferries. Their main advantage compared to 
monohulls are: larger deck area, higher speeds at same cost, reduced roll motions, higher initial 
stability, better maneuverability and better survivability. The main disadvantages are greater heave 
and pitch motions and structural problems in the transversal box connection. 
 
Displacement trimarans are a recent development. Their overall advantages compared to monohulls 
are expected to be: lower resistance at high speed, better damage stability, good seakeeping, efficient 
layout of payload, good survivability, reduced operating costs. Fig.8 shows the trimaran demonstrator 
research vessel "Triton", Smith and Jones (2001). A typical hull form designed by MTG is shown in 
Fig.9. 
 
Wave piercers are most famous as catamarans like the Incat wave-piercing catamarans. Examples for 
navy applications are the "Jervis Bay" chartered by the Royal Australian Navy, Moss (2001), and the 
"Joint Venture" HSV-X1 chartered by the US army, Fig.10. The “Jervis Bay” was the first vessel of 
its type to be operated by any navy worldwide. In its role as fast- sea-lift ship, it can transport up to 
500 fully equipped troops, together with vehicles and equipment, to ranges of up to 1000 nautical 
miles at speeds of more than 40 knots. The wave-piercing principle can also be applied to 
displacement monohulls like the US navy project DD21 "Zumwalt" class destroyer, Fig.11, the MTG 
project of a 7000 t frigate, Fig.12, or the British project for a stealth frigate "Sea Wraith". A wave-
piercing navy patrol boat offered on the market is the VSV (very slender vessel) patrol boat from 
Paragon Mann Ltd., Fig.13. 
 
4. Hydrofoils and Air-Cushion Vehicles 
 
On the hydrodynamic corner of the sustention triangle we find the hydrofoil craft, Johnston (1985), 
Meyer and Wilkins (1992), www.foils.org. Hydrofoils can be either surface-piercing hydrofoils (SPH) 
or fully submerged hydrofoils (FSH). Their overall advantages compared to other types of fast vessels 
of the same size are the higher cruising speed and the higher level of comfort up to the wave heights 
which prevent foil-borne mode. Even in hull-borne operation in very rough seas, the presence of the 
immersed foils reduce vertical, roll and pitch motions. The principal disadvantage of the hydrofoil 
craft is the limited payload capability and large draft. Fig.14 shows the Italian patrol boat "Falcone" of 
Sparviero class (FSH), Fig.15 the Canadian "Bras d'Or" (SPH). While hydrofoils were largely 
abandoned by NATO navies in the 1980's, Russia continued operation, e.g. with the Russian fast 
attack patrol hydrofoil of Mukha class. 

 
At the powered lift corner of the sustention triangle we find Air Cushion Vehicles (ACV), Lavis 
(1985,1992). The outstanding features of ACV’s are their ability to operate at very high speeds, their 
low vulnerability to underwater explosions, their small draft and underwater signatures and foremost 
their amphibious capability. Their disadvantages are that they are affected by wind, are sensitive to 
trim changes and have high acquisition and maintenance costs due to the seals and lift fan systems and 
specific electronic equipment for ride-control devices. Fig.16 shows the Russian landing craft 
(LCAC) of Pomornik class (Zubr class), currently the world’s largest ship of this class with 150 t 
payload and a maximum operating speed of 63 kts. The Greek Navy operates 4 of such boats as well. 
Fig.17 shows the Russian landing craft (LCAC) of Aist class (Dzheyran class). Its operating speed is 
70 knots. Fig.18 shows the USN LCAC I, Bobeck (1992). Beyond its basic mission of transporting 
personnel and equipment from ship to shore, LCAC I has become a multimission craft. LCAC I is an 
effective mine-hunter-sweeper or  a troop carrier.  
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5. Hybrid designs: SES and hybrid hydrofoils 
 
At the edges and inside our sustention pyramid the hybrid craft are located. The most popular hybrid 
type is represented by the air cushion catamarans, Butler (1985), Lavis and Spaulding (1991), Wessel 
(1995). They are commonly known as SES (surface effect ships), but this is a wrong definition since 
there is no surface effect involved here. SES are a crossover between a displacement catamaran and 
an ACV. The outstanding features of SES are the ability to operate at high speeds in excess of 40 
knots (Fn>1.0), reduced underwater signature levels and improved shock resistance to underwater 
explosions, good platform stability, shallow draft, and large deck area. Disadvantages are speed loss 
in head seas, the loss of amphibious capability compared to the ACV, higher production and 
maintenance costs. Examples of this type of craft are: The French AGNES-200, in 1992 the largest 
SES in the world with 250 t displacement, Fig.19, the German MEKAT class "Corsair" Blohm+Voss, 
Fig.20, N.N. (1989), Bohlayer (1999), the Norwegian Oksøy class mine-hunter, Fig.21, and the 
Norwegian Skjold class fast patrol boat, Kilhus (2001), Fig.22, and the Russian missile corvette 
"Bora", which combines SES technology with hydrofoil technology and attains a speed of 53 knots, 
Fig.23, and the Swedish stealth SES “Smyge”,  
www.canit.se/~griffon/diverse/miltech/stealthships.html. 
 
More recently, air-cavity ships have been investigated in Western Europe, www.dkgroup.dk, although 
it is believed that the Soviet Union performed extensive development long before. Air cavity ships 
supply gas through nozzles under a profiled bottom generating an air cavity under the ship. Around 
the cavity are rigid bottom sections which are in stationary contact with water, however the layer is 
much thinner and smaller than for an SES. The side hulls are planing. The ACS uses 1.5-2.5% of the 
engine power for the air cavity compared to typical 20-30% for an SES. Air is constantly escaping at 
the back end of the cavity, thus requiring a constant new supply of air and the concept is only 
attractive at higher speeds. 
 
Several hybrid designs combine buoyancy and hydrodynamic lift, Meyer (1991). The HYSWAS 
(hybrid small waterplane area single hull) is a monohull version with a deeply submerged torpedo-like 
buoyancy body and hydrofoils giving 30%-70% of the required lift force, Meyer (1992), Bertram 
(1994). HYSWAS have been projected up to frigate size, but so far only the TSL-F (Techno-
Superliner) demonstrator (ferry, Japan) and the US navy "Quest", Fig.24, Meyer et al. (1995), have 
been built. "Quest" is a 9 m 35-knot demonstrator for an unmanned, high-speed, rough-water capable 
craft that is deployable from another vessel, e.g. for reconnaissance or mine-hunting. Hydrofoil-
assisted catamarans have been more widely accepted. A typical representative is the South African 
HYSUCAT, www.unistel.com/technologies/hysucat/, www.hydrospeed.co.za, Migeotte and Hoppe 
(1999), Hoppe (2001), Fig.25. Several types have been built as patrol boats reaching speeds up to 50 
knots. The design features good seakeeping and relatively low resistance, but the foil design is 
sensitive and requires tailoring towards specific design conditions. 
 
6. Wing-in-ground 
 
Since the exponents for aerodynamic lift are not included in the classical sustention triangle, the 
triangle should be extended to a pyramid, with a corner representing the aerodynamic lift, Fig.26. At 
this corner we find the wing-in-ground vehicles (WIG), Butler (1985), Hooker and Terry (1992), 
www.airforce.ru/english/aircraft/ekranoplans/index.htm, jpcolliat.free.fr/ekra/ekraA.html, www.se-
technology.com. 
 
A WIG craft can be seen as a crossover between an ACV and an aircraft. WIGs operate in a speed 
range of 100 to 500 km/h. WIGs could be an efficient replacement of conventional transport systems 
(ships, aircraft) on existing routes and also where there is no infrastructure such as airports. It has a 
very high transport efficiency compared to airplanes expressed as the amount of fuel used per 
passenger per km. A main problem with WIG technology is the power requirement for take-off, which 
is several times larger than that required for cruising. Moreover, there are safety concerns for craft 
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operating in densely populated areas at such speed and low altitude. The technology is not really 
mature yet and there is  limited experience outside Russia, Fig.27. WIGs were  known as Ekranoplan 
in the former Soviet Union. Fig.28 shows the “Caspian Sea Monster” of the former Soviet Union. It 
weighs 550 t and operates at 500 km/h. It was built 1966. Fig.29 shows the 400 t Soviet "Lun", built 
in 1987 as a missile launcher operating at 450 km/h, Fig.30 the 110 t Soviet "Orlyonoks", built in 
1973 as troop transport and assault vehicle operating at 400 km/h (payload of 15 t). 
 
 

 
 

Fig.26: Sustention Pyramid 
 
The German military developments of WIGs were stopped some years ago. However, under the 
sponsorship of the German Ministry of R&D a program was started in the commercial field for the 
development of a 80 passenger WIG ferry, Hynds (2000), based on the Hoverwing family, Fischer 
and Matjasic (1998,1999). 
 
7. Other concepts 
 
Among the many other types of hybrid craft and unconventional hull forms, ANEP (1996), not 
discussed in this short overview due to time and space limitations, are: 
 
– Fast monohull by Blohm+Voss, Langenberg (1995), a displacement hull with the hull volume as 

deep submerged as possible, Fig.31. The ship type has been proposed for naval applications, but 
so far only fast cruise vessels of this type have been built, Engelskirchen and Marzi (2001). 

– Deep-V monohull with excellent calm water performance and payload, acceptable seakeeping. 

– Planing hulls, Savitsky (1985) 

– Fast catamarans, usually planing or almost-planing hulls. 

– Weinblume, Söding (1997), are catamarans with staggered hulls excellent wave resistance at 
moderate speeds, acceptable seakeeping, and low wash. However, disadvantages in deck 
arrangement and structural problems have prevented so far any demonstrator to be built. 
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Fig.2: SWATH "Hibiki" by Mitsui 

 
Fig.3: TNSW "Wehrforschungsschiff" 

Fig.4: "Sea Shadow" (www.fas.org) 
 

Fig.5: SLICE by Lockheed Martin 

 
 
Fig.6: HSS designed by MTG 

 
Fig.7: GTS Stena Explorer (HSS) 

 
Fig.8: Trimaran "Triton"  
          (www.trimaran.dera.gov.uk)  

 
Fig.9: Trimaran designed by MTG 
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Fig.10: "Joint Venture" Incat conversion 

 
Fig.11: DD21 "Zumwalt" class destroyer 
             (www.dd21.goldteam.com) 

 
Fig.12: Wave piercer frigate study MTG 

 
Fig.13: VSV Paragon Mann 
             (www.halmatic.co.uk) 

 
Fig.14: Italian Sparviro class "Falcone" 

 
Fig.15: Canadian "Bras d'Or" 

 
Fig.16: Russian landing craft Pomornik class  

Fig.17: Russian landing craft Aist class 
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Fig.18: USN LCAC I (www.tmls.textron.com) 

 
 
Fig.19: French AGNES 200 

 
Fig.20: German "Corsair" (www.blohmvoss.com)  

Fig.21: Norwegian Oksøy class SES 

 
Fig.22: Norwegian Skjøld class SES  

 
Fig.23: Russian missile corvette "Bora" 

 
Fig.24: "Quest" HYSWAS 

 
Fig.25: HYSUCAT for Thai navy 
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Fig.27: Overview of WIG developments, jpcolliat.free.fr/ekra/ekraA.html 

 
Fig.28: “Caspian Sea Monster” 

 
Fig.29: Russian missile launcher "Lun" WIG 

 
Fig.30: Russian "Orlyonoks" WIG 

 
Fig.31: Fast monohull of Blohm+Voss 
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Abstract 
 
In a research program jointly carried out by Naples, Genoa and Trieste Universities, the resistance 
characteristics of different hull configurations suitable for small size fast ferries have been extensively 
investigated; a trimaran hull design  for a 350 passengers 40 knots fast ferry has been developed as a 
very promising alternative to more conventional hull forms. Towing tank tests have identified the best 
outrigger transversal and longitudinal position for the operative Fn range.In the paper the global and 
local loads relative to three longitudinal and two transversal outrigger positions of the afore men-
tioned trimaran hull have been evaluated. From this data hull scantlings and hull structural weights 
have been assessed. The differences in the structural weights have allowed a more complete consider-
ation of the achieved results about optimal outrigger position   based only on hydrodynamic perfor-
mances. The strong reciprocal influence of hydrodynamic and structural characteristics suggests a 
multiattribute approach for the performance optimisation of such craft. The best hull configuration 
has been selected applying the principle of non dominance to the normalised attribute. This work is 
one of the steps in the development of a multiattribute design model for small size multihull fast fer-
ries. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The request for high speed vessels, especially for coastal passenger ferries has led to the search for un-
conventional hull-forms with superior performances. 
 
Although many experimental and theoretical investigations have been carried out till now, fast ships 
are still presenting some problematic questions due to inadequate information on the splitting of the 
total resistance into different components, on the interference phenomenon for the multi-hulls, on the 
model ship correlation and on the performance comparison of different craft. This last aspect is  very 
important at early design stage; it needs the simultaneous consideration of several parameters and reli-
able tools to consider their effects. 
 
While the mono-hull and the catamaran are the leading commercial types, recent researches have been 
focused also on the trimaran, which for large deck area, easy machinery arrangement and good power-
ing performances could be preferred to the above mentioned high speed craft.  
 
One of the most interesting aspects of the trimaran hull design is the powering optimisation through 
the identification of optimum outrigger longitudinal and transversal position. In fact, due to the inter-
ference phenomenon, the outrigger position has been shown to be one of the most significant parame-
ter affecting hydrodynamic resistance and, as a consequence, power requirements.  
 
In previous works the results of tank tests of models relative to a small trimaran fast passenger ship 
have been reported. Several staggers and clearances have been investigated. The results have pointed 
out that, in the operative Froude number range for small size fast ferries (0.6 < Fn < 1.0), the lowest 
resistance has been achieved shifting the outriggers forward and outwards, i.e. for the highest values of 
clearance and the lowest values of stagger. 
 
Further studies, reported in this paper, were conducted at Naval Architecture Department of Naples 
University with the aim to assess the influence of the outrigger position on hull scantlings and struc-
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ture weight. To this purpose, three staggers (y/Lwl = 0.25, 0, -0.1) and two clearances (x/Lwl = 0.10, 
x/Lwl = 0.113 = maximum allowed clearance) have been considered. Global loads acting on the hull 
have been evaluated referring to RINa (Registro Navale Italiano) formulas. Local loads have been as-
sessed also;  the scantlings and the consequent hull weights have been calculated. The structural de-
sign has been carried out considering a GRP structure which seems a suitable material for small size 
fast ferries. Composite materials, that are very promising for hull weight reduction, have limits due to 
their poor fire resistance. This results in a limited operative range imposed by Classification Societies 
that handicaps only larger vessels, while small size fast ferries used on coastal routes do not suffer this 
constrain. The evaluation of the different structural weights has been performed for the hull bottom 
and side plating and for the cross deck with the relative stiffeners as those are the elements influenced 
by stagger.  The effect of clearance on structural weight has been quantified for stagger -0.1.   
 
Published data about hydrodynamic performances and displacement values achieved through different 
structural weights have allowed to assess effective power requirements and to identify the best hull 
configuration.   
 
1.1 - Hull form 
 
The design of the trimaran hull has been developed on the basis of the requested lay-out, of the limits 
due to service considerations and on available data from existing studies. 
 
Main hull has been selected as a slender round bilge hull form from Series 64. The outriggers have 
been chosen from Series 64 and stretched by geometrical affinity so as to increase the value of the L/B 
ratio according to their higher Froude number (Fig. 1). 
 
Table 1 details the principal main hull and outrigger characteristics of the considered trimaran ship. 
Three different outrigger longitudinal positions (stagger) and two different outrigger transversal posi-
tions (clearance) have been considered. Stagger has been assessed as the ratio between main hull and 
side hull midship longitudinal distance y, and main hull waterline length Lwl. Clearance has been as-
sessed as the ratio between main hull and sidehull centerplanes distance x, and main hull waterline 
length Lwl. 

 
 
                    Fig. 1: Trimaran hull body plan. 
 
Fig. 2-4 show the considered stagger that are: 

1) +0.25:  main hull and side hull transom aligned 
2)        0:  main hull and side hull midships aligned 
3)   - 0.1:  side hull midship shifted 4.694 m (0.1 Lwl) forward of the main hull midship. 

 
For stagger – 0.1 two different clearances have been examined: 

1) 0.100 ⇒ x = 4.70m 
2) 0.113 ⇒ x = 5.30m, corresponding to the maximum allowed breadth of the trimaran. 
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In the following figures the considered staggers are reported as well as the hull subdivision. 
 

 
Fig.2:  Trimaran hull; stagger +0.25.  

 
Fig.3:  Trimaran hull; stagger 0.  

 
Fig.4: Trimaran hull; stagger –0.1. 
 
            Table 1:  Principal characteristics of the trimaran in full scale. 

 MAIN HULL 
(series 64 hull form) 

SIDE HULL 
(series 64 derived 

TRIMARAN 
(series 64 hull form) Length over all (m) 47.700 23.850 47.700 

Length waterline (m) 46.940 23.470 46.940 
Beam waterline (m) 3.336 1.092  

Draught (m) 1.668 0.463 1.668 
Wetted surface (m2) 194.8 25.2 245.2 

Displacement (t) 120.489 4.259 129.007 
Max speed (kn)   40 
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CB 0.45 0.35  
L/B 14.070 21.500  
B/T 2.000 2.356  
Fn 0.958 1.356  

 
 

2.  Hull structures 
 
The hull scantlings and the structural weights have been assessed through the following steps: 
 

a) Ship structural lay-out definition 
b) Acting loads evaluation and safety factors assessment 
c) Material characteristics evaluation 
d) Scantlings evaluation  
e) Structural weight assessment 

 
Three different staggers have been considered for clearance 0.10; the stagger with the lowest value of 
hull weight has been then selected amongst these hull configurations and the hull weight evaluation   
has been repeated with respect to a different clearance (the maximum allowed one) in order to quantify 
the influence of this parameter. 
 
2.1  Structural lay-out   
  
Scantling Rules influence structural lay-out through the usual practice of designing according to their 
prescriptions. As regards GRP structures Classification Societies generally refer to single skin and 
sandwich plating with longitudinal and transversal reinforcements. 
 
A structural lay-out representative of the usual practice in the field has been chosen and it has been 
developed with the aim to provide the hull with enough resistance to support local and global loads 
and to meet subdivision requirements. Its main characteristics can be summarised as follows: 
 

- single skin plating 
- trimaran hull is divided into nine compartments by 8 watertight bulkheads extended for the en-

tire local breath of the ship.  (Figg. 2-4).  
- 15 transversal web frames are extended for the entire local breath of the ship (Fig. 5) 
- longitudinal stiffeners spacing is s = 0.6 m 
- bulkheads stiffeners spacing is s = 0.6 m 
- bottom longitudinal girders are 1.20 m spaced. 

 
In Fig. 5 the trimaran main section for stagger 0 and maximum clearance is reported. 
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Fig.5: Trimaran main section (stagger 0, clearance max). 

 
2.2  Global loads 
 
First step of the global loads evaluation is the assessment of weight distribution. Weight components 
have been estimated from the data analysis of small passenger ferries presently in service. In Table 2 
the formulas for weight assessment and the resulting values are reported. 
 
         Table 2: Weight preliminary evaluation 

Item formula for preliminary evaluation preliminary values  (t) 
Hull np*15 + Lwl2.63 30.965 

Engine and propulsion PB *6.5 26.000 
Fitting out and equipments 20% lightship 18.600 

Passengers and crew 80*np + nc*75 28.750 
Fuel 0.212 *PB*12/1000 10.176 

Water and consumable np*14.5/1000 5.075 
Safety equipments np*20/1000 7.000 

Margin 2.5% of the total (126.566) 3.160 
total displacement ∆   129.720 
np = number of passengers;   PB = brake horsepower;   nc = number of crew members 

 
 
 
A simplified weight distribution has been assumed to calculate longitudinal shear and bending mo-
ment with respect to three different conditions: still water, hogging and sagging.  
 
Loads evaluation has been carried out referring to quasi-static conditions, i.e. as difference between 
weights and buoyancy distribution curves. In the sagging condition, an approximate estimation of dy-
namic loads has been realised as well, following the RINa procedure for HSC: an additional weight 
distribution curve has been calculated to take in account slamming and inertia loads effects. 
 
Longitudinal shear and bending moment distribution curves do not depend on clearance but are heavi-
ly influenced by stagger as the diagrams, reported in Figs. 6-11, relative to each hull configuration, 
show.  
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Fig.6: Bending moment – Still water.  Fig.7: Shear – Still water. 
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Fig.8: Bending moment – Hogging.   Fig.9: Shear – Hogging. 
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Fig.10: Bending moment – Sagging.   Fig.11: Shear – Sagging. 
 
 
Maximum values of shear and of bending moment are reported in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Maximum shear and bending moment values. 
 
 

stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 Max diff. (%) 
 max value (t m) 

Bending Moment still water = 155 136 191 29 
Bending Moment hogging = 297 363 441 33 
Bending Moment sagging = -300 -384 -329 09 

 max value (t) 
Shear still water = 13.99 16.18 20.09 19 
Shear hogging = 25.17 30.83 35.38 29 
Shear sagging = 24.41 36.72 32.17 24 

 
 
From the analysis of reported data it is possible to draw the following conclusions:  
 

• in still water as well as in hogging conditions, the highest values of both shear and bending 
moment are achieved for the stagger –0.1, i.e. with outriggers shifted in the most advanced  
position; 

• in the sagging condition, highest loads are obtained for stagger 0, i.e. with main hull and out-
riggers midship sections aligned; 

• the gap amongst the maximum values in the three different hull configurations is considerable: 
it  reaches values of 29 %  for the shear and of 33 % for the bending moment; 

• these results will not influence very much the hull weight of the different hull configuration 
for the considered ship, due to its reduced Lwl that makes longitudinal global loads very low 
in comparison with local loads at high speed; otherwise the differences in bending moments 
and shear values would be most important for the design choices in the case of  larger ships 
and, in any case, they cannot be neglected.  

 
2.3  Local loads 
 
Local loads have been evaluated referring to RINa (Italian Register) formulas for twin-hull ships re-
ported in HSC Rules. The stagger influences pressure values on outrigger bottom and sides and on 
cross deck panels. Pressures calculation has been carried out dividing the main hull into four longitu-
dinal parts from FP with lengths equals to 0.25 Lwl. Impact loads acting on both cross-deck and side 
hull bottom show high sensitivity to the outrigger longitudinal position. Table 4 summarises the refer-
ence values of impact pressure acting on these hull portions for the three staggers: 
 
   Table 4: Impact pressures along side hulls and cross-deck. 

 stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 

location  
Pshb (*) 

(kN/m2) 
Pcd  (**)  
(kN/m2) 

Pshb (*) 

(kN/m2) 
Pcd  (**)  

(kN/m2) 
Pshb (*) 
(kN/m2) 

Pcd  (**)  
(kN/m2) 

0 < x/Lwl < 0.25 57 61 - - - - 

0.25 < x/Lwl < 0.5 69 49 76 49 85 49 

0.5 < x/Lwl < 0.75 - - 69 86 69 86 

0.75 < x/Lwl < 1 - - - - 69 123 
(*) Pshb = pressure acting on side hull bottom panels;  (**)  Pcd = pressure acting on cross-deck panels; 
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2.4  Material characterization and Laminate characteristics definition    
 

Scantling Rules refer to the most widely used matrixes and reinforcements and to the hand lay-up as 
the production process. The influences given by the curing process and by the shape of the piece to 
material characteristics are only qualitatively considered. The resulting values predicted according to 
formulas proposed by R.I.Na. in HSC Rules, are relative to a fibre weight fraction of 0.35 and concern 
a typical glass/vinylester laminate.   
 
The following materials have been considered as a reference for the ship scantlings evaluation: 
 

- Matrix :  Vinylester resin  
- Reinforcement fibres:  E glass 

 
Combined layers of chopped strand mat (CSM) and woven roving (WR) have been used for plating; 
unidirectional laminate (UDR) have been used for longitudinal stiffeners and transversal web frames 
with the aim to increase their longitudinal stiffness. Table 5 summarises the materials properties. 
 
     Table 5: Materials and laminate properties.  

 ρr (Kg/m3) E (N/mm2) νr  
MATRIX 1.12 3400 0.3  
FIBRES 2.55 72000 0.2  

 Ψ P (g/m2) EL (N/mm2) ET (N/mm2) 
CSM 0.35 300/450 9295 9295 
WR 0.45 450 13615 13615 
UDR 0.45 800 21535 5695 

Ψ = fibre weight fraction; ρr =  specific gravity; P = fibre weight per square meter; νr = Poisson’s 
ratio; EL =  longitudinal elastic modulus; ET = transversal elastic modulus 

 
2.5  Safety Factors Assessment 
 
The High Speed Craft Rules in the scantling evaluation procedure consider explicitly the comparison 
between the laminate stresses and the material ultimate strengths on the basis of given safety factors. 
The values given by the principal Classification Societies differ significantly among them and the 
comparison relative to the main structural elements is shown in Table 5 where values proposed by 
American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), Lloyd’s Register (L.R.) and Det Norske Veritas (DNV) are re-
ported. In this work the safety factor proposed by R.I.Na. (4.5) has been used. 
 
 

                           Table 6:  Safety Factors.   
 R.I.Na.  ABS L.R. DNV 

in general 6    
el. subj. to imp.  press. 4.5 3 5-4 3.3 

bottom shell 4.5 3 5-4 3.3 
side shell 4 3 4-3 3.3 
deck shell 4 3 4 3.3 

wt bulkheads 5 2 3 3.3 
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2.6  Hull scantlings  
 
The scantlings for each structural element of the hull have been verified according to the formulas 
proposed by R.I.Na. in HSC Rules. Plating thickness  has been assessed  taking into account the local 
loads; starting from the minimum value, provided by RINa formulas, thickness have been increased 
until induced local stresses resulted below the maximum allowable values. The same procedure has 
been applied to evaluate longitudinal stiffeners and transversal web frames scantlings. Then the ob-
tained structure has been verified to global loads.  To give an example the thickness of the plating for 
the different hull regions is reported in Table 7. 
 
         Table 7: Outriggers and cross-deck plating thickness in mm. 

 stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 
bottom               x/Lwl < 0.25 14.2 - - 
bottom       0.25 < x/Lwl < 0.5 16.3 16.3 18.4 
bottom       0.5 < x/Lwl < 0.75 - 16.3 16.3 
bottom                x/Lwl > 0.75 - - 16.3 
 side hull             x/Lwl < 0.25 10.0 - - 
side hull       0.25 < x/Lwl <0.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 
side hull     0.5 < x/Lwl < 0.75 - 10.0 10.0 
side hull              x/Lwl > 0.75 - - 10.0 
cross-deck         x/Lwl  < 0.25 16.3 - - 
cross-deck   0.25 < x/Lwl <0.5 14.2 14.2 14.2 
cross-deck 0.5 < x/Lwl < 0.75 - 20.5 20.5 
cross-deck           x/Lwl > 0.75 - - 22.6 

 
Table 8: Flexural stress due to local and global loads acting on the cross-deck structure. 

σ (N/mm2) 
 

stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 
0.25<x/L<0.5 0.5<x/l <0.75 x/L <0.25 0.25 < x/L < 0.5 0.25 < x/L < 0.5 0.5 < x/l < 0.75 x/l > 0.75 

CLEARANCE MAX 
σd' 8 7 6 14 6 13 27 
σd'' 11 7 11 7 11 12 6 
σtot 19 14 17 21 17 25 33 

σr / SF 43 
 CLEARANCE A 

σd' 5 5 4 10 4 9 20 
σd'' 9 6 9 6 9 10 5 
σtot 14 11 13 16 13 19 25 

σr / SF 43 
SF = safety factor = 4.5       
σd' = flexural stress due to local loads (impact pressure) acting on the cross-deck bottom panel 
σd'' = flexural stress due to global loads (maximum transversal bending moment) acting on the 

cross-deck/main hull connection structure     
     σt=�σd' + σd''       
     σr = ultimate tensile stress of the considered laminate    
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In Table 8 flexural stress values relative to reference local and global loads acting on the cross-deck 
for the considered hull configurations are reported.  
 
Obtained results point out that hull scantlings are significantly affected by local loads; transversal 
bending moment is very important for cross deck scantlings and significantly influenced by clearance.  
 
2.7  Hull weight assessment 
 
The bare hull weight calculation has been carried out for the four examined hull configurations. 
Reported values show a sensible variation of the total trimaran hull weight depending on outriggers 
longitudinal and transversal position (Table 9). For a given clearance (0.10), maximum weight differ-
ence is achieved when side hulls are shifted from after (stagger +0.25) to forward position (stagger –
0.1) due to the strong increase of local impact loads acting on both outriggers and cross deck bottom; 
the difference reaches about 7.5%. Outrigger transversal position also seems to affect the total hull 
weight: for stagger –0.1, shifting the outriggers from the lower to the higher clearance, a total weight 
difference of about 1.8 t (5.4% of the lowest hull weight value) is reached. 
 
Table 9: Trimaran hull weight components and total weight for different values of stagger and clear-
ance. 

  

clearance 0.10 clearance max 

stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 stagger -0.1 
Hull plating weight (t) 19.27 20.1 21.03 22.26 

Bulkheads plating weight (t) 1.22 1.22 1.19 1.19 
Hull stiffeners weight (t)  10.04 10.25 10.64 11.22 

Bulkheads stiffeners weight (t)  0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 
Total plating weight(t)  20.49 21.32 22.22 23.45 

Total stiffeners weight (t) 10.59 10.8 11.19 11.77 
Total weight (t)  31.08 32.12 33.41 35.22 

 
 
3.  Hull configuration comparison 
 
3.1  Performances evaluation 
 
Trimaran ship power requirements can be evaluated from calculated hull weights and from available 
hydrodynamic data. It must be noticed that for a given value of clearance, tank tests showed that the 
best trimaran performances can be achieved for stagger –0.1 due to the very low interference factor. 
On the other hand the scantlings evaluation procedure points out the stagger +0.25 as the best configu-
ration leading to the lowest hull weight value.   
 
Power requirements evaluation procedure has been realized through the following steps: 
 

a) for each hull configuration the total displacement has been calculated as a sum of bare hull 
weight and of other weight components (considered independent from stagger and clearance); 
the results are reported in the following Table 10; 

b) the relative wetted surfaces have been evaluated;  
c) residual resistance coefficient as well as frictional resistance coefficient for a 129 t ship dis-

placement have been obtained from tank tests results;  
d) from these values, residual and frictional resistances as well as effective power requirements 

have been assessed for each hull configuration using interference factors given by tank tests. 
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From the analysis of the obtained results, reported in Table 11, it is possible to notice that the best 
power performance is achieved for stagger –0.1 and maximum allowed clearance, i.e. for the heaviest 
hull configuration. This result allows to conclude that interference phenomenon seems to have a pri-
mary influence on trimaran power requirements, overcoming weight increases consequent to the dif-
ferent outrigger longitudinal and transversal positions. 
 

Table 10: Ship displacement for different hull configurations. 
 clearance 0.10 clearance max 

  stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 stagger -0.1 

∆ (t) 129.85 130.87 132.17 133.98 
 
 
 Table 11: Effective power requirements for the operative Fn. 

 clearance 0.10 clearance max 

 Fn = 0.81 stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 stagger -0.1 

Total non-interference re-
sistance Rt* (N) 

105351 106496 107333 108319 

Interference factor (*) 8.9 3.0 2.0 -1.85 

Total resistance Rt (N) 114727 109691 109480 106315 

Effective power values (kW) 1998 1911 1907 1852 

(*) Interference factor I given as (Rt - Rt*)/ Rt* x 100   
 
 
3.2 - Ranking hull configurations  
 
The best hull configuration can be identified and the different staggers and clearances can be ranked 
considering Effective power P(kW) and Displacement ∆(t) as design attributes. No attribute preference 
is considered, that means effective power and displacement are equally important. 
 
The values of the attributes have been normalised to make them commensurate. Here, normalisation is 
done as:  ∆' = (∆ - ∆min)/∆min 

 
 P' =(P - Pmin)/Pmin  
where (‘) indicates the normalised values. 
 
Designs are ranked according to minimum Euclid distance from the ideal point of the considered at-
tributes, defined as 
 

(∆'2 + P'2)0.5 

 
 
 
Table 12: Attribute values 

 clearance 0.10 clearance max 

  stagger +0.25 stagger 0 stagger -0.1 stagger -0.1 

∆ (t) 129.85 130.87 132.17 133.98 

P (kW) 1998 1911 1907 1852 
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  normalized values 

∆' = (∆ - ∆min)/∆min 0.000 0.008 0.018 0.032 

P' =(P - Pmin)/Pmin 0.079 0.032 0.030 0.000 

  distance from ideal point 

(∆'2 + P'2)/0.5 0.079 0.033 0.035 0.032 
 
In Fig. 12 the attribute values of the considered hull configurations are shown. In Table 12 the attrib-
ute values, the normalised attribute values and the minimum distance values are reported. 
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Fig. 12: Effective power versus Displacement for the considered hull configurations. 

 
4 Conclusions 
 
From the reported results it is possible to appreciate the influence of outrigger longitudinal positions 
on the global and local loads applied to a small size trimaran hull. The effects of this factor on the 
structure weight and on the ship displacement seems not negligible although less important than stag-
ger influence on hydrodynamic characteristics. The effect of clearance has been identified; also in this 
case hydrodynamic benefits of larger clearance clearly overcome the consequent small increase in the 
structure weight.  
 
Multiattribute procedure is apt to consider these factors. Although in this case it has been used only to 
rank existing hull configurations, it can be effectively used to develop optimal design proposal. To this 
aim and to get the whole picture about trimaran hull performances further researches to take into ac-
count also stability and seakeeping attributes seems necessary. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper deals with the resistance model test procedure for high speed displacement craft in the 
Froude number range 0.60-1.00. An experimental research was conducted on three geosim models of 
a monohull with the goal to examine the effects of the towing test procedure on the model-ship corre-
lation. Within this work two key factors have been pointed out, that is the effect of the turbulence 
stimulation and of the towing force position on the model resistance. 
As regards turbulence stimulation the present work concerns investigation on the use of different de-
vices fitted to geosim models.  
Resistance results relative to different size of geosims, with several types of turbulence stimulators 
have been analysed and compared according to Fn values.  
The effect of the towing force adjustment, often strictly connected with the model dimensions, is the 
second considered factor. The direction of the towing force and its point of application can signifi-
cantly influence the dynamic trim that is, for the considered hull forms, closely connected to the re-
sistance values. 
Resistance test results obtained with towing force different directions and application points have 
been also compared to evaluate the effect of these factors.  
The results of this work are proposed as a reference for the test procedure and for model-ship corre-
lation of high speed slender hull forms. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
As far as the power prediction of fast ships by model tests is concerned, some uncertainties still exist, 
which are due both to the towing tank procedure and to the model-ship correlation. 
As it is well known, the flow on the ship in full scale is entirely turbulent. Therefore, for a correct 
frictional resistance comparison between model and ship, the laminar flow around the model must be 
avoided by the use of turbulence stimulators fitted at the forward region of the hull surface to assure 
turbulent flow on the whole surface that is abaft the used device. At the present time does not exist a 
definitive rule about the selection of the proper type and size of turbulence stimulator devices. 
The problems involved have been considered by several researchers and different devices to perturb 
the flow have been proposed. The most commonly used are pins, trip wires and sand strips. Empirical 
standardized rules for dimension and position of the stimulators in the resistance model tests of the 
conventional ships have been established by practice in the towing tanks. 
However, for a correct comparison among the resistance results of different geosim model sizes, the 
turbulent flow must be stimulated as near the bow profile as possible. The stimulator must be placed 
also in a region of model where it is effective. Moreover, the added resistance of the stimulator should 
be negligible or exactly known. Otherwise, the drag loss due to the laminar flow at the bow should be 
compensated by the parasitic drag of the stimulators. 
The techniques generally applied by the towing tanks for the turbulence stimulation of model tested in 
low Froude number ranges could be ineffective, if adopted to high speed tests of slender hull forms, 
because of the bow up condition and/or the spray resistance due the stimulator. 
Another important factor is the effect on the model resistance results of the position and direction of 
the towing force. 
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In order to give an indication on the best procedure for the high speed tests with different model sizes, 
an experimental research was jointly carried out on three geosims of a slender hull form at the Uni-
versities of Naples and Trieste. 
The results of the resistance tests were analysed and verified according to the different model scale. 
Form factors were determined by iso-Froude lines from geosim model tests. The mean value of the 
form factors 1+k(Fn) so obtained in the range Fn= 0,70-1,00 has been compared with those derived by 
Prohaska and Hughes methods through low speeds model tests carried out with transom emerged. 
 
2.    Experimental program    
 
2.1 Hull form and experimental model tests 
The investigated round bilge hull form (Fig. 1) was derived from series 64 with L/B = 14.070 and B/T 
= 2. This hull form is suitable for fast multihulls both catamaran and trimaran and it is representative 
of slender monohulls. 
 

 

 
 

Length over all (m) 47.700 
Length waterline 46.940 

Beam waterline (m) 3.336 
Draught (m) 1.668 

Wetted surface (m2) 194.8 
Displacement (t) 120.489 
Max speed (kn) 40 

CB 0.45 
L/B 14.070 
B/T 2.000 
Fn 0.958 

 

    Fig. 1 Hullform body plan.    Table 1. Main characteristics of the full scale ship 
 
The main dimensions in full scale are given in Table1. They are relative to the main hull of 
a small trimaran fast ferry that has been already considered in previous works.  
The experiments on three geosims (model scales 10, 20 and 26 ) were carried out at the towing 
tank of the University of Naples ( m.140 x m. 9,00 x m.4,20 ) where all the models were tested 
and at the towing tank of University of Trieste ( m.50 x m. 3,10 x m.1,60 ) where the smallest 
model was tested also. 
The largest model was built in wood, while the smaller ones are in fibreglass to get adequately 
low weights and to avoid the use of counterweights in the resistance tests. 
Model dimensions were chosen according to the considered ship cruising speed of 40 kn and by 
taking inTO account the maximum carriage speed and the blockage effect at the towing tanks. 
In the standard procedure of the resistance model tests adopted by the towing tanks it is common 
practice that turbulence stimulators are applied for all the models of the conventional ships. For 
large models studs or trip wires are generally used, for small models sand strips or wires are fre-
quently used. 
The additional resistance due to the turbulence stimulators should be calculated and subtracted 
from the measured resistance. 
However, generally no correction is made in model-ship correlation. This correction could be nec-
essary for high speed craft, for which the projection of the turbulence devices could also cause a 
further additional resistance due to the spray effect.  
Therefore, in order to verify the effect of turbulence stimulators in model-ship correlation of high 
speed craft, the geosim model tests were carried out in the Froude number range 0,60- 1,00 both 
with bare hull and with sand strips or trip wires as stimulators .A large number of experiments 
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was carried out, adopting one, two or three sand strips and changing diameter and longitudinal po-
sition of trip wires. 
The position of the wires was chosen both to reduce as most possible the forward region of lami-
nar flow and to have wire diameters comparable with the boundary LAMINARlayer thickness 
 

δ = 5.5x/Rnx
0.5   (1) 
 

at the position x from the leading edge, being Rnx =xV/ν, the local Reynolds number at point x for 
model speed V. 
The arrangements of the different stimulators relating to the three geosims are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Type and position of the different used stimulators. 

Model scale Stimulator Position abaft FP 
10 0.5 diam. trip wire 60 mm 

0.8 diam. trip wire 60 mm 
0.8 diam. trip wire 180 mm 

Sand single strip 6 mm wide 60 mm 
Sand double strip 6 mm wide 60 mm – 90 mm 

20 0.5 diam. trip wire 30 mm 
0.8 diam. trip wire 30 mm 
0.8 diam. trip wire 90 mm 

Sand single strip 6 mm wide 30 mm 
Sand triple strip 6 mm wide 30 mm – 45 mm – 60 mm 

26 0.3 diam. trip wire 23 mm 
0.4 diam. trip wire 23 mm 
0.5 diam. trip wire 23 mm 

 
 
Fig. 2 shows for each model the projection of the used wire diameters outside (positive values) 
and inside (negative values) the boundary layer thickness. In any case this projection should avoid 
additional spray resistance. 
For the model scale 10 the tests of the bare hull were also conducted considering three different 
towing positions: on the base line, on the main deck and on a intermediate height as the point of 
application of the towing force could have effect on the running trim and consequently on the re-
sistance results. 
Generally the model is towed by a point at a given height defined to the facilities and to the model 
testing techniques of the towing tanks, as it is no practical to exactly simulate the direction and the 
point of application of the thrust. 
Moreover, it is not always possible to arrange the towing force at a given direction. The choice of 
this direction that should simulate the thrust direction is allowed only by some experimental set-
up, while generally the direction of the towing force is horizontal. 
On the other hand the facilities of some tanks impose the use of inclined direction for the towing 
force of slender small models, as the towing equipment cannot be contained inside the model. 
Therefore, tests were also carried out with the smallest model towed by horizontal and inclined 
towing force, in order to ascertain the influence of the towing direction on the running trim and on 
the resistance. 
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Fig. 2. Projection of the used wire diameters outside (positive values) and inside (negative values) 
the boundary layer thickness.  
 
 
3.  Analysis of Experiments 
 
3.1 Towing force position 
 
The effects of the towing force position on resistance and trim have been analysed by the results 
obtained with the bare hull tests relating to model scale 10, considering the three different above 
mentioned heights . In all cases the direction of the towing force was horizontal. 
From the analysis of the results (Fig.3 ) we can deduce that this effect on the trim and consequent-
ly on the resistance, can be considered negligible, being the differences of the resistance due to 
the different positions in the order of 1 per cent in the considered Froude range Fn 0,60- 1,00. 
 
3.2 Towing force direction 
 
The usual practice in Naples and Trieste towing tanks is to tow models by an horizontal force. The 
1:26 model when towed in Trieste University could not be arranged in this way due to towing 
equipment size. So that a force inclined 1° to the horizontal was used and the resulting force act-
ing on the model was divided into vertical and horizontal components. The horizontal component 
values are very similar to the resistance values assessed at Naples towing tank where the same 
model was towed by an horizontal force, as reported in Fig. 4. This means that very small trim dif-
ferences, also reported in the same Fig. 4, and due to the longitudinal moment given by the verti-
cal component have no significant influence for the resistance evaluation of this hullform.  
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Fig.3. Trim and Resistance values for towing different positions. 
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Fig.4. Trim and Resistance values for towing different directions. 

 
3.3. Turbulence stimulation 
 
3.3.1. Resistance results 
The cooperative tests between Naples and Trieste Universities were conducted at load condition 
of ship in full scale both with bare hull and stimulators devices, whose dimensions should be great 
enough to promote the turbulence abaft their position without an appreciable parasitic resistance, 
but small enough to avoid the spray phenomenon. As the critical dimension depends on the thick-
ness of the laminar layer, the position and the dimension of the stimulators where chosen taking 
into account the model dimensions and the Froude number range of the resistance tests. 
Great care was also taken to obtain the maximum possible accuracy of the resistance results. 
For this aim: 
-the geosim model offsets were carefully checked; 
-the resistance dynamometer was precisely and repeately calibrated; 
-the tests were repeated several times and in different times; 
-the tests on all the three geosims were carried out in the Naples University towing tank and the 
smallest model was also tested in the Trieste University towing tank in order to compare data ob-
tained from the two different tanks. 
  
In order to estimate the parasitic drag due to stimulators the tests on geosim model scales 10 and 
20 were conducted at first without any stimulator and successively, with sand strips 6 mm wide 
fitted near bow profile. Specifically the 1:10 model was fitted with one, then with two identical 
but separated strips, with the first strip 60 mm abaft the FP and the two strips 30 mm distant one 
from the other. The 1:20 model was fitted with one strip, then with three identical but separated 
strips with first strip 30 mm abaft the FP and the three strips 15 mm offset one from the other. 
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From the measured differences of the resistances an evaluation of the additional resistance due to 
turbulence strip has been obtained. So the difference between the turbulent and the laminar flow 
resistance on the forward model surface has been determined also. 
 
The results obtained are reported in the Tables 4 and 5, being: 
-R1 the resistance without stimulator; 
-R2 with one sand strip;  
-R3 with two (model scale 1:10) or three (model scale 1:20) identical strips; 
-Rp = R3-R2 for model scale 1:10 and Rp=1/2 (R3-R2) for model scale 1:20, the evaluated parasitic 
resistance; 
∆R= R2- (R1+ Rp), the measured difference of the resistance between the turbulent and the lami-
nar flow. 
 
Table 4.(Model scale 10) 

Fn V(m/s) R1 (kg) R2 (kg) R3 (kg) Rp (g) ∆R1 (kg) ∆R1 /R1)100 
0.60 4.070 7.305 7.397 7.421 24 68 0.93 
0.70 4.750 9.001 9.112 9.138 26 85 0.97 
0.80 5.430 11.055 11.190 11.220 30 105 0.91 
0.90 6.100 13.335 13.488 13.523 35 118 0.85 
1.00 6.780 15.791 15.969 16.014 45 133 0.80 

 
Table 5.(Model scale 20) 

Fn V(m/s) R1 (kg) R2 (kg) R3 (kg) Rp (g) ∆R1 (kg) (∆R1 /R1)100 
0.60 2.870 1.034 1.055 1.075 10 11 1.06 
0.70 3.360 1.290 1.315 1.340 13 13 0.97 
0.80 3.838 1.576 1.607 1.641 17 14 0.89 
0.90 4.318 1.909 1.945 1.985 20 16 0.84 
1.00 4.798 2.292 2.335 2.380 23 21 0.89 

 
The analysis of the model data highlights that the laminar region on the naked model, in all the 
examined Froude number range (Fn =0, 60- 1,00), is very small for the two tested geosims, being 
only 1 per cent the increase ∆R on the resistance of the naked model due to the sand strip. 
Briefly it can be concluded that the influence of the turbulence stimulation device applied near the 
leading edge of the high speed craft models is very small, as the transition point from laminar to 
turbulent flow takes place for the low local Reynolds number generally 2.5-3.0x105 and conse-
quently very near to bow profile. 
Such result could be consequence of a turbulence stimulation due to the very small but inevitable 
thickness of the model bow and to the round form of the bow profile of the examined hullform. 
A large number of geosim tests was also carried out with trip wires of different diameters d, fitted 
in different longitudinal positions and with different projection (d-δ) on the boundary layer thick-
ness δ. 
The tests results were evaluated both by flow observation and by resistance assessment. 
The resistance values measured testing the geosim models were reducted to coefficient form by 
the usual relation  

CT = RT/ (0.5 ρ S V2)   (2) 
 

and the results are reported in Figg. 5,6,7 for the model scale 1:10, 1:20, 1:26 respectively. 
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Fig. 7. CT values for model scale 26  Fig. 8. Spray phenomenon at Fn 0.83 with 0.8 mm 
diameter trip wire on model scale 10. 

  
Fig. 8 shows an evident spray phenomenon on the model forward surface. The photograph refers 
to model scale 20 tested at Fn 0.83 with a 0.8 mm diameter trip wire placed 30 mm abaft FP. In 
this position the boundary layer thickness δ is 0.49 mm and the projection (d-δ) is 0.31 mm. 
In a further test the same stimulator has been shifted to 120 mm abaft FP where it is inside the 
boundary layer thickness in the whole considered Fn range as shown by Table 6. 
 
Table 6 Projection of 0.8 mm trip wire on the boundary layer thickness 

Model speed 
(m/s) 

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Fn 0.521 0.625 0.733 0.833 0.938 1.042 
Rn 2.42 105 2.99 105 3.39 105 3.87 105 4.36 105 4.85 105 

δ (mm) 1.294 1.181 1.093 1.023 0.964 0.915 
(d-δ) -0.494 -0.381 -0.293 -0.223 -0.164 -0.115 

 
In this position the spray phenomenon is absent and the parasitic additional resistance due to 
stimulator is comparable with that other determined with the sand strip. 
 
 
3.3.2 Residuary resistance 
The values of the residuary resistance coefficient  

CR=CT-CF   (3) 
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were calculated based on the ITTC line. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the curves of CR relating to the 
three geosims obtained by the tests carried out with bare models (Fig.9) and with the same trip 
wire diameter of 0.5 mm fitted near the bow profile inside the boundary layer thickness (Fig. 10) 
The CR values concerning the three geosims tested without stimulators are pratically constant in 
the region of Fn>0.8. The differences are less than 3 per cent. For Fn<0.70, the CR values of the 
model 1:26, in consequence of a higher proportional effect of the laminar flow on the forward sur-
face, are smaller than that of the two other models. 
Due to the different proportional parasitic resistance of the stimulators, the CR values concerning 
the tests carried out with trip wire show differences increasing according to Froude number and 
model scale.  The CR values of 1:10 scale model are 8 per cent smaller than that ones relative to 
1:20 scale model and these last values are are about 4 per cent smaller than those relative to1:26 
scale model. 
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Fig. 9 CR values for bare hull of geosims 10,20,26.    Fig. 10 CR values geosim 10,20,26 hulls 
fitted with 0.5 mm trip wire. 

 
3.3.3 Form factors 
Form factor values (1+k) were determined for each Fn in the range of Froude number 0.60-1.00 by 
the slope of the total resistance coefficient CT of the three geosim models versus the frictional re-
sistance coefficients CF (iso-Froude method) based on ITTC line. 
The results are given in Fig. 11 for the tests carried out without stimulators and in Fig. 12 for the 
tests performed using 0.5 mm diameter trip wire stimulator. 
The form factors so obtained for the bare hull show a higher proportional effect of the laminar 
flow on the forward surface of the smallest model, mostly at the lower Froude number 0.60 and 
0.70, being the value of CT for the model scale 26 much lower than those aligned by the other two 
models. 
The values of CT relating to models fitted with trip wire stimulators fit roughly the straight lines 
and no significant difference can be seen among the values of the form factors so obtained. 
However the values 1.38-1.44 for (1+k) seem very high for this slender hullform. 
This result is undoubtedly due to wrong values of CT consequent to the stimulator additional re-
sistance in the examined Fn range. 
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Fig. 11 Form factors by iso-Froude ( bare hull)          Fig. 12 Form factors by iso-Froude (0.5 wire) 
  
The form factor values have been also determined for each Fn by means of the following formula: 
 

1+k’ = ( CT(20) - CT(10) ) / ( CF(20) – CF(10) )  (4) 
 

where CT and CF are referred to the two larger models with scale ratios 1:10  and 1:20. 
The 1+k’ values so determined for the models without stimulators in the range 0.70-1.00 of Fn are 
roughly constant and the mean value shows a good agreement (Fig. 13) with that one derived from 
the low speed model tests conducted with transom emerged, by enveloping the curves of the total 
resistance coefficient CT versus Reynolds number Rn ( Hughes method). 
In table 7 the 1+k’ values so obtained both without stimulators and with trip wire are compared 
with those determined by iso-Froude. 
 
Table 7. (1+k’) values compared with (1+k) determined by iso-Froude. 

Fn (1+k’) bare hull (1+k) bare hull (1+k’) 0.5 mm wire (1+k) 0.5 mm wire 
0.70 1.206 1.074 1.307 1.439 
0.80 1.158 1.085 1.316 1.443 
0.90 1.112 1.046 1.294 1.401 
1.00 1.123 1.053 1.340 1.402 

 
3.3.4 Wave resistance 
The values of the wave coefficient resistance can be calculated by the following relation  
 
CW = CTm – (1+k) CFm  (5)  
 
Where the form factors (1+k) for the conventional ship is considered as constant determined by 
the resistance tests at low Froude number. For high speed craft the flow regime around the hull is 
very sensible to the speed of the ship. The presence of hydrodynamic lift and consequently the 
variation of the trim , of the wetted surface area and the possible spray  formation could preclude 
a satisfactory determination of a constant value of the form factor for model-ship correlation. 
However for the present analysis of the geosim model tests, the wave resistance coefficients have 
been calculated using form factors (1+k’) derived by the formula (4). 
Fig. 14 shows, for the two model scales 1:10 and 1:20, the curves of CW = CTm – (1+k’) CFm de-
termined for the model tested without stimulators and with trip wires. 
The results highlight that the value of CW relating to the two considered geosims without stimula-
tors are almost the same in the whole Fn range, but there is discrepancy among the CW values re-
lating to the models tested with stimulators. Moreover these Cw values in the Fn range 0.80-
1.00 are 19% - 15.3% of CTm for the models without stimulators and only 8.2% - 2.8% of CTm for 
the models fitted with trip wires. 
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As the last values of the wave resistance CW are not realistic, being very small, the results seem to 
indicate that the model tests for displacement slender hullforms should be carried out without 
stimulators. 
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Fig. 13 Form factors by Hughes method. Fig. 14 Wave Coefficient CW for the 
geosims with scale ratio 10 and 20. 

4 Conclusions 
 
An investigation has been made on the resistance model test procedure for displacement high 
speed craft using three geosim models of a very slender hullform. 
The following conclusion can be drawn from this research: 

1. The effect of the towing position on the running trim and on the resistance, if the direction 
of the towing force is horizontal, can be considered negligible on the results. 

2. Due to smaller drag values measured with bare models, because of the influence of the 
laminar flow, and to higher values in the tests carried out with trip wire stimulation, be-
cause of the influence of the additional parasitic resistance, the dimension of the smallest 
model (L = 1.805 m) could be problematic for the resistance model tests of a high speed 
displacement hullform. 

3. The resistance data obtained from the medium and the large models in the range of Fn 
0.60-1.00 show that the influence of the turbulence stimulation devices applied near the 
leading edge ,is very small. However the stimulator should be inside the boundary layer 
thickness, in order to avoid the spray phenomenon. 

4. The high form factors determined as a function of Froude number with trip wire stimula-
tor are not realistic for a slender hullform, as shown also by the very small derived values 
of the wave resistance coefficients. On the contrary, the form factors values determined 
with the bare models are roughly constant and the mean value agrees with that obtained 
from low speed model tests (with transom emerged). Therefore no stimulator is recom-
mended in the high speed resistance model tests in order to avoid wrong CT values due to 
additional parasitic resistance. 

5. Different, but both reliable results seem derived from the two different model ship corre-
lations; ITTC 57 and ITTC 78 with k derived from low speed model tests. Further geosim 
tests data and reliable full scale data will allow to ascertain the validity of the most correct 
model ship correlation. 
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S�RTbKS�X�m`l>jfRfm m`O 5�RTS�RTN:VYV<W�b4RfU0>�X�� U�RTb�]ESw]EV"OxXvN V"k�]EVÂ]ES�RojfXvNKN>RfjTV�Rfm �1OQV"k U�Vw]EgQg)XEZ?@va �1OQNKs bKS�X6'>gxRfU�����N
b�]ES"V"OxjTlKgu]ES½þIW2V"k>R�Xvþ>U�RTS"P^]EV"OxXvN�XEZ«]�U�RTS"OxRfU�XEZÕcdX:mKRTg>V�RfU�V�U\XvNdP^]ES"OxXvl>UrbKS�X6'>gxRfU)
/�����%�oU�RTS"OxRfU½{^ÿ��3XEZim`O 5�RTS�RTN:V
U"k�]Eb�R+]EN>m~V"kKOxj���N>RfU�U8_:V"k>RTW1��RTS�R�]EþKgxR�V�X
mKR�'>N>R+V"kKS�RfR�m`O 5ÕRTS�RTNIV½þ*� g���U�RTb�]ESw]EV"OxXvNÀcdX:mKRfU �1kKOxj�kÊj8]El>U�R�V�X
V"k>R
U"Vw]EgQg��0/ßk>R~]EN�]EgQW`U"OxU	c~]vmKRdþ:W /ßk �½]EOQV�RfU�
¯y��^{�����_2��RTgQg\S�RTN>mKRTS�RfmBOQN '>s^lKS�R0@`_«kKOQs^kKgQOQs^kIV�RfmÜVC�½XÂc~]��"XvSqVC�½X
m`O 5ÕRTS�RTNIV+V<W�b4RfU+XEZ3U"Vw]EgQgiZ�XvS �1OQNKs~bKS�X6'>gxRfU�9�Z´XvS�V"kKOQNÂbKS�X6'>gxRfU �1OQV"kÂV �Ej87 �(�Qy�@`_�]V<W�bKOxj8]Eg«gu]EcÈOQN�]ES+UwRTb�]ESw]EV"OxXvN
þKlKþKþKgxR�OxU�V"S"OQs^sHRTS�Rfmo]EV�V"k>R 4 �ºp �,]EV+kKOQs^ko]ENKs^gxR
XEZ\]EV"Vw]vj �.]EN>mÂs^Sw]vm`l�]EgQgQWYbKS�X�jfRfRfmÂlKb.V"k>RqV"k>R /��ºp ��XEZ�V"k>R
bKS�X6'>gxR+lKb�V�X
V"k>R+jfXvcÈbKgxRTV�R)bKS�X6'>gxR)U"Vw]EgQg��3�<NÀU�XvcdR)j8]vU�RfU\V"k>R)U�RTb�]ESw]EV"OxXvNÀþKlKþKþKgxR�OxU�N>XvV1]EþKgxR�V�X
S�R8]EV"Vw]vj�kYXvN
V"k>RbKS�X6'>gxR2þ�]vj��oU"lKS¯Z±]vjfR^_i]EN>moU�Vw]EgQg'OxU)c~]ENKO�Z´RfU"V�Rfm �1OQV"kÇ]ENÇ]EþKS"lKbKV	gxX^U�U�XEZ\gQO�ZGV.
GOQNoZ´R=� mKRTs^S�RfRfU	XEZß](�ºX��¼]����
+>XvS)V"kKOxj��ÆbKS�X6'>gxRfU �1OQV"koV �Ej89 �(�Qy8}À]EN>mÆS�XvlKN>mKRfm 4 �ºp �Q_�XvNoV"k>R
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Z�S�Xvc�V"k>R"/��ºp �,lKb&V�X�V"k>R14 �ºp ��OQNÇ]ds^Sw]vm`l�]Eg�c~]ENKN>RTS8_Õj8]El>U�OQNKsÆ]dV�W:bKOxj8]Eg,>,]EV�bKS�RfU�U"lKS�Rm`OxU"V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvNB]LZ�V�RTS
V"k>RdUwRTb�]ESw]EV"OxXvNBb�XvOQNIV�]EN>mB]ÀsHRTN>RTSw]EgQOxUwRfmÇgxX��½RTS"OQNKsoXEZßV"k>RdU"l>j �:OQNKsÆbKS�RfU�U"lKS�Rdm`OxU"V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvNÉXvNÇV"k>RÈþ�]vj �&XEZ
V"k>R	bKS�X6'>gxR��
��N~gu]ES"sHR)U"kKOQb>U �1OQV"kÀm`Sw]LZ�V½XEZ@{�:)�Ec�Uw]EOQgQOQNKsÈ]EV\S�Rfm`l>jfRfmÊU"b�RfRfmKU)
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bKS�RfU�U�lKS�R
XvNÆV"k>R�bKS�X6'>gxR�S�R8]vj�k>RfU)V"k>R	�ß]EV�RTS
P^]Eb4XvS2bKS�RfU�U�lKS�RÂ]EVÈ]Ec�þKOxRTNIVdV�RTcÈb�RTSw]EV"lKS�R 
�jfXvN>U"OxmKRTS�Rfm jfXvN>U"Vw]ENIV?�1OQV"k V�RTcÈb�RTSw]EV"lKS�RYþ�RTOQNKsoV ��XÇXvS�mKRTSdXEZ
c~]Es^NKOQV"l>mKRÊgxX���RTSdV"k�]ENÝ]Ec
þKOxRTN:V~]EV"cdX^U"bKk>RTS"OxjÊbKS�RfU�U"lKS�R���_\V"k>RTN ��RÊj8]EN jfXvN`ZGl>U�RÀV"k>RÀcÈOQNKOQc
lKc bKS�RfUwU"lKS�R
jfX�R � jTOxRTNIV)XvNÂV"k>R�bKS�X6'>gxR��1OQV"kÂV"k>Rqj8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvN.OQN>mKR���9��������
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/ßk>RÀcÈOQNKOQc
lKc bKS�RfUwU"lKS�R�jfX�R � jTOxRTNIVÈP`U��è]ENKs^gxRÀXEZ)]EV"Vw]vj���_\j8]EgxjTlKgu]EV�RfmÉþIWÜcdR8]EN>U2XEZ�V"k>RÀP:OxU�jfXvl>U"z±OQNIP�OxU�jTOxm
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GcdX�mKRTg@]EN>mÀZGlKgQg@U�j8]EgxR����
h)U�jfXvlKgxmÆþ4RqR��`b�RfjTV�RfmÕ_>V"k>R	S�RfU"lKgQV�U�OQN>m`Oxj8]EV�R]Èþ4RTV"V�RTS+þ4RTk�]8P:OxXvlKS)XEZ3V"k>R �����%� ���`y8}dbKS�X6'>gxR�]EV�V"k>R
gxX���RfU�V
]ENKs^gxRqXEZr]EV"Vw]vj���_>S�RfU�b4RfjTV1V�XÈV"k>R�cdX�m`O '�RfmÂbKS�X6'>gxRfU�V"k�]EV�k�]fPHRqV"k>R	c~]���OQc�lKc V"kKOxj �:N>RfU�U+]vm`Pv]EN>jfRfmÆV�X��½]ES�mKU
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�ß]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvNèþKlKþKþKgxRfU8_�OQNoZ±]vjTV8_�l>U"l�]EgQgQWÂN>RfRfmÇ]�jfRTS"Vw]EOQNÇR���V�RTN:V	XEZ�V"k>RgxX�� bKS�RfU�U"lKS�RS�RTs^OxXvN&V�XÊmKRTPHRTgxXvbB]EN>m
U"l>U�Vw]EOQN*�
+>XvS)V"kKOxU+bKlKS"b4X^U�R
V"k>R�j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OQNKsYjfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN>U8_4OQN.V"k>R�j8]vU�R�XEZrgu]EcÈOQN�]ES)U�k>RfRTV+j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNi_�k�]vU+þ4RfRTN.PHRTS"O '�Rfm
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+'OQs^lKS�R �9 �½XvcÈb�]ES"OxU�XvNdXEZ,V"k>RßcÈOQNKOQc�lKc�bKS�RfU�U"lKS�R1jfX�R � jTOxRTNIV\XvN2V"k>R1m`O 5ÕRTS�RTNIV @vaæbKS�X6'>gxRfU\]EV3P^]ES"OxXvl>U\]ENKs^gxR
XEZr]EV"Vw]vj��Â]EN>mYV ��X~m`O 5ÕRTS�RTNIV ��RTW�N>XvgxmKU1NIlKc�þ4RTS�U1
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cdR8]EN>U)XEZ\]ÈgQOQN>R8]ES�þ�XvlKN>m>]ES"WÂRTgxRTcdRTNIV�cdRTV"k>X�m �1OQV"kojfXvN>U"Vw]ENIV�U�XvlKS�jfRfU�]EN>mÆm`OQb�XvgxRfU�m`OxU"V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvN&X8PHRTS)V"k>R
bKS�X6'>gxR]EN>mÆX8PHRTS)V"k>Rqb�]EN>RTgxU+XvNÆV"k>R�j8]fP�OQV<WÂjfXvNIV�XvlKS���h ��OQN>RTc~]EV"Oxjqþ�XvlKN>m>]ES"WÂjfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN>U)OxU�OQcÈb�X^U�RfmÂX�PHRTS
V"k>R1bKS�X6'>gxR)]EN>mdj8]fP�OQV<WdU�lKS¯Z´]vjfR 
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S�RTs^OxXvNÂþ�RTkKOQN>mÊV"k>R	j8]fP�OQV<WÊOxU1U"lKbKb�X^U�RfmÊV�XP^]ES"W�gQOQN>R8]ES"gQWÀOQNÂU"b�]vjfR^_(�1kKOQgxR	V"k>R���lKV"Vw]2jfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN&]EV½V"k>R /��ºp �
OxU1OQcÈb�X^U�RfmYþ:W�cdR8]EN>U+XEZ�]b�]EN>RTg«OQNÂV"k>R)�½]6�HR]EgQOQs^N>Rfm �1OQV"kÂV"k>R	þKOxU�RfjTV�XvS)]ENKs^gxRqXEZ'V"k>R
U"k�]ES"b /��ºp � �
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GbKS�RfU�U"lKS�R+jfX:R � jTOxRTN:V �ß]EV �1kKOxjwk
V"k�]EV�b�]ES"V"OxjTlKgu]ES+sHRfXvcdRTV"S"WÂXEZ3j8]8P:OQV�WYR���OxU"V�U�j8]ENÂþ4R�OQN>m`OQS�RfjTV"gQWÊZ´XvlKN>mÕ_KV�XvsHRTV"k>RTS �1OQV"kÂV"k>R	OQNIP�OxU�jTOxmYbKS�RfUwU"lKS�R
m`OxU"V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvNoXvNYV"k>Rqj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OQNKs~bKS�X6'>gxR�]EN>mYV"k>R	S�RTgu]EV"OQPHR	gQO�Z�VßZ�XvS�jfR��
��XvcdR
S�RTbKS�RfU�RTNIVw]EV"OQPHR�S�RfU"lKgQV�U�XEZ3V"k>Rqj8]EgxjTlKgu]EV"OxXvN>U)b�RTS¯Z�XvS"cdRfm �1OQV"k.V"kKOxU�cdRTV"k>X�mÆ]ES�R	bKS�RfU�RTN:V�RfmÆOQN '>s^lKS�R �
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Sw]ENKsHRXEZ 4 �ºp �,Sw]vm`OQl>U�]EN>mÆgxXvNKs^OQV"l>m`OQN�]Eg3b4X^U"OQV"OxXvNoXEZrc~]���OQc�lKcÐV"kKOxj �:N>RfUwU���h+N.R��>]EcÈbKgxR�XEZ�V"k>Rj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN
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RTP�OxmKRTNIVS�RfU"b�RfjTVqV�XÂV"k>R�XvS"OQs^OQN�]Eg ���������2Z´XvS�]ENÉR&%Il�]Eg½j8]fP�OQV<WègxRTNKs^V"ki_'V"k>R
bKS�Rfm`OxjTV�RfmÉj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNÓOQN>mKR��BXEZßV"k>R~cdX:m`O '�RfmÜbKS�X6'>gxR�OxUqkKOQs^k>RTS8_r]vU	�½RTgQgß]vU�V"k>RdS�RTgu]EV"OQPHRÀm`OQcdRTN>U"OxXvN 
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 '>s^lKS�R1����_�V"k>Rj8]fP�OQV"OxRfU)bKS�Rfm`OxjTV�Rfm&XvN.V"k>R�VC�½X
bKS�X6'>gxRfUd]EV2Uw]EcdRÊj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNÓOQN>mKR���_\]ES�RÊU"OQcÈOQgu]ES"�1OQV"kÝ]ÆU�gQOQs^kIV"gQWBgxRfUwU2]ES�R8]ÆZ´XvS�V"k>RÀn.|.cdX�m`O '�RfmÉbKS�X6'>gxR��
/ßk>R	þ�RTV"V�RTS1þ�RTk�]fP�OxXvlKS�XEZ'V"k>R�cdX�m`O '�RfmYbKS�X6'>gxRqn.|2S�RfU"b�RfjTV�V�X2V"k>R	XvS"OQs^OQN�]Eg �������ÜXvN>R^_KX�jfjTlKS�U,�¯l>U"V�]EV1V"k>R
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��� � ������ � ��� � ���
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� OQNÀV"k>R+kIW�b�XvV"k>RfU"OxUßV"k�]EV�V"k>R�jfXvS"S�RfjTV"OxXvN>U�]EbKbKgQOxRfmÊV�XR8]vj�k8'>N*#ºU½V"Sw]EN>U"PHRTS�U�R�U�RfjTV"OxXvN>U1mKX�N>XvVß]�5ÕRfjTV�]ENIW
XvV"k>RTS�U�RfjTV"OxXvNi_:V"k>R�N>R=� U"b�]EN �1OxU�R�gxXH]vm~m`OxU"V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvNÀOQN~OQN:V�RTs^Sw]EV�Rfm~V�X�j8]EgxjTlKgu]EV�R�V"k>R+jfXvS"S�RfjTV�RfmÀÿva gQO�Z�V
]EV�V"k>RqjfXvN>U"OxmKRTS�RfmÆ](�ºX��¼](� ;

+>XvgQgxX��1OQNKsYV"kKOxU�j8]EgxjTlKgu]EV"OxXvNobKS�X�jfRfm`lKS�R^_�V"k>RS���
� � jTlKS"PHRfU�XEZ '>s^lKS�RÀyT|>_�Z´XvS�S�RfjTVw]ENKs^lKgu]ES)'>N>U+k�]fP�OQNKsÊV"k>R
cdX�m`O '�RfmÓnÆ|&bKS�X6'>gxRY]EN>m m`O 5�RTS�RTN:Vd]vU"b4RfjTV2Sw]EV"OxX^U8_rk�]fPHRÊþ�RfRTNÉbKS�Rfm`OxjTV�RfmÉZ´XvSV"k>R�cdX�mKRTg1U�j8]EgxR���RTW�N>XvgxmKU
N:lKc
þ�RTS���h s^l>RfU�U)XEZrV"k>Rqc~]��`OQc
lKc�gQO�Z�V+jfX�R � jTOxRTNIV)OQNÆN>XvN&j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OQNKsÊjfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN>U�j8]EN.þ4R�mKXvN>R �1OQV"k.V"kKOxU
cdRTV"k>X�m�� B Z@jfXvlKS�U�R�V"k>R)bKS�Xvb�X^U�RfmÀcdRTV"k>X:mKXvgxXvs^WÀOxU1XvNKgQWÀ]jTS"l>mKR	]EbKbKS�X&�`OQc~]EV"OxXvN.XEZ@V"k>R+S�R8]Eg�>�X��q_KU"OQN>jfR)OQV
jfXvcÈbKgxRTV�RTgQWÂOQs^N>XvS�RfU+V"k>R
jTS�X^UwU >�X��íjTgxX^U�RqV�X~V"k>R�'>NÂV"OQb&]EN>mÂOxU+U"V�XvbKb4Rfmo]EV�V"k>R�'>S�U�V+XvS�mKRTS)]EbKbKS�X���OQc~]EV"OxXvN
�1OQV"kÂS�RTsI]ES�mKU�V�X2V"k>RqmKX��1N �½]vU"k.PHRTgxX:jTOQV�WÊOQN>m`l>jfRfmÆXvNYV"k>R)'>NÂU"lKS¯Z±]vjfR.
�XvS�PHXvS"V�R��YOQNIV�RTN>U�OQV"OxRfU�OQNYV"k>R��ß]6�HR����
/ßk>R
ÿva jfXvlKbKgxRfmÆP:OxU�jfXvl>U"z±OQNIP�OxU�jTOxmYcdRTV"k>X�mKU8_KbKS�RTP�OxXvl>U"gQW�OQN:V"S�X:m`l>jfRfmÕ_4X8PHRTS�jfXvcdR
V�XÈV"k>RfU�Rq]EbKbKS�X���OQc~]EV"OxXvN>U8_
þKlKV�V"k>RTWo]ES�R�N>XvV	j8]Eb�]EþKgxRÈXEZ\cdX�mKRTgQOQNKsYÿva�U�RTb�]ESw]EV�Rfm:>�X�� ]EN>m&jfXvN>U�R&%:l>RTNIV"gQWoN>XvV	]vm>]EbKV�RfmoZ�XvS)V"k>R2RfU"V"O�z
c~]EV"OxXvNÇXEZ½c~]���OQc�lKc gQO�ZGV��3/ßk>R2lKgQV"OQc~]EV�RdU�XvgQlKV"OxXvN&Z´XvS�V"kKOxU	j8]vU�R"��XvlKgxmèþ�RV"k>R2ÿva �+h+e���p cdX:mKRTgQOQNKsÂXEZ
V"k>RqjfXvcÈbKgxRTV�R�'>N*�
h+N>XvV"k>RTS2]vm`P^]ENIVw]EsHRÊXEZ�V"kKOxU2]EbKbKS�X&�`OQc~]EV�RÊkIW�þKS"Oxm @va�z�ÿva cdRTV"k>X:mÜOxUV"k�]EV8_3OQNBbKS"OQN>jTOQbKgxR^_�OQV2j8]ENÉþ4R~l>U�Rfm
]EgxU�XYZ�XvS	V"k>RdRfU�V"OQc~]EV"OxXvNBXEZ½c~]��`OQc
lKc gQO�ZGVqZ�XvS	V"k>R1'>NèOQNÜj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OQNKs.jfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN>U8_3]vU��1OQgQgrþ�R2bKS�RfU�RTNIV�RfmBOQN
V"k>R	N>R��`V�U�RfjTV"OxXvN*�
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n.|íbKS�X6'>gxR^_¼]EVÉcdX�mKRTg���RTW�N>XvgxmKUBN:lKc
þ�RTS

 ��� � �;�� ���@p ��b�RTS"OQcdRTNIVw]Eg�Pv]EgQl>RfUiZGS�Xvcíj8]fP:z
OQVw]EV"OxXvN.V"lKNKN>RTgiV�RfU"V�]EV ;�= � � ��� �
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lKN>mKRTS"sHXvOQNKs&V"k>RdV�RfU�V�U
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OQN �+XvcdR��7/ßk>Rdj8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvNÜV"lKNKN>RTg�XEZßV"k>RdS�RfU�R8]ES�jwkBOQN>U"V"OQV"lKV�R
XEZ
��Vw]EgQOu]ENæe�]fP�W 
��½pr�¸n.n �Èk�]vUÊ]ÇU %Il�]ES�Rfm V�RfU"V�U�RfjTV"OxXvN XEZ
{����EcÈc �Â{����EcÈc ]EN>mÂ]Èc~]���OQc�lKc PHRTgxX:jTOQV�WYXEZßy�@2c �EU��
/ßk>R	'>N!�½]vU+V�RfU"V�Rfmo]EV�Z´XvlKS�m`O 5�RTS�RTN:V)j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvNoOQN>mKR��KRfU ;�=69
]EV"cdX^U"bKk>RTS"Oxj)
´{(�¼}���_E| � �`_^ÿ(� �`_6@(� �+]EN>m~y�� �`_^]EV'] �+RTW:N>XvgxmKU«NIlKc2z
þ�RTS ��N�� ���')� �;�� �
h+gQS�R8]vm`WÊOQN '>s^lKS�RdyT|dV"k>R
NIlKcdRTS"Oxj8]Eg«gQO�Z�V�jTlKS"PHR	bKS�Rfm`OxjTV�RfmÆZ´XvS
N>XvN`z<j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OQNKs jfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN �½]vUÊjfXvcÈb�]ES�Rfm �1OQV"kæV"k>RÆR��`b4RTS"O�z
cdRTN:Vw]Eg«gQO�Z�V�jTlKS"PHR^_�mKRTS"OQPHRfmÊZ�S�Xvc cdX�mKRTgÕV�RfU"V+]EV�]ENÂkKOQs^kÆj8]8PIz
OQVw]EV"OxXvNÂOQN>mKR��!;�= � � ��� �
h '>S�U"V�m`O 5�RTS�RTN>jfRßV"k�]EV3OxU3N>XvV�Rfm2OQN2N>XvN`z<j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OQNKs
jfXvN>m`OQV"OxXvN>U

 '>s^lKS�RèyT| ��_\OxU�V"k�]EVÈV"k>RÊU"gxXvb�RÀbKS�Rfm`OxjTV�Rfm þIWÜV"k>RÀNIlKcdRTS"Oxj8]Eg
j8]EgxjTlKgu]EV"OxXvN>U
S�RfU"lKgQV�UqU�XvcdRYy��Lzwy8}�AÐkKOQs^k>RTS
XEZ½V"k>RÈXvN>RZ�XvlKN>m
Z�S�Xvc V"k>R+cdX:mKRTg4V�RfU"V�U��,/ßk>R+gxX��½RTSßU�gxXvb4R+XEZ�V"k>R9� � � �èjTlKS"PHR
XEZqV"k>RÆcdX:mKRTg+V�RfU"V�U�jfXvlKgxm þ4R.m`l>RÂV�XBV"k>RÆsI]Eb 
GOQN>RTP:OQVw]EþKgxR��
R��`OxU"V"OQNKsdþ�RTVC�½RfRTNÆV"k>R)'>NYS�X�XvV+]EN>mYV"k>R�V"lKNKN>RTg2�½]EgQgiV"k�]EV+]vjTV
Z´XvS\]+S�Rfm`l>jTOQNKs�XEZ,V"k>R1R�5ÕRfjTV"OQPHR�]vU"b�RfjTV3Sw]EV"OxXqXEZ,V"k>RE'>NdXvSrXvN~]
X�PHRTS�RfU"V"OQc~]EV"OxXvNÀXEZÕV"k>R�U�gxXvb4R�XEZ�V"k>R1b�]EN>RTg,cdRTV"k>X:m~]vU½]EgQS�R8]vm`W
b�XvOQNIV�RfmÂXvlKV�OQNÂV"k>R�bKS�RTP:OxXvl>U+U�RfjTV"OxXvN*�
/ßk>R1kKOQs^kÀj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN~OQN>mKR��~XEZi{(�¼}`_HcdXvS�RfX�PHRTS8_:OxU\N>XvV\U"l � jTOxRTN:V\V�Xqs^Sw]EN:V\V"k�]EVrN>X
j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNÀmKRTPHRTgxXvbÀXvNdV"k>R
'>Ni_�RfU"b�RfjTOu]EgQgQWÈ]EV\kKOQs^k>RfU"V½](�ºX��¼](� /ßk>R)]EbKb4R8]ESw]EN>jfR)]EN>mdþKlKS�U"V½XEZ�gu]ES"sHR+j8]fP�OQV"OxRfU�XvN~V"k>R�bKS�X6'>gxR�OxU\þ4RTgQOxRTPHRfm~V�X



þ�RS�RfU"b4XvN>U�OQþKgxRXEZ½V"k>RgxX���RTS
c~]���OQc�lKc gQO�ZGV	R��`b4RTS"OxRTN>jfRfm&OQNèR��`b4RTS"OQcdRTN:V�U8_ÕS�RfU"b�RfjTV�V�XÊV"k>R�N>XvN`z<j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OQNKs
bKS�Rfm`OxjTV"OxXvN>U��,/ßkKOxU'Z±]vjTV'jfXvN('>S"cdU3V"k>R½OQcÈb�XvS"Vw]EN>jfRßXEZ,jfXvN>U"OxmKRTS"OQNKs�V"k>Rßj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN�]EgKgQOQcÈOQV�U'Z�XvS'V"k>R�RfU�V"OQc~]EV"OxXvN
XEZ3V"k>R	c~]��`OQc
lKc gQO�Z�V�XEZ�U"Vw]EþKOQgQOxU�RTS�'>N>U��

+>XvS2V"kKOxU�S�R8]vUwXvNi_r]ÂbKS�X�jfRfm`lKS�R�Z�XvS2jfXvS"S�RfjTV"OQNKs&V"k>RÊÿva b�]EN>RTg

+'OQs^lKS�RÂy8}(9qp ��b�RTS"OQcdRTNIVw]Egß]EN>mèNIlKcdRTS"Oxj8]Eg
gQO�Z�VÂjTlKS"PHRfUYZ´XvSYV"k>RèS�RfjTVw]ENKs^lKgu]ES '>N �1OQV"k
�	�	
 >)@À]EN>m.cdX�m`O '�Rfm.bKS�X6'>gxR2n.|>_4]EV�m`O�ZGz
Z´RTS�RTNIV�j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvN.OQN>mKR��`RfU��

cdRTV"k>X:m U�RfjTV"OxXvN�]Eg2gQO�Z�V&m`OxU�V"S"OQþKlKV"OxXvNi_3�1OQV"k V"k>R @va�S�RfU�lKgQV�U8_
U"OQcÈOQgu]ES+V�X~V"k>R
XvN>R2]EgQS�R8]vm`WÂOQNIV"S�X�m`l>jfRfmÆZ�XvS+V"k>R�j8]vU�R�XEZrN>XvN`z
j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OQNKs '>Ni_@k�]vU	þ4RfRTNÜmKRTP:OxU�Rfm��~�<NèV"kKOxU�j8]vU�R^_iV"k>XvlKs^ki_@OQN
]vmKm`OQV"OxXvN V�XÆV"k>RÊjfXvS"S�RfjTV"OxXvNÓZ´XvS?@va P:OxUwjfXvl>UR�5ÕRfjTV�U8_�V"k>RÊÿva
U�RfjTV"OxXvN�]EgÕgQO�ZGVßjfX�R � jTOxRTNIV1OxUßgQOQcÈOQV�RfmÀþIW�V"k>R+c~]��`OQc
lKc gQO�ZGVßjfXEz
R � jTOxRTNIVdZ´XvlKN>m ]EV~R8]vjwk j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN OQN>mKR��Éþ:WÉV"k>RÂb4XvV�RTN:V"Ou]Eg
@va >�X�� cdX�mKRTgD�1OQV"kogu]EcÈOQN�]ESqU�k>RfRTV)j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvN*�q��Nob�]ES"V"OxjTl`z
gu]ES�V"k>R�@va b�XvV�RTNIV"Ou]EgE>�X�� jfX�mKR.�1OQV"kÓU"k>RfRTVj8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvN �ß]vU
OQNIV�RTSw]vjTV"OQPHRTgQW&l>U�Rfm&V�X0'>N>mÕ_�Z´XvS�R8]vjwkÇj8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNÇNIlKc�þ4RTS ;%=v_
V"k>RÊc~]���OQc�lKc ]ENKs^gxRYXEZ�]EV"Vw]vj � ]EN>m jfXvS"S�RfU�b4XvN>m`OQNKsÇgQO�Z�VÈjfXEz
R � jTOxRTNIVY]EV.�1kKOxj�k ]èjfRTS"Vw]EOQN���U"Vw]EþKgxR��Âj8]8P:OQV�WÝjfXvlKgxmÝþ�RYU"V"OQgQg
bKS�Rfm`OxjTV�Rfm�� /ßkKOxU�OQNIP�OxU�jTOxm @va gQO�Z�VjfX�R � jTOxRTNIV2OxU2]vU�U"lKcdRfmÓ]vU
V"k>R+c~]��`OQc
lKcÐU�RfjTV"OxXvN�]EgÕgQO�ZGV1jfX�R � jTOxRTNIVßZ´XvSßV"k>R '>NÀOQNÂÿva2_K]EV
V"k>RqUw]EcdR	j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvNÆOQN>mKR��!;�=6�
h�NÀR��K]EcÈbKgxR+XEZiV"k>R�S�RfU"lKgQV�U½XvþKVw]EOQN>Rfm7�1OQV"kÀV"kKOxUrcdRTV"k>X�mKXvgxXvs^W
OQNÈV"k>R½j8]vUwR1XEZ,V"k>R½S�RfjTVw]ENKs^lKgu]ES '>N?�1OQV"kÈcdX�m`O '�Rfm2þ�]vU�R½bKS�X6'>gxR
nÆ|Â]EN>m ���	
 � � OxU+bKS�RfUwRTNIV�Rfm&OQN '>s^lKS�RYy8}`_�V�XvsHRTV"k>RTS��1OQV"k
V"k>R�jfXvS"S�RfU"b�XvN>m`OQNKs&cdR8]vU"lKS�RfmÜgQO�ZGV2jfX:R � jTOxRTN:V2OQNBV"k>RÀj8]fP�OQVw]Lz
V"OxXvNÉV"lKNKN>RTg�� /ßk>RÀb4XvOQN:V2XvNÓV"k>RÀgQO�Z�V2jTlKS"PHR8�1k>RTS�RÊOQN>jTOQbKOxRTN:V
j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN X�jfjTlKS�U8_1]EV~m`O 5ÕRTS�RTNIV ;�=YSw]ENKs^OQNKsÇZ�S�Xvc @ÇV�XB{(�¼}`_
bKS�Rfm`OxjTV�RfmÆþ:WYV"k>RqbKS�RfU�RTN:V�kIW�þKS"Oxm @va�z�ÿva cdRTV"k>X�mKXvgxXvs^WH_�jfXvS¯z
S�RTgu]EV�Rfm:�½RTgQg3V�X~V"k>R�cdX:mKRTg3V�RfU"V�U+S�RfU"lKgQV�U��)OQV)OxU�þ�RTgQOxRTPHRfmoV"k�]EV
V"k>Rdc~]��`OQc
lKc gQO�Z�V
jfX�R � jTOxRTNIV8_r]EVqV"k>R~gxX��½RfU"V�j8]8P:OQVw]EV"OxXvNÉOQN`z
mKR�� 
 ; =�� ����_\OxUÈOQN(>>l>RTN>jfRfm þIW XvV"k>RTSdV�W:b�RfUdXEZ	j8]fP�OQVw]EV"OxXvN
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Abstract 
 
HSVA used CFD to simulate the flow around a high performance rudder at angles up to 45°. The CFD 
simulations show that the maximum side forces on the rudder are not higher than for angles up to 35° 
both in forward speed and reverse speed. The computations used the commercial RANSE code Comet 
using steady flow simulations for small rudder angles and unsteady simulations for high rudder an-
gles. The CFD results supported class approval for these exceptionally high rudder angles for one of 
the Superfast ferries of Flender Werft AG. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Traditional practice for rudder design has often employed profiles of the NACA-00 series developed 
for aeronautical applications. More recently, there has been an increasing interest in concave profiles 
such as the HSVA profiles or the IfS profiles, Brix (1993), Bertram (2000). These profiles allow high-
er lift coefficients and are less susceptible to cavitation compared to NACA profiles, albeit at the cost 
of higher resistance. One recent example for the application of such high-performance concave rudder 
profiles is the Superfast ferry XII built by Flender Werft AG in Lübeck/Germany, Fig.1. The ferry 
design featured a twin-screw twin-rudder arrangement employing concave rudder profiles of the type 
HSVA MP 71. 
 

Fig.1: Superfast XI ferry of Flender Werft AG 
 
 
During the project, the idea was generated to increase the maximum rudder angle to 45° to improve 
the course-changing ability particularly for low speeds. However, neither a change in rudder structural 
design or rudder gear, nor a sophisticated control of the rudder angle depending on speed was accepta-
ble. The classification society (ABS) voiced justifiably concerns that the rudder gear may be overload-
ed at high speeds and rudder angles exceeding the usual 35°. ABS agreed to accept the high maximum 
rudder angles if evidence could be provided that the rudder forces would not exceed those encountered 

                                                           
1 Formerly Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA), info@hsva.de, where this work was performed. 
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for rudder angles up to 35°. In this situation, HSVA was tasked to compute the expected forces on the 
rudder of the Superfast ferry resorting to its considerable experience in the field of CFD for rudder 
design. 
 
Diagrams to estimate rudder forces such as given in Brix (1993) or Bertram (2000) have been popular 
in  classical rudder design. These diagrams extrapolate model test results from wind tunnels or are 
based on potential-flow computations. However, the maximum lift is determined by viscous flow phe-
nomena, namely flow separation (stall). Potential flow models are generally not capable of predicting 
stall and model tests predict stall at too small angles. Recently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
has become the most appropriate tool to support practical rudder design, El Moctar (2001), El Moctar 
and Bertram (2001), El Moctar and Söding (2001). The underlying theory of the employed CFD ap-
proach using Comet, ICCM (2001), is documented in the following chapter. 
 
2. Theoretical background  
 
The flows around rudders are slow enough to be considered incompressible. The fundamental field 
equations describe conservation of mass (continuity equation) and conservation of momentum (Reyn-
olds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations = RANSE). The time averaging is an ensemble averaging, i.e. 
the average is considered to be taken over a time span large compared to the turbulent fluctuations, but 
small compared to the large vortex shedding. In the following, all equations are to be understood as 
time averaged in this way. 
 
The RANSE equations are given in integral form as the code is based on the finite-volume method 
approach: 

dt

d
∫
V

ρ dV + ∫
S

ρ (v-vs)⋅ ds = 0                     (1) 

 

dt

d
∫
V

ρ v dV + ∫
S

ρ v (v-vs)⋅ds =  ∫
S

(S-pI -ρv'v' )⋅dS + ∫
V

f dV                (2) 

Bold symbols denote vectors and Tensors. ρ is the fluid density, V the volume, S the surface area of a 
control volume (CV), ds the outward normal on the surface. v is the (time averaged) velocity vector of 
the fluid, vs the velocity vector of the CV surface,  p the pressure,  v' the turbulent fluctuation of the 
velocity, f a resultant body force per unit volume, t the time, I  the unit tensor, and S the viscous part 
of the stress tensor. For incompressible (Newtonian) fluids the components of S are proportional to the 
fluid's rate of deformation: 
 
S = µ (grad v + (grad v)T)                   (3) 
 
µ is the dynamic viscosity. The Reynolds stress tensor ρvi'vj' is expressed as a function of time-
averaged quantities using a turbulence model following the eddy-viscosity hypothesis of Boussinesq: 
 
-ρ vi'vj' = µt (∂vi/∂xj+∂vj/∂xi) - (2/3) ρ δij k                   (4) 
 
µt = Cµ  ρ k2/ε is eddy viscosity which is a function of the local turbulence, Cµ an empirical constant, δij 
the components of the unit tensor. We solve corresponding transport equations for the turbulent kinetic 
energy k=0.5 v' ⋅⋅⋅⋅v'  and its dissipation rate ε = (ρ/µ) (grad v'  : (grad v')T):  

dt

d
∫
V

ρ k dV + ∫
S

ρ k (v-vs)⋅ds =  ∫
S

qk⋅ds + ∫
V

(P-ρε) dV                (5) 

dt

d
∫
V

ρ ε dV + ∫
S

ρ ε (v-vs)⋅ds = ∫
S

qε⋅ds + ∫
V

(C1Pε/k- C2ρε2/k-C4ρ ε div v) dV      (6) 

qk and qε  are the diffusion fluxes for k and ε: 
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qk = (µ+µt/σk) grad k                    (7) 
qε  = (µ+µt/σε) grad ε                      (8) 
 
P is the production of turbulent energy by shear: 
 
P= -ρ v' v'  : grad v                     (9) 
 
C1, C2, C4, σk, σε, σT, σci are empirical constants. We employed the RNG-k-ε model of Speziale und 
Thangam (1992), which differs from the standard k-ε model in two aspects: 
 
1. An additional source term in the transport equation for ε, which is associated with the effect of the 

rate of mean flow distortion on turbulence dissipation rate. This extra term is believed to be im-
portant when the nondimensional shear is large compared to unity.  

2. Other empirical constants are chosen: 
 

Cµ C1 C2 C4 C5 C6 σk σε σT σci 
0.085 1.42 1.68 1.42 4.38 0.012 0.72 1.3 0.9 0.9 

 
The above described transport equations are discretized in a finite-volume method (FVM). The do-
main is discretized by control volumes of hexaedral shape. 
 
The variables are stored at the cell center (colocated variable arrangement). The field equations are 
discretized employing assorted interpolation and differencing schemes. The resulting algebraic system 
of equations is solved numerically. Volume and surface integrals are determined using a second-order 
midpoint rule. The convective flux of the variable φ through cell side j is approximated as follows: 
 

∫
Sj

ρ φ (v-vs)⋅dS ≈ φj ∫
Sj

ρ (v-vs)⋅dS ≈ φjρ(v-vs)j ⋅ Sj = φj jm&                                 (10) 

The mass flux jm& through the cell face is taken from the previous iteration following a simple Picard 

iteration approach. The remaining unknown φj at the center of the cell face j is determined combining 
a central difference scheme (CDS) with an upwind differencing scheme (UDS). The CDS employed a 
correction to ensure second order accuracy for arbitrary cell, Demirdzic and Muzaferija (1995). Sec-
ond-order CDS can lead to unphysical oscillations if the Peclet number exceeds 2 and large gradients 
are involved. UDS on the other hand are unconditionally stable, but lead to higher unphysical diffu-
sion. To obtain a good compromise between accuracy and stability, the schemes were blended as fol-
lows: 
 
φj = φj

UDS +λj (φj
CDS -φj

UDS)                                (11) 
 
The blending factor λj was chosen between 0.9 and 0.95 near the rudder and 0.8 further away. This 
choice is motivated by the higher cell density near the rudder. The stability and computational effi-
ciency is further increased in Comet following the deferred correction approach of Khosla and Rubin 
(1974). Only the first-order approximation contributes to the coefficient matrix, while the correction 
term is calculated explicitly using values from the previous iteration and is added to the source term. 
In the converged solution, explicit and implicit contributions of the UDS cancel each other and only 
CDS remains.  
  
The diffusive fluxes through cell faces are approximated using a second-order midpoint rule. The Eu-
ler implicit method was used to integrate in time. This first-order fully-implicit approximation is un-
conditionally stable.   
 
Pressure and velocity are coupled by a variant of the SIMPLE algorithm as derived in Ferziger and 
Peric (1996).  
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The system of equations are under-relaxed to dampen changes between iterations.  All equations ex-
cept the pressure correction equations were under-relaxed using a relaxation factor 0.6. The pressure 
correction equations were under-relaxed using a relaxation factor 0.04 for steady flow simulation, 0.1 
to 0.5 for unsteady simulations finding in each case a suitable compromise between stability and con-
vergence speed. 
 
v, k, and ε are initialized at all cell centers. For parameter studies (i.e. rudder angles), the values of the 
previous parameter are taken which typically saves 20% CPU time. At the inlet, v, k, and ε are speci-
fied. At the outlet all gradients in flow direction are set to zero. At symmetry boundaries (rigid water 
surface) normal velocities and normal derivatives of parallel velocity components and scalar quantities 
are set to zero. On the rudder, we enforce the no-slip condition via a standard wall function (following 
capacity restrictions rather than physical insight) and set the kinetic energy to zero. The dissipation 
rate ε is fixed at the first point near the wall to a value corresponding to the computed kinetic energy 
following the assumption of local balance of turbulence.  
 
The propeller is modelled using axial and tangential body forces. These are external forces distributed 
over the cells which cover the location where the propeller would be in reality. The sum of all axial 
body forces is the thrust. The body forces are assumed to vary in radial direction of the propeller only. 
This procedure is much faster than geometrical modelling of the propeller (by two orders of magni-
tude) at a negligible penalty in accuracy (about 1%) as shown in benchmark tests by El Moctar (2001). 
Propeller data and average wake were taken from propulsion tests. The distribution of axial and tan-
gential forces follows Stern et al. (1988). The ship hull is not modelled. The procedure has been exten-
sively validated for rudder flows both with and with-out propeller modelling, El Moctar (2001). 
 
3. Application to Superfast ferry rudder  
 
The flow was simulated for design speed (29 knots) and rudder angles from 0° to 45° (in steps of 5°)  
for full-scale Reynolds number. This is decisive for the determination of the lift maximum. The com-
putations were performed for steady flow up to rudder angles of 25° and unsteady (in time simula-
tions) after 30°, because the flow became considerably unsteady for higher angles of attack. Forces 
and moments are then to be understood as time-average over short-term fluctuations. In the computa-
tions, "rudder angle of attack" is the angle assuming that the ship moves straight ahead and the rudder 
is laid to the specific angle. This is a worst case scenario. Typically the large angles occur when the 
ship is already turning which reduces the rudder angle to a smaller (hydrodynamic) angle of attack.  
 
The semi-balanced rudder was completely modeled, Fig.2. The computational model extended 10 
chord length ahead and aft of the rudder of the rudder and to each the ship hull. The grid extended in 
vertical direction 6 rudder heights below the rudder. The grid had in total 1.8 million cells. Figs.2 and 
3 show details of the grid. Forces are made non-dimensional with the stagnation pressure, lateral area 
of the movable part of the rudder, the moment in addition with the average chord length of the rudder. 
 
The maximum side force appeared for 35° in the curve, Fig.4. The actual maximum may be slightly 
higher at perhaps 36° or 37°. The decline of the side forces beyond 35° is due to increasing flow sepa-
ration as illustrated for a cross section in Fig.5. The flow in the upper part of the rudder with the fixed 
fin is still sufficiently accelerated to avoid largely flow separation in this part. With increasing rudder 
angle, the flow separation zone extends further and covers approximately 90% of the profile length for 
45°. The shaft moments show a monotonous growth and reach maximum at the maximum angle of 45° 
 
The rudder was also investigated for the case of reversing ship. In this case the propeller operates 
downstream of the rudder and has hardly any influence on the rudder which justified to omit the pro-
peller in the CFD model. The flow feature change considerably as qualitatively expected. The maxi-
mum lift appears for 20° in the curve, Fig.6, much earlier than in the usual forward-speed inflow con-
ditions. The actual maximum may be slightly lower at perhaps 19°. The decline of the lift force be-
yond 20° is due to massive separation as illustrated by Fig.7. The lift forces are generally lower than 
for forward speed. In reverse flow condition, as the flow separates over the whole rudder height. The 
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shaft moment features a very shallow maximum region between 20° and 35°. The resistance increases 
again monotonously.   
 
4. Conclusion  
 
The case study shows that CFD analyses for rudders are by now mature enough to serve as a practical 
design aid for rudder design including discussions with classification societies concerning realistic 
load assumption even for unusual cases. Such computations should be performed as a matter of stand-
ard in an early design stage. 
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Fig.2: Grid on rudder    Fig.3: Vortex formation behind rudder for 25° angle of attack 
 

 

Fig.4: Force and moment coefficients for rudder  
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Fig.5: Velocity distribution on profile section 2.6 m above rudder base;  

Rudder angles 25°  (top), 35° (center), 45° (bottom) 
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Fig.6: Force and moment coefficient in reverse flow 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig.7: Velocity distribution on rudder profile at rudder top for rudder angle 35°; 
forward speed (top) and reverse flow (bottom) 
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Abstract 

Resistance and power prediction procedures for fast displacement, semi-displacement and planing 
monohulls and catamarans are outlined giving some new empirical relations and diagrams for early 
design purposes. Guidelines for employing spray rails, trim wedges, interceptors and arrangement of 
appendages are given to improve designs further. The practical examples are taken from extensive 
HSVA experience.  
 
1. Fast monohulls 
 
Most fast ships operate at Froude numbers 0.3<Fn<1.7. There is considerable overlap in operational 
speed ranges for various fast ship types. Compromises are not always good. E.g. planing hulls operat-
ed at Fn<0.6 require more power than round-bilge non-planing hulls of same displacement. The dis-
placement for fast ships reaches an approximate maximum of 5500t for modern frigates. We focus 
here on the most common representatives of fast ships: displacement, semi-displacement and planing 
monohulls, Fig.1. 
 
Typical examples of fast displacement ships are corvettes, frigates, working boats and similar ships. 
These are characterized by straight V-shaped sections in the forebody, slender waterlines, round bilge 
with decreasing radius going to the transom stern and centerline skeg. They are frequently fitted with 
an integrated trim wedge. The LCB positions usually lie between 2% and 3% aft of Lpp/2 for larger 
ships. Displacement ships operate up to Fn=0.4...0.6, i.e. they approach only the begin of the planing 
condition. Advantages of this hull form are good seakeeping behavior, good course-keeping ability, 
and – if the vessel operates above the resistance hump – relatively low dynamic trim at top speed. The 
steep run of the power curve at higher speeds caused by the fact that little hydrodynamic lift is pro-
duced, is a main disadvantage and determines the operational limits of this type. 
 
Semi-displacement ships integrate the attributes of displacement and planing hulls. Semi-displacement 
ships achieve higher speeds than displacement ships due to increased dynamical lift and corresponding 
reduction in resistance. The most common examples of this type are patrol boats, special navy craft, 
pleasure yachts, pilot boats, etc. Vessels can reach the planing condition with speeds of up to Fn≈1. 
The course-changing and course-keeping behavior is similar to that of pure displacement ships. The 
seakeeping is in general good. At high speeds, roll-induced transverse instability can arise under cer-
tain circumstances, Codega and Lewis (1987). 
 
Real planing hull designs should normally be used for high-speed vessels only. The stations have 
straight sections and knuckle lines (with a bilge knuckle running from the stem over the entire length 
to the transom), relatively large deadrise angles in the forebody decreasing further aft to about L/2 and 
continuing at nearly constant angles of not less than 10° to the transom. Early planing hull designs 
with warped deadrise are not very common today. The forward part of the longitudinal knuckle is de-
signed to work as a spray rail. Trim wedges with adjustable tabs are often installed to control the dy-
namic trim. These become less effective for Fn>1 as there is generally a reduction in dynamic trim in 
that speed range. Typical examples are fast patrol boats, racing yachts, S&R boats, fast small passen-
ger ferries, and similar vessels. For lower speeds, the resistance of this hull form is slightly higher than 
that of a semi-displacement vessel with the same length and displacement. The typical advantages of 
this hull form develop at speeds Fn>1. The seakeeping qualities of these vessels are not as good as for 
displacement and semi-displacement hulls. This disadvantage can be partially compensated by select-
ing relatively high L/B (L/B≈7...8) and deadrise angles τ>10° in the aft part. The high-speed stability 
problem of semi-displacement hulls may also occur with planing hulls. 
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In one particular project, HSVA investigated alternatively a semi-displacement and a planing hull 
design for a 45-knot yacht. The planing hull had lower calm-water resistance for high speeds, but the 
semi-displacement hull performed better in waves. 
 

 
Displacement hull, Fn=0.62 

 
Semi-planing hull, Fn=0.67 

 
Planing hull , Fn=1.0 

Planing hull, Fn unknown 
Fig.1: Body plans of typical representatives of fast monohulls 

 
2. Resistance and power prediction 
 
After the general hull type has been selected, the main dimensions of the hull are settled and the hull 
form can be worked out based on the designer’s experience, data for comparable ships or systematical 
series of hull forms. A speed/power prediction is needed early in the design to select the engine. This 
prediction is usually based on  a resistance computation and an estimation of overall efficiency. Close-
ly connected with the propulsion plant are also details of the appendages such as shafts, brackets, pro-
pellers, stabilizer fins and steering system. Based on a general arrangement plan, more detailed com-
putations of LCG and LCB as well as stability are carried out. Static trim can significantly influence 
power consumption. 
 
The resistance of high-speed vessels is primarily a function of the vessel’s displacement, wetted length 
and surface, speed and additionally breadth for planing hulls. Therefore significant parameters are the 
slenderness L/∇1/3 and the specific resistance RT/∇. The total resistance RT is decomposed as usual 
with notation following ITTC unless otherwise specified, Bertram (2000): 

RT = RF+RR                  (1) 

RF= CF⋅ρ/2⋅V2⋅S               (2) 

RR=RW+RAPP+RAA+RPARAS              (3) 

ρ denotes the water density, V the ship speed, S the wetted surface (at rest except for planing hulls as 
described in more detail below), CF follows ITTC’57 with Reynolds number is based on Lwl. The ap-
pendage resistance RAPP, the air and wind resistance RAA, and the parasitic resistance RPARAS (re-
sistance of hull openings such as underwater exhaust gas exits, scoops, zinc anodes, etc.) can be esti-
mated globally with 3-5% RF for a projected vessel, but the determination of RW (which includes 
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wave, wave-making, spray and viscous pressure (or separation) resistance) is more difficult. It is 
common practice to take data from one of the systematical series, e.g. Bailey (1976) or Blount and 
Clement (1963). However, these prediction methods are more or less time-consuming and semi-
empirical formulae are more helpful for design engineers. Considering the propulsive efficiencies 
yields the necessary engine power PB from effective power PE=RT⋅V: 

PB=PE/(ηD⋅ηM)                (4) 
 
ηM =95% is the mechanical efficiency of gear box and shaft bearings. The propulsive efficiency is 
ηD=ηH⋅ηR⋅η0. Since ηH≈1 and ηR≈1for these hull forms, the main influence is the propeller efficiency 
η0. Modern propeller designs and water jet propulsion systems can reach values of more than 70% 
under good operational conditions. 
 
2.1. Speed/power prediction for planing hulls 
 
The selection of the main engine(s) influences the fuel consumption, the total weight, and the LCG 
position of the vessel. Different test series are available for the necessary reliable power prediction in 
the early design phase. The most useful is the DTMB Series 62, Clement and Blount (1963). With the 
help of these test series, a favorable hull form can be selected and the speed-power curve predicted 
relatively reliably. Some semi-empirical power prediction methods are available, partly developed 
from conclusions and combinations of the above mentioned reports and partly based on data from sea 
trials of high-speed planing hulls. Of the methods, the Polar Curve Method of Angeli (1974) is pre-
sented as an example in the following. 
 
The basic coefficients describing the hydrodynamics of planing hulls are the lift and resistance coeffi-
cients: 

 CL =∆/[(ρ/2)⋅B2⋅V2] = 0.0723⋅∆/( B2⋅VK
2)            (5) 

 CD =R/[(ρ/2)⋅B2⋅V2] = 0.0723⋅R/( B2⋅VK
2)            (6) 

Here B is the mean of the maximum beam at chines and the chine beam at the transom. VK is the speed 
in knots. Empirical design formulae are: 

L = 0.580⋅∆1/3                 (7) 

B = 0.215⋅∆0.275                (8) 

CD = 0.0053+0.0978⋅CL                (9) 

The specific resistance Γ=R/∆ is expressed as a function of the volume Froude number F∇: 

Γ=0.0978+ 0.0125⋅F∇
2/∆0.117            (10) 

F∇=0.5207⋅VK/∆1/6              (11) 

Taking PB as delivered by the engines, the ship’s resistance coefficient is: 

CDS = 10.537⋅ PB/(B2⋅VK
3)            (12) 

We find from sea trials: 

CDS = 0.01+0.19⋅CL                (13) 

Finally, the brake horsepower PB [kW] required by a ship of displacement ∆ [kg] at maximum speed 
VK [kn] is: 

PB = 0.7354⋅(∆⋅ VK/765.2+ B2⋅VK
3/1051.1)          (14) 

The accuracy of this formula has been confirmed by many high-speed vessels tested at HSVA. One of 
the advantages of this equation is obviously the simple application when compared with other methods 
based on systematical series. 
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2.2. Speed/power prediction for semi-displacement hulls  

The procedure for estimating resistance and power is very similar as for planing hulls. The NPL High 
Speed Round Bilge Displacement Hull Series, Bailey (1976), is available to aid the selection of main 
dimensions, lines design, resistance and power prediction. This series also deals with examples for 
practical application. 

At HSVA, statistical data has been compiled for the prediction of the bare hull effective power PE. 
These statistics are based on a slenderness coefficient C∇=∇/L3. The resistance coefficient CT∇ is de-
fined by: 

RT=CT∇⋅ρ/2⋅V2⋅∇2/3             (15) 

CT∇ is a function of the Froude number, found by means of the diagrams in Fig.2. 

 

Fig.2: Bare hull resistance coefficient for high-
speed vessels (top) and for frigates/corvettes 
(right) 

 

 

Since the value found for the effective power is valid for the bare hull only, allowances for RAPP and 
RAA must be added. RAPP can be estimated from statistical data, Fig.3, or calculated directly, e.g.Bailey 
(1976). 

However, these formulae do not include interference effects from the individual parts of the append-
ages. RAA can be calculated following Schneekluth and Bertram (1998). 

3. Improvements of a present design 

Even when the hull design for a fast vessel complies with all the fundamental design criteria, there are 
still numerous measures to improve it. From our experience in testing hundreds of fast vessels, there 
was not one design which could not be improved. In a recent project for a 96m yacht, the power re-
quirement could be reduced by 14%. This figure may not be representative for all fast ship projects at 
HSVA, but it is by no means an exception. Some of the most successful methods for improving a de-
sign for calm water operation are described in the following. 
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Fig.3: Mean relative appendage resistance RAPP/RT    
for 4-screw, 3-screw and 2-screw vessels  

 

Fig.4: Influence of spray rails on required power  

  

Fig.5: Fast patrol boat; initial design (left) and final design with spray rails and modified trim wedge 
(right) 

 

3.1. Spray rails 

Many fast displacement, semi-displacement, and also planing hulls are characterized by moderate to 
severe spray generation. The spray comes from the bow wave rising up the hull with speed. This is 
particularly caused by the relatively blunt waterlines and hard buttock forward when L/∇1/3 is unfavor-
ably small or the beam too large. Severe spray generation has a number of disadvantages: 

- The increase of frictional (due to larger wetted surface) and wave making resistance. 

- Wetness of deck and superstructures, unfavorable for yachts and unacceptable for gas turbine 
powered ships (due to their demand for very dry and salt free combustion air) 

- Increased radar signature (for navy craft) 

Spray generation can be taken into account when designing the hull before entering  the construction 
phase. Sometimes hull changes are not possible. Then spray rails can often be an effective and rela-
tively cheap measure to reduce spray generation. Spray rails can improve also the performance of ex-
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isting fast ships. Typical spray rail arrangements either use an additional triangular profile or integrate 
a two-step knuckle line into the form. These run from the stem to about amidships. In both cases a 
horizontal deflection area with a sharp edge must be created. Fig.4 shows the influence of spray rails 
on the vessel’s resistance. Spray rails also influence the dynamic lift on the forebody, thus improving 
often the resistance also indirectly. 

 

3.2. Trim wedges and interceptors 

The resistance of a fast ship is fundamentally linked with the dynamic trim. Fig.6 gives optimum trim 
angles for fast vessels based on older designs. More recently, we recommend values approximately 
30% lower than the values found in the diagram.  

Fixed trim wedges, Fig.7, or moveable trim flaps can be used to optimize the dynamic trim for a given 
speed and slenderness. Trim wedges should normally be considered during the design phase, but they 
are also acceptable for improving craft already in service. Trim wedges are most effective at speeds in 
the resistance hump range at Fn≈0.4...0.5. They have almost no effect for Fn>1.2. Reductions in total 
resistance of more than 10% are possible in the resistance hump range. The most effective trim wedge 
for a certain craft and operational range is best found in model tests. A further advantage of stern 
wedges is that they can reduce the height of the stern wave. This effect is similar to that known from 
the application of duck tails. 

 

 

Fig.6: Optimum trim angles for fast vessels depending on parameter ∇2/3/B⋅T 
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Fixed or adjustable interceptors, Fig.8, offer an alternative to control the dynamic trim of a vessel. An 
interceptor is basically a vertical extension of the transom beyond the shell plating. Forward of the 
interceptor plate the flow is decelerated and the local pressure is increased which generates a lift force 
to the vessel’s stern. The effect is identical to that of a conventional stern wedge. However, the height 
of the interceptor needs only to be 50% of that of a wedge for the same effect on the dynamic trim and 
resistance. This is an advantage at lower speed due to the smaller immersed transom area. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Trim wedge at model (upside down) Fig.8: Interceptor at model (upside down) 
 

3.3. Arrangement of appendages 

Appendages influence strongly resistance and propulsive efficiency of fast ships (RAPP=6%...15% RT). 
Recommendations are: 

- Avoid oversizing the shaft brackets, bossings, and rudder profiles. 

- V-bracket designs may have approximately 5-7% higher RAPP than I-bracket designs.  

- If V-brackets are obligatory for whatever reason the inner and outer legs should be aligned with 
the flow to minimize resistance and wake disturbance (vibration, cavitation). Optimization of the 
brackets may employ CFD or model tests (three-dimensional wake measurements). 

- For twin-screw vessels, power consumption may differ by 3%...5% changing the sense of propel-
ler rotation, depending the aftbody lines. The propulsive coefficient ηD is also influenced by the 
degree of shaft inclination ε, expressed by an additional efficiency ηε, Hadler (1966): 

ηε = 1-0.00187⋅ε1.5             (16) 
 
The decreasing tendency of at increasing shaft angles ε indicates that the shaft arrangement should 
be considered carefully in the design. The phenomenon is due to the inhomogeneous flow to the 
propeller blades which reduces the propeller efficiency. Also cavitation may be increased to a cer-
tain degree. 

- For twin-rudder arrangements, an inward inclination of the rudders’ trailing edges by 2°...3° can 
increase the propulsive efficiency by up to 3%. 

- Strut barrels should be kept as small as possible and their noses should be rounded or have para-
bolic shapes. 

- Bilge keels should generally be aligned with the flow at the bilge. The line of flow may be deter-
mined in paint tests or CFD.  

- If non-retractable stabilizer fins are projected, the angle of attack with least resistance can be de-
termined in model tests (with different adjusted fin angles) or employing CFD. 
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4. Catamarans 
 
One of the advantages of catamarans vs. monohulls is the up to 70% larger deck area. On the other 
hand, catamarans have typically 20% more weight and 30%-40% larger wetted surface. Catamarans 
require usually 20%-80% (the higher values near Fn=0.5) more power than monohulls due to higher 
frictional resistance and higher wave resistance, Rutgersson (1986). Catamarans feature high trans-
verse stability, but roll periods are similar to monohulls due to high moments of inertia. Catamaran 
designs come at low, medium and high speeds. Thus catamaran hull forms range from pure displace-
ment up to real planing hulls, Fig.9. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Typical catamaran hull forms, semi-displacement (top) and planing (bottom) 
 
Displacement catamarans usually operate near the hydrodynamically unfavorable hump speed 
(Fn≈0.5). The design is then usually driven by the demand for a large and stable working platform, 
high transverse stability and shallow draft where speed is not so important, e.g. for buoy layers, sight-
seeing boats, etc. There is no typical hull form for displacement catamarans. Round bilge, hard chine, 
and combinations of both are used. Asymmetric hull forms are common to reduce the wave interfer-
ence effects between the hulls. For catamarans with low design sped, a relatively large L/∇1/3 should 
be selected to minimize the resistance. The majority of displacement catamarans are driven by fully 
immersed conventional propellers. Due to the frequent shallow draft requirements for catamarans the 
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clearance for the propellers becomes rather small. Then arrangements of tunnels and propeller nozzles 
are usual.  
 
Semi-displacement catamarans operate at higher speeds, frequently at the begin of the planing condi-
tion at Fn≈1 or slightly above. Again, no typical hull characteristic is to observe; both round-bilge and 
hard-chine sections are common. For rough seas (like the North sea), round-bilge sections are more 
advantageous with respect to ride comfort. Most wave-piercer catamarans have also round-bilge sec-
tions. Semi-displacement catamarans may have propeller drives or waterjet propulsion.  
 
Planing catamarans operate at speeds up to 50 knots or more and Fn up to 2.0 and higher. Typical 
knuckled planing hull forms dominate. Symmetric and asymmetric hull forms show only marginal 
performance differences. For high speeds, waterjets offer better efficiencies than conventional propel-
lers with lower cavitation risk. Thus for planing catamarans, water jets are the most favorable propul-
sion system. Surface-piercing propellers are also an option which has been employed by some racing 
boats and navy craft. 
 
Foils may reduce resistance and improve seakeeping. Foil-assisted catamarans (FAC) have forward 
and aft foils, supporting part of the total weight, Fig.10. The bow is usually lifted clear of the water, 
but the stern remains partially immersed which is necessary for waterjet operation and stability. Fig.11 
shows the influence of different types of foils on the ship’s resistance. Increasing the foil area decreas-
es the resistance, e.g. Fig.12. For modern FACs, the foils are equipped with efficient ride control sys-
tems which usually adjust a movable flap on the forward foil and in more advanced systems also on 
the rear foils. Controllable flaps are recommended for several reasons. The risk of broaching in quar-
tering or side waves can be reduced, especially when operating with foils in maximum lift condition. 
Controllable flaps also help to tune dynamical trim and foil adjustment for maximum lift and mini-
mum resistance. For FACs, wetted length and surface of the model change very much with speed. At 
HSVA, test results are corrected as follows for this effect and the scale effect for the foils. 
 

 
Fig.10: Foil arrangement on foil-assisted catama-
rans in model test at HSVA; forward foil (top) and 
aft foil (right) 

 

 
Fig.11: Resistance of a 45m catamaran with and 
without foils 

 
Fig.12:  Prediction of PE as function of foil area and 
lift at V=45 knots 
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Total model resistance RT,m, dynamic trim angle θ and sinkage zv are measured directly at the model. 
From the dynamic trim and sinkage, the dynamic wetted length LOS and dynamic wetted surface S of 
the hull  and wetted length li and wetted surface si for each appendage are determined. The frictional 
model is computed as: 
 
RF,m = 0.5 ρm Vm

2 (CF(LOS,Vm)⋅Sm+∑ CF(l i,Vm)⋅si)         (17) 
 
CF is computed following ITTC’57. For appendages, CF=0.004 is assumed for 1.10⋅105<Rn<2.14⋅106 
and for Rn<1.10⋅105 laminar flow can be assumed with CF following the Blasius line: CF=1.327/(Rn)

0.5. 

The residual resistance is then scaled to the ship: 

RR,s = RR,m ⋅λ3⋅(ρs/ρm) = (RT,m-RF,m)⋅λ3⋅(ρs/ρm)          (18) 
 
Frictional and residual resistance give total ship resistance: 
 
RT,s = RR,s +RF,s= RR,s +0.5 ρs Vs

2 ((CF(LOS,Vs)+CA)⋅S+∑ CF(l i,s,Vs)⋅si)       (19) 
 
With correlation allowance CA=0.0025 for fast round bottom boats. For trial prediction, RAA and an 
additional viscous resistance RAV (to account for openings and appendages not present on the model) 
are added. Typically RAV=4% RF. 
 
Based on its extensive experience with foil systems, HSVA can recommend profiles with respect to 
high lift, sufficient strength and low drag. Table I shows the influence of foil parameters near the free 
surface.  
 
In general, seakeeping of catamarans in moderate seas is similar and in some aspects better than that of 
comparable monohulls due to the more slender hulls and the much higher transverse stability. This 
changes drastically in heavy head sea conditions. The highest stresses for fast catamarans are slam-
ming impacts on the fore part of the wetdeck. The most common anti-slamming device (ASD) is a 
deep-V part in the forward wetdeck above the calm waterline, as in wave-piercing catamarans, Fig.13, 
can reduce impacts significantly. The wave energy in slamming events remains unchanged by ASDs, 
but is smeared over a longer period thus reducing peaks. Another ASD arranges longitudinal rails and 
steps on the bottom of the wetdeck, Fig.14. This reduces the slamming impacts as air-water cushions 
are formed between the longitudinal rails. Also longitudinal stiffeners with holes have been proposed. 
 

  
 
Fig.13: ASD form with faired deep-V addition   Fig.14: ASD longitudinal rails at model 
 
The resistance for catamarans needs basically the same parameters as for monohulls, i.e. L, ∇, Fn. Hull 
spacing, breadth, deadrise, symmetric or asymmetric hull form have less importance. Based on many 
model tests, HSVA derived a simple prediction formula for the bare hull resistance coefficient: 
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HSVA formula for round-bilge catamarans: 
CT,Vol = RT/(0.5ρ⋅V2⋅∇2/3)≈0.2/(L/∇1/3)+2.05/{[1+25(Fn-0.45)2]⋅(L/∇1/3)2}          (20) 
 
HSVA formula for hard-chine catamarans: 
CT,Vol ≈0.25/{[1+(Fn-0.45)2]⋅(L/∇1/3)}+ 2.5/{[1+25(Fn-0.45)2]⋅(L/∇1/3)2}       (21) 
 
RAPP and RAA must be added separately.  
 
 
Table I: Estimate of drag and lift coefficients for 2-d hydrofoil near the free surface; c = chord length, 
t= thickness, w=camber, Tp=profile draft, Fnc=chord-based Froude number 

 
 Fnc=3, Tp/c=1 Fnc=5, Tp/c=1 Fnc=3, Tp/c=0.4 Fnc=5, Tp/c=0.4 
t/c w/c α CL CL/CD CL CL/CD CL CL/CD CL CL/CD 
0.10 0.01 1° 0.135 12.929 0.143 13.915 0.092 10.551 0.096 11.153 
0.10 0.02 1° 0.216 15.925 0.223 17.549 0.162 14.308 0.168 15.816 
0.10 0.03 1° 0.297 17.000 0.304 19.115 0.232 15.852 0.239 18.083 
0.10 0.04 1° 0.378 17.060 0.384 19.439 0.303 16.185 0.311 18.837 
0.10 0.05 1° 0.459 16.616 0.465 19.085 0.373 15.903 0.383 18.735 
0.10 0.06 1° 0.540 15.944 0.545 18.393 0.443 15.330 0.454 18.186 
0.10 0.01 -2° -0.082 -9.646 -0.081 -9.391 -0.084 -10.693 -0.091 -11.328 
0.10 0.01 -1° -0.010 -1.144 -0.007 -0.776 -0.026 -3.431 -0.028 -3.753 
0.10 0.01 0° 0.063 6.963 0.068 7.552 0.033 4.294 0.034 4.357 
0.10 0.01 1° 0.135 12.929 0.143 13.915 0.092 10.551 0.096 11.153 
0.10 0.01 2° 0.207 16.377 0.218 17.807 0.151 14.477 0.158 15.671 
0.10 0.01 3° 0.279 17.859 0.292 19.645 0.210 16.346 0.221 18.032 
0.10 0.01 4° 0.351 18.106 0.367 20.114 0.269 16.839 0.283 18.850 
0.10 0.01 3° 0.279 17.859 0.292 19.645 0.210 16.346 0.221 18.032 
0.06 0.01 1° 0.129 13.698 0.128 13.387 0.096 11.755 0.091 11.215 
0.08 0.01 1° 0.133 13.410 0.138 13.854 0.095 11.238 0.095 11.385 
0.10 0.01 1° 0.135 12.929 0.143 13.915 0.092 10.551 0.096 11.153 
0.12 0.01 1° 0.134 12.283 0.144 13.609 0.088 9.711 0.093 10.552 
0.14 0.01 1° 0.131 11.492 0.142 12.971 0.081 8.732 0.087 9.611 
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Fig. 1: High speed monohull ferry AMD2400

Abstract

The paper describes the hydrodynamic research into the development of an Advanced Ride Control

System for a high speed mono hull ferry: the HSF-ARCoS project. The principles of the ride control

system will be briefly described, because this is treated in other papers, Klugt et al (2002). The

emphasis of the paper will be on hydrodynamics.

For the development of the ride control system it was required to develop a simulation model for a

high speed craft operating in waves and/or performing manoeuvres. The basis of a suitable

simulation tool was already available in the form of Fredyn. Fredyn is a non-linear motion

simulation package for investigating the performance of frigates in moderate to high sea states. For

the present purpose Fredyn was adapted to high speed mono hulls by replacing the manoeuvring

model for frigates by a dedicated high speed mono hull manoeuvring model and by adding control

surface characteristics for T-foils, stabiliser fins, interceptors, trim flaps and waterjet propulsor

characteristics. The manoeuvring and several control surface characteristics were obtained from an

extensive experimental program in which a series of static and dynamic (PMM) captive model tests

were conducted.

A reduced version of the simulation model was developed for use in the control system environment.

The performance of the developed control system was judged by connecting the control system

software to the Fredyn simulation environment. Thus, a very powerful simulator was obtained which

enabled the development and evaluation of advanced motion control systems for fast mono hulls.
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1 Introduction

The monohull has always been a very attractive solution as a high-speed vehicle, Keuning et al

(2001). Despite competition from advanced marine vehicles such as SES, SWATH, catamarans and

others, a vast amount of monohulls is dominating the market of fast vessels.

To extend the capabilities, Van der Giessen-de Noord, Imtech Marine & Offshore and MARIN co-

operated in a research project on how the operability of a monohull could be enhanced. Therefore, a

new monohull has been designed, combining many aspects in one realistic design. In particular when

such a vessel has to be designed for a harsh environment, this leads to a different design than used

previously. The inclusion of an advanced ride control system is a feature that can be used to achieve

all goals in one design. Thus, Van der Giessen-de Noord may claim to be the first company to have a

design environment that enables efficient tailoring of a fast ferry design for any route taking into

account all design aspects (including control) and all design requirements (including safety).

In this paper, the necessity of this advanced motion control system is discussed. To tune and design

such a control system, an advanced 6 degrees of freedom mathematical model of a point design vessel

is made.

2 Maximising the operability

The objective of the ship design is to have an economic feasible concept, capable of achieving

sufficiently large earnings for the ship operator in harsh environments. To achieve this, at a target

speed of around 50 knots, the design had to be revolutionary. To achieve the speed, an arrangement

consisting of 3 water jet propulsion units is designed. These are incorporated under a flat aft body.

Fig. 2: Pressure distribution at trim wedge

The fore body of the vessel had to have very pronounced V shape. The forefoot is made extremely

deep, without going to an axe-bow, see Keuning et al (2001), which was for the present design

regarded as impractical. The presently chosen forefoot is a compromise between the maximum

draught requirements and the maximum bow flare supposedly present. A vertical bow below the full

load waterline gives the underwater hull shape more buoyancy forward, which results in a smaller

wetted surface for the same relative displacement. This results in a significant reduction of the

viscous resistance. Also the hull maintains a long waterline length in various running trim conditions.

Such a vertical bow minimises the amount of bow impacts and added resistance in waves.

The flat aft body results in a deceleration of the flow in the aft area, as can be seen in Fig. 2. This

deceleration will result in a reduction of the local wave trough, which results in a wave making

resistance. To avoid this at the high speed of 50 kn, a trim wedge was designed. The performance of

the trim wedge is validated by RAPID
1
 calculations, see Fig. 2, and by means of model tests. Table 1

details the principal characteristics of the vessel and Fig. 3 presents the body plan.

                                                     
1
 RAPID calculates the steady inviscid flow around a ship hull, the wave pattern and the wave resistance. It

solves the exact, fully non-linear potential flow problem by an iterative procedure, based on a raised-panel

method.
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Fig. 3:AMD2400 body plan 

In assessing the limits of the operability of the high speed ferry in waves, an operability analysis with

and without ride control system is performed. Two routes were considered, one crossing the Irish Sea

between England and Ireland and one from Northern France to Ireland.

The tools used were: Wasco and Gulliver. Wasco performs an analysis based on global wave statistics

and provides the average sustained speed and inoperability percentages, while the Gulliver tool uses

actual hind cast data for wind and waves and produces time domain results. These results can be

analysed to produce a wealth of operability data, for instance the variation in trip duration due to both

voluntary and involuntary speed reductions. Such data may be of high interest to operators for

scheduling routes.

Table 1: Principal characteristics of the vessel

Dimension Unit Magnitude

Length between perpendiculars [m] 123.7

Length overall [m] 142.0

Breadth [m] 22.0

Design Draught [m] 2.60

Deadweight [ton] 1365

Length-Breadth ratio [-] 7.52

Breadth-Draught ratio [-] 8.46

Because of the propulsion system, a skeg was not desired. The shape of the aft end with a B/T ratio of

7, and the shape of the forefoot lead to an inherent directionally instable vessel. This is not strange

compared to modern vessels. A course keeping / ride control system can cope with this very well. The

challenge might be to operate this course instable vessel in stern quartering waves. The speed, wave

frequency and wave direction may result in a low wave encounter frequency with large excitation

forces. In these cases, high performance is asked from the control system.

3 Controls and the control system

In principle each control surface may be configured to control any motion as long as it can influence

that motion. However, to simplify the research and to improve the fundamental understanding during

the first phase of the project, a distinction has been made between the primary responsibility of a

control surface and the secondary responsibility.

To steer the vessel, a number of controllers are defined:

! Interceptors; will be used for steering the vessel primary and secondary for roll stabilising,

! Buckets; of the water jet are used for jet thrust deflection and hence for steering and

braking,
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! Trim flaps; are used primarily to reduce heave and pitch motions and hence reduce

accelerations and bow impacts and secondary for controlling the roll motions,

! Fin stabilisers; are used to control the roll motions,

! T-foil; at about 1/5 of the length from the bow will be used to control heave and pitch

motions.

The motions of the vessel are controlled by a combination of these actuators The challenge is to

operate this kaleidoscope of actuators in such a way that the motions are improving and the earning

capacity of the vessel is maximised. An advanced computer model is designed to do so. The parallel

between the modern fighter airplanes can be made. Only by including advanced control systems,

these fighters can operate at the maximum of the capabilities. This philosophy is also used for the

vessel under consideration. By the introduction of the Advanced Ride Control System, the operability

is maximised to a level that cannot be reached by human control.

In the system design of the ride control system, a ship model plays a crucial role. The mathematical

model of the ship is used in the control domain, as the prediction part in the Kalman filter, to calculate

the controller settings and the allocation coefficients and as core of the ship motion simulator. 

The filter algorithms are designed to reject undesired frequency components. In case of roll control,

they remove the low-frequency roll. In case of heading control they remove high-frequency heading

fluctuations. The filter gains are derived on-line from the coefficients of the internal hydrodynamic

model and the properties of the disturbances. Besides filtered motions, the filter algorithms provide

derived signals such as the current estimation, the mid-ship position and the mid-ship u-v speed.

The control algorithms use fuzzy-set algorithms to adjust themselves to changing conditions. They

take into account not only the impact of the disturbance, but also the changing limitations of the

control surfaces. Thus, in all weather conditions they are automatically adjusted for optimal

performance within the constraints posed by either the control surfaces or the operator.

The allocation algorithm distributes the control actions over the available control surfaces. It takes

into account variations of limitations such as the T-foil cavitation limit that depends on the forward

speed. When control surfaces fail or are disabled by the operator, the allocation algorithm

automatically re-distributes the control actions.

It goes without saying that to design and test such a ride control system, an adequate description of

the functions of all the actuators and of the subject vessel itself is of importance. In the following

section, these forces and their particulars are dealt with.

4 Model tests to determine forces

One of the main challenges of such a high-speed vessel is that forces are linked to each other.

Examples are the influence of the trim angle on the destabilising forces. A bow-down trim causes a

destabilising moment and vice versa. When the vessel encounters trim changes during sailing or as

function of trim flap and interceptors, this will effect the motions. Instabilities have been reported in

both longitudinal and lateral directions with motions ranging from rapid loss of running trim,

progressive heeling, broaching or a sudden combined roll-yaw motion, possibly resulting in crew

injury to craft loss. Therefore, incorporating all six degrees of freedom into the mathematical model

becomes increasingly important, see Plante et al (1998) and Toxopeus et al (1997).

Secondly, it is the intention to steer the vessel primarily with the interceptors. If steered, the

interceptors are mainly generating a heeling moment. This heeling moment causes a heel angle, and

the heel angle causes a turn. Consequently, the ship is steered with the so-called heel-yaw-coupling.

Information on how to do this was not present. These are therefore investigated.

To quantify the characteristics of control surfaces and hull, model tests and calculations are carried

out. A model has been built to a scale of 1:23.86. Control surfaces are mounted on the vessel and the

resulting control forces are recorded. So-called captive model tests are performed able to measure the

forces that the control surfaces generate on the vessel. The large unknown factor were the reaction
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forces of the vessel itself. The reaction forces of the ship hull due to motions such as drifting and

yawing had to be quantified. The performance of the actuators T-foil and fins stabilisers was obtained

from existing computational methods, since much confidence was placed in the calculation

algorithms for these actuators, see Walree (1999). In view of the high speed of the vessel, the effects

of cavitation on the characteristics of the T-foil were investigated. Cavitation observations and force

measurements have been conducted for a generic T-foil model in the cavitation tunnel.

The wave excitation forces are calculated using different sources. The Froude Krilov component of

the wave excitation force is obtained by the integration of the pressure distribution over the wetted

surface of the hull using the undisturbed actual wave height (non-linear) and the instantaneous trim

and sinkage. In Keuning (1994) and Quadvlieg and Keuning (1993), it is shown that this has an

important effect. For the wave radiation forces (wave diffraction) the so-called strip theory is used.

The high frequent reaction forces are thought to be mainly influenced by potential flow effects. Hence

also for these forces, the potential theory, and in particular the strip theory, is used to calculate strip-

wise the added mass and the damping of each section in the frequency domain. To achieve the forces

in the time domain, retardation functions are created based on the added mass and damping. The

high-frequent reaction forces are hence linearised. 

4.1 Experimental scheme

In total, 201 tests were conducted to determine the mathematical model of the vessel with all its

control surfaces. These tests have been divided into 20 series. Each series had its specific purpose of

measuring the influence of a certain variable. Only those aspects that could not be determined using

calculation methods are tested in the model basin. For other aspects only parts of the calculations

methods could be used, and several factors had to be derived from these tests to fill in the unknowns. 

In Table 2, the test series are identified and their objectives are explained.

Table 2: Measured conditions

Series Type of test Values of variables Speeds [kn] Objective = determination of….

Resistance

0 Resistance tests Speeds from 0 – 45 kn in 6 steps Var. .. resistance, lift and trimming moment as

a function of Fn

10 Under / overload tests of waterjet Speeds from 0 – 45 kn in 5 steps Var. .. thrust-speed relation for waterjets

11 Heel angles ! = 5, 10, 15 deg 22.5 – 45 .. asymetry in steering due to heel angles

15 Trim angles " = -0.5, 0.5, 2.5 deg 22.5 – 45 .. changes in resistance due to trim

Pure Drift

1 Drift tests # = -10, -5, -2.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, 30 deg 18, 25, 35, 45 .. destabilising forces due to drifting

Thrust influence on lateral force # = -20, -10 deg 25 .. drifting influence on thrust

12 Drift and heel tests ! = 5, 10, 15 deg;

# = -10, 5, 2.5, 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 deg

25 .. heel effect on the destabilising force

16 Drift and trim tests " = -0.5, 0.5, 2.5 deg;

# = -10, 5, 2.5, 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 deg

25 .. trim effect on the destabilising forces

Pure Yaw

2 Yaw tests $ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 18, 25 .. stabilising forces due to rotating

17 Yaw and trim tests " = -0.5, 0.5, 2.5 deg; $ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 25 .. trim angle effect on the stabilising

forces

13 Yaw and heel tests ! = 5, 10, 15 deg; $ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 25 .. heel effect on the stabilising force

Yaw with drift

3 Yaw tests with drift angles $ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6; # = 10, 20 deg 18, 25 .. combination of stabilising and

destabilising forces

18 Combination of drift, trim and yaw " = -0.5, 0.5, 2.5 deg; # = 10 deg; $ = 0.4 25 .. verification

14 Combination of drift, heel and yaw ! = 10 deg; # = 10 deg; $ = 0.4 25 .. verification

Control aspects

4 Bucket deflection angles % = -10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 deg 25, 45 .. waterjet steering forces

5 Static trim flap tests with opposite angles & = -10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15 deg 45 .. trim flap forces

6 Static interceptor execution tests zi = 25, 50, 75, 150, 200, 300, 500 mm 45 .. interceptor forces

7 Static trim flap tests with equal angles & = -10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15 deg 45 .. trim flap forces

8 Dynamic trim flap tests f 0.25 to 2.0 Hz, & = 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 deg 35, 45 .. frequency dependence of trim flap

forces

9 Dynamic interceptor tests f 0.25 to 2.0 Hz, & = 50, 125, 250 mm 35, 45 .. frequency dependence of interceptor

forces
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4.2 Experimental set-up

The measurement instruments comprised one six-component transducer fixed into the model,

positioned above the centre of floatation, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The tests were carried out with the

ship captive in all directions. Using the components of the transducers, three forces and three

moments about the centre of reference could be found. Additionally, the actuation forces on the

control surfaces were measured to obtain the reaction forces as well as the hydrodynamic pressure in

front of the trim flaps.

Fig. 4: Model of AMD2400 under Computerised PMM

5 Hull forces

In this section, some particularly interesting results of the measured forces and moments will be

presented.

The drift-heel relations are illustrated in Fig. 5, in which Y’ N’ and K’ are given versus the drift angle

for six heel angle conditions. It is observed that the Y-forces as function of heel angle are slightly

influenced, with larger influences at higher drift angles. The yawing moment N’ is equally influenced

for all drift angles. The largest influence is on the roll moment K’, but this is mainly non-linear.

So, a heel angle of 5° causes a significant turning moment on the vessel.
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Fig. 5: Vs = 35kn; ! = -30:30; " = 0.5; # = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15

It can be concluded from the figures in Fig. 6 that the hydrodynamic forces acting on a ship hull

change remarkably as function of the heel angle ". Fig. 6 shows that values of the lateral force Y’

linear change with the heel angle ". Fig. 6 also shows that value of the yaw moment N’ become large

as heel angle " becomes large.
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As a result the point of application of lateral force shifts forward as the heel angle " increases. This

results in a reduction in directional stability.
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Fig. 6: Vs = 35kn; $ = 0:0.5; " = 0.5; # = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15

Fig. 7 shows the yaw-drift relation, indicating that these are significant non-linearities in combining

drift and yaw motions.
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Fig. 7: Vs = 35kn; ! = -30:30; $ = -0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8; " = 0.5; # = 0

It was already indicated that trim-yaw coupling will be important for directional stability. In Fig. 8,

the influence of trim angle on the stabilising forces is given. The side force is influenced a lot,

contrary the yaw and roll moment.
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Fig. 8: Vs = 35kn; ! = -30:30; " = -0.5, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5; # = 0

For a range of Froude numbers, the lever arms of stabilising and destabilising moments can be

calculated based on the fits. This way, the straight-line stability of the vessel is expressed. In Fig. 9,

the straight-line stability is indicated. The graph indicates that at lower speeds, the vessel is

directionally stable, for the trim by stern condition, but at higher speeds, the instability grows. The

amount of instability is, however, limited, so with a sufficiently good autopilot, the vessel should be

kept on course without any problem. Note that this is a function of the trim angle. For different trim

angles, the arms will change. This has an advantage for the higher speeds, as there will be a larger
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trim by stern, which is positive for the directional stability. The bow-down trim condition should be

avoided since the vessel is straight-line instable in this condition.
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Fig. 9: Stabilising and destabilising arms

6 Control surfaces

To quantify the impact of control surfaces, a set of model tests are performed with the vessel

equipped with these control surfaces. So-called captive model test are performed enabling to measure

the steering and control forces. As a result of the high velocity of the vessel, the risk of cavitation on

certain control surfaces is realistic.

Fig. 10 shows the relation between the lateral force and the yaw and roll moment as a function of

interceptor immersion. Mark the large linear influence on the roll-moment as function of interceptor

immersion.
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Fig. 10: Vs = 35kn; zi=0:1 m; ! = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 deg; " = 0.5 deg; # = 0 deg

6.1 Frequency dependency

The frequency dependency of forces generated by trim flaps and interceptors is investigated. Test

results described so far were essentially steady tests which results can be used for low frequency

manoeuvring in a quasi-steady manner. However, during operation in waves the frequencies of

motion are an order of magnitude larger resulting in frequency dependent forces. The same can be

expected for hull forces exerted by control surfaces. Therefore, a series of tests has been performed to

determine the frequency dependency of hull forces due to oscillatory trim flap and interceptor

excursions. The time series of the forces were harmonically analysed to obtain the amplitude of the
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force and moment components and their phase leads relative to the oscillatory motion. Fig. 11 shows

for the trim flap that the dependence of the longitudinal force (Cx) and pitch moment (Cm)

coefficients on both the amplitude (ai) and frequency ( ) of oscillation is significant. The force and

moment coefficients have been made non-dimensional on basis of the dynamic pressure, the control

surface area, deflection angle and position relative to the reference point. The maximum frequency

corresponds to high speed operation in head waves. The efficiency of the trimflap increases with

frequency and so does the resistance. Since the frequency dependence of the vertical force was found

to be small, most of the variations in pitch moment is due to variations on the vertical force centre of

effort. The variations in phase angles were found to be relatively small. For interceptors the frequency

dependence was found to be smaller than for the trim flaps shown here.
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Fig. 11: Dependence of longitudinal force and pitch moment vs. frequency of oscillation

6.2 Unsteady cavitation

At speeds above about 28 knots, cavitation may have a significant effect on the characteristics of

stabiliser and T-foils. In order to quantify these effects of cavitation on the forces and moment of a T-

foil, a series of model scale cavitation tests was conducted. 

A semi span of a T-foil with an aspect ratio of 1.56 was manufactured at a scale of 1:25. NACA 66-

012 sections were chosen as a compromise between good cavitation and good drag characteristics.

The foil was mounted horizontally on the wall of the test section of MARIN’s Large Cavitation

Tunnel. Turbulence of the flow over the foil was induced by strips at the leading edge and at 40% of

the chord length with carborundum grains with an average diameter of about 60 #m. The forces

(normal and tangential to the chord of the foil) and moment on the foil were measured by a 3

component balance. Fig. 12 shows the sign convention as used for the cavitation tests.

The cavitation tests were conducted at three cavitation numbers $ = 4.47, 1.00 and 0.68, simulating

ship speeds of 15.8, 33.4 and 40.5 knots respectively. Both steady and unsteady pitch angles were

tested. In the unsteady tests the pitch angle was varied sinusoidally with in total 11 combinations of

amplitude and frequency as shown in Table 3. In the steady tests 6 angles of attack (%) were tested

between -5 and 20 degrees. The average Reynoldsnumber of the foil during the tests was 6.5·10
5
.

k [-] T [s] ! [rad/s] A [deg]

0.0375 6.90 3.64 5, 10, 15

0.0750 3.45 7.28 2.5, 5, 10

0.1125 2.30 10.93 2.5, 5, 7.5

0.1500 1.73 14.57 2.5, 5

Fig. 12: Sign convention for caviation tests Table 3: unsteady test conditions
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Observations of the foil have been made at all cavitation numbers. Only at $ = 1.00 and 0.68

cavitation was observed. Fig. 13 shows the foil in a steady condition at % = 10 degrees. Developed

sheet and tip vortex cavitation is present. The structure of the sheet shows that risk of erosion is

present at this angle of attack. Fig. 14 shows that in an unsteady condition, the cavitation extent lags

relative to the angle of attack.

! = 1.0, 33.4 knot ! = 0.68, 40.5 knot

Fig. 13: Cavitation observation in steady condition, % = 10 degrees

LE going downLE going up

Fig. 14: Cavitation observations in unsteady condition: k = 0.075, A = 10.0 degrees, & = 0.68

(40.5 kt), % = 7.5 degrees

Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show a comparison of the normal force (CN) and moment (CM) coefficients in

steady and unsteady conditions. The unsteady coefficients are synthesized from 5 harmonic

coefficients which explains their smooth appearance. Clearly, a significant effect of cavitation on the

normal force coefficient (CN) is present at the highest speed for % > 10 degrees. The % - CN relation

changes from a line in the steady condition into a clock-wise rotating loop in the unsteady condition,

which corresponds with a phase lead of CN relative to %. Preliminary calculations show that this phase

lead is caused by a combination of the position of the pitch axis (at 0.5 of the maximum chord) and

3D effects related to the small aspect ratio of the foil. Due to the fact that the cavitation extent has a

phase lag relative to CN in the unsteady condition, 15% higher maximum values are reached than in

the steady condition.

The effect of cavitation on the moment coefficient is even larger and starts above % = 5 degrees. Due

to unsteady effects, the % - CM relation becomes an anti clock-wise rotating loop, which corresponds

with a phase lag of CM relative to %.
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1. Sensitivity analysis

2. Change in initial position or velocity to determine the ability of the modelled ship to return to the

equilibrium position

3. Change in manoeuvring mode

4. Change in seakeeping mode

5. A ride control case study

6. Correlation to free-sailing manoeuvring and seakeeping tests

Ad 1.  Sensitivity analysis

The program seems to be stable for the different input changes, i.e. small changes in input results in a

small change in output.

Ad 2.  Change in initial position or velocity

For the changes in initial position or velocity, the model has to return to its initial equilibrium state.

After a slight disturbance in the initial sway, yaw or roll velocity the model will keep a certain rate of

turn and will not go back to her initial position. This behaviour corresponds to a directional instable

vessel. For the other changes in initial position, the model returned to its initial equilibrium state.

Ad 3.  Change in manoeuvring mode

Results of the spiral test simulation conducted using the Fredyn simulation at an approach speed of

35 kn and a stern-trim angle of 0.5  are presented in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19: Spiral test

From the spiral test it can be concluded that the model is straight-line unstable. The instability loop

for bucket angles resulting in rates of turn between 0.75°/s and -0.75°/s was not determined.

Ad 4.  Change in seakeeping mode

A number of seakeeping simulations has been performed in head and bow quartering seas. Which are

generally considered as the most critical sea condition for high speed craft. The reduction in vertical

accelerations due to control of the pitch motion by means of trim flaps and T-foil was the main target

of the investigation. The course keeping in stern quartering waves which is a combined seakeeping

and manoeuvring problem is investigated as well. This proved to be very useful since this wave

condition turned out to be critical with respect to course keeping and broaching.

Ad 5.  A ride control case study

As expected the fast ferry model seems to be rather sensitive to a large roll motion. The roll motion

induced by the interceptor immersion has a larger impact on the rate of turn than the interceptor

immersion it self. The control system can only stop such a yaw velocity in an adequate manner if it

activates the buckets as well. This behaviour could be solved in different ways:
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� By more gradually changing the heading, the initial roll angle remains low enough so that this

large coupling does not occur, i.e.. lower interceptor immersion rates.

� By using the buckets in addition to the interceptors, enough yawing moment is available to

counter-act the yaw velocity.

� Or simultaneously use the interceptors to reduce the roll angle as well as to steer.

Thus, these early experiments indicated that it is possible to obtain excellent manoeuvring behaviour

with advanced autopilot.

Ad 6.  Correlation to free-sailing manoeuvring and seakeeping tests

To get an impression of the results and the order of magnitude of the accuracy of the mathematical

description of the model and its control surfaces, free-sailing model tests are scheduled.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, a time domain computer simulation program to predict the behaviour of a high-speed

ferry in real life conditions for six degrees of freedom is described. The formulations used in the

program were based on experiment data, additional theoretical and empirical descriptions.

The manoeuvrability characteristic changes remarkably depending on speed, heel and trim.

By the introduction of an advanced combination of autopilot, speed pilot and ride control system its

possible to stretch the envelope of the operability of a directional instable high-speed ferry.

Although the validation of the tool with the free-running model tests has yet to be conducted. The

present tool is supposed to be of value. The computer program can act as a powerful test bed for the

development and extensive testing of the advance motion control system.
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Nomenclature

In this report the following definitions and sign conventions are used:
DESIGNATION SYMBOL UNIT POSITIVE FOR

Froude number Fn = Vs * (g Lpp)
-0.5 Fn - Forward speed

Ship speed Vs = (u2 + v2)0.5 Vs m/s Forward speed

Roll angle � deg SB down

Trim angle  deg Bow up

Yaw angle ! deg Bow to SB

Longitudinal velocity  u = Vs * cos" u m/s Directed forward

Transverse velocity v(x) = Vs * sin"#$x * r v(x) m/s Directed to SB

Yaw rate r deg/s Turning bow to SB

Bucket deflection angle % deg Trailing edge to PS

Trimflap angle & Downward positive

Interceptor immersion zi Downward positive

Drift angle " = arctan(v/u) " deg Positive transverse speed

Dimensionless rate of turn ' = (r Lpp)/Vs ' - Turning bow to SB

Global transverse force on the ship Y kN SB positive

Global roll moment on the ship w.r.t. waterline K kNm SB down

Global yawing moment on the ship w.r.t. midship N kNm bow to SB

indication for non-dimensional coefficient ‘

Centre of reference, positioned at crossing half Lpp, centreline and

waterline
O

amplitude of oscillation A deg

average chord length c m

pitching moment coefficient = M/(½(V2Sc) CM -

normal force coefficient = FN/(½(V2S) CN -

tangential force coefficient = FT/(½(V2S) CT -

normal force FN N

tangential force FT N

acceleration of gravity g m/s2

shaft submersion h m

reduced frequency = )c/(2V) k -

pitching moment M Nm

cavitation tunnel ambient pressure at pitch axis PA Pa

atmospheric pressure P0 Pa

vapour pressure PV Pa

Reynolds number = Vc/* Re -

lateral surface foil (projected area) S m2

dimensional time t s

non dimensional time = 2Vt/c t' -

period of oscillation T s

test section velocity V m/s

kinematic viscosity of water * m2/s

density of water ( kg/m3

cavitation number =  (P0-PV+(gh)/(½(V2) + -

angular frequency ) s-1
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Abstract 
 
This paper describes the procedure developed at MARINTEK for automatic optimisation of hull lines 
to reduce the wake wash generated by a ship within the given constraints. The methodology, 
developed computer programs and used constraints are described. Methodology is exercised using 
lines of the RedJetIII, which is a low wash catamaran. A numerical comparison is performed between 
the wash performance of original RedJetIII hull and that of an optimised hull. Artificial neural 
networks are used to simulate wash criterion and vessel displacement whereas genetic algorithm is 
applied in optimisation procedure. 
 

Introduction 
 
Wake wash generated by ships concern more and more authorities and environmental agencies. Laws 
in some European countries already restrict the allowable wash generated by a ship. More countries 
are going to ratify legislatives to define limitations of allowable wake wash. It is expected that tougher 
restrictions will follow. Therefore ship operators and ship builders are interested in ships, which are 
“low wash” designs, especially in case of ferries and coastal vessels. 
 
In an effort to assist designers towards low wash ship designs, MARINTEK has developed an 
automatic procedure for optimisation of hull form in terms of wake wash. MARINTEK is 
participating in the EU project FLOWMART, which aims towards better understanding of wash 
phenomena and development of tools for prediction of wash generated by ships. The project included 
also model and full scale validation of computational tools, which may be subject to future papers. 
The main focus at MARINTEK is dedicated to practicability of the procedure in a way that it is easy-
to-use and possible to perform within a reasonable time. Since many iterations are inevitable during 
an optimisation, it is important that involved computational tools are fast and user friendly. Available 
commercial programs are therefore impractical. A new wash prediction computer program developed 
at MARINTEK is used. Artificial neural networks are applied to achieve even faster calculations. 
Genetic algorithm is applied for optimisation procedure. 
 
Lines of RedJetIII, an already low wash catamaran, are optimised in terms of generated wake wash 
using developed procedure. Results of optimisation are presented and discussed. These results shall be 
validated with model test within year 2002. 
 

Hull optimisation methodology 
 
This methodology describes automatic optimisation of hull lines to reduce the wake wash generated 
by a ship. The methodology shall be valid for both mono-hull and catamaran vessels in deep water as 
well as in shallow water. 



 

Geometry manipulation 
 
First step towards hull optimisation is to parameterise the hull form. This is done using the mod_geo 
program. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of hull parameterisation. Currently 10 equidistant 
points on each curve along the ship are used. In the optimisation of the forward part of the ship the 
fore half of the ship is used whereas the foremost point is kept constant. Draught and beam 
multiplication factors are used so that a total of 12 parameters are varied. The parameter variations are 
kept within certain constraints. Currently, parameters are allowed to vary �15%. A similar procedure 
can be applied to optimisation of the aft part of the ship. 
 

Cosine distribution

Beam multiplier

Cosine distribution

Beam multiplier

 
Figure 1   schematic representation of hull parameterisation 

 
Program mod_geo is part of an automatic hull lines optimisation package developed by Marintek. 
Mod_geo reads the hull element file and modifies the hull geometry according to information 
specified. The modification is performed as a multiplication of the y (transverse)  and z (vertical) co-
ordinates of each point on each element. The multiplication factor is dependent on the position of the 
elements. The multiplication factor in every point is found as an interpolation/smoothing of the coarse 
grid specified as input. After modifying the elements, mod_geo checks the displaced volume and 
wetted surface, and also checks that all elements have non-zero area and the normal vector pointing 
outwards.  
 
First, a global scaling in x (longitudinal), y and z directions is carried out. Then, multiplication of z 
and y co-ordinates of each element point is carried out, dependant on x-position. 
 
The z-multiplication factor is a function only of x (longitudinal position). A number of fairly evenly 
spaced longitudinal points are defined, and a value of the z-multiplication factor is specified for each 



point. To find the multiplication factor to be applied at each element point a smoothing/interpolation 
procedure is used. Different smoothing algorithms can be selected. Cubic splines are recommended.  
 
The y multiplication factor is dependant on both x (longitudinal position) and z (draught). The vertical 
(z) variation is in terms of a cosine distribution, where the wave length of the cosine wave is the 
maximum overall draught and the amplitude is specified as function of length in exactly the same 
manner as the z multiplication factor. In addition, a factor not dependant on z is added, so that a fairly 
general multiplication factor distribution can be expressed with a minimum of parameters. The y-
multiplication factor can be expressed as: 
 

)()cos()( xyconstTzxyampymult ���� �  
 
Available smoothing functions are given in Table 1. 
 

Table 1   available smoothing functions 

Type Min. number of points 
No smoothing 1 
Cubic spline 2 

Cubic spline – anti wiggle 4 
Cubic spline - preserves concavity 4 

B-spline - 2nd order 2 
B-spline – 3th order 3 
B-spline – 4th order 4 
B-spline - 5nd order 5 
B-spline - 6nd order 6 

Interpolating cubic spline 4 
Polynomial of order 1 (linear) 2 

Polynomial of order 2 3 
Polynomial of order 3 4 
Polynomial of order 4 5 
Polynomial of order 5 6 
Polynomial of order 6 7 
Polynomial of order 7 8 

Average 1 
 

Parameters and constraints 
 
Optimisation is performed for a speed of 34 knots in shallow water with a depth of 14.6 m. 
Optimisation is based on minimisation of wash criterion in the interesting longitudinal range of a 30 
m (from catamaran centreline) longitudinal cut. The trim and displacement used are the same as 
during model tests at MARINTEK. Trim is kept constant (It is assumed that weight distribution will 
be arranged in a way that trim can be kept constant). 
 
Displacement shall be �0.4% of original displacement. 
 
Ship length is kept constant. 
 
Maximum beam shall not be wider than the maximum beam of original hull. 
 
Other geometric parameters used are given in the Table 2. 
 



Table 2   Geometric parameters and their limitations 

Parameter Initial value Minimum Maximum 
ZMULT1 1 0.85 1.15 
ZMULT2 1 0.85 1.15 
ZMULT3 1 0.85 1.15 
ZMULT4 1 0.85 1.15 
YAMP1 0 0 0.15 
YAMP2 0 0 0.15 
YAMP3 0 0 0.15 
YAMP4 0 0 0.15 

YCONST1 1 0.85 1.15 
YCONST2 1 0.85 1.15 
YCONST3 1 0.85 1.15 
YCONST4 1 0.85 1.15 

Generation of a random database 
 
A random database of input geometry parameters is generated, which has currently 6000 datasets. The 
geometry modification program mod_geo.exe is applied to generate 6000 hulls using these input 
parameters. This program calculates at the same time displacement, wetted surface area and LCB of 
each hull. Calculated values are returned to the database. 
 
The wash calculation program wash.exe is used to calculate a long longitudinal cut with a transverse 
distance of approximately one ship length from ship centreline. This program, which is developed at 
MARINTEK, is described in the paper of Koushan et al. (2001). This calculation is performed with 
original hull lines to identify the interesting longitudinal interval for further calculations. Results of 
this calculation are presented in the Figure 2. The interval 270 m to 420 m is identified as the 
interesting longitudinal interval. All further calculations use only this interval. 
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Figure 2   Wave elevation calculated for a longitudinal cut 30 m from catamaran centreline at 
34 knots speed and 14.6 m water depth. Original hull lines are used. 



 
Next, wave elevation is calculated within identified interval for all randomly selected 6000 hulls. This 
calculation takes approximately 1.5 minutes per hull on a pc with one 850 MHz processor. Then the 
program ReadWrite.exe is applied to post process the wave elevations. This program calculates 
different wash criteria using output file of the wash calculation program. Wash criteria calculated are: 
 
- Maximum wave elevation 
- Maximum wave height 
- Sum of four largest wave heights 
- Integration of wave elevation 
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with � wave elevation 
 x abscissa on the chosen longitudinal cut 
 x1 starting point for the integration 
 x2 ending point for the integration, chosen at a zero crossing point 
 x2-x1 = L = constant during all the process 
 
These calculated criteria are then returned to the database. The database is now completed. 
 

Pre-processing using Artificial Neural Networks 
 
Artificial Neural Networks is used to simulate the displacement as well as the selected wash criterion, 
which currently is the integration of wave elevations. 
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Figure 3   Desired and network output for wash criterion 

 
The main idea of using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is to reduce the required time per iteration. 
ANN reduces the calculation time per run from 1.5 minutes to 0.015 seconds. The design of the ANN 
is done very fast as the data are well “behaved”. Accuracy of the prediction of both wash criterion and 
displacement by ANN are very high as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4. These two figures present 
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desired outputs, which are the calculated wash and displacement, and the network outputs, which are 
the values predicted by the ANN.  
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Figure 4   Desired and network output for displacement 

 
Figure 5 presents schematically the flowchart of pre-processing. 
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Figure 5   schematic flow chart of pre-processing  
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Optimisation using genetic algorithm 
 
After design of prediction networks, optimisation procedure can be started. Figure 6 presents a 
schematic flow chart of the hull optimisation procedure. Starting with the first generation, a random 
set of hulls (geometric parameters) are created, displacements and wash criteria are calculated using 
ANN, Genetic algorithm is applied to define the next generation and the procedure is iterated. 
Iteration can be terminated using a termination parameter, which could be for example specified 
number of evolutions or convergence of members of a generation or convergence of best fitness of 
subsequent generations. Genetic algorithm uses also different parameters, which needs to be selected 
properly to result in best optimised hull. One of the parameters is the number of members in a 
generation. As the time required per iteration is very short, it is possible to do a parameter study to 
find the best suitable parameters for genetic algorithm. It is shown that 200 members per generation is 
a good compromise between calculation time and achieved optimisation results. 
 
Applied genetic algorithm is single objective. Whereas optimisation has two objectives namely 
minimisation of the wash criterion and constant displacement. To achieve both objectives, an 
optimisation criterion is defined, which is the multiplication of wash criterion times displacement 
change powered n. 
 
WashCriterion*ABS((new displacement – original displacement)/original displacement +1)n 

 

Power n is selected so that genetic algorithm converges towards the same displacement while 
minimising wash criterion. It is shown that power n can be set to 0.1 and the optimisation converges 
still towards constant displacement while minimising the wash criterion. 
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Figure 6   Schematic flow chart of optimisation procedure 

 



After an optimisation procedure is finished and the best geometric parameters are selected, the new 
optimised hull shape is generated using mod_geo.exe. Actual displacement, wetted surface area and 
LCB are also calculated. The wash prediction program is applied to calculate the actual wave 
elevation at the given longitudinal cut. Displacement and wash criterion are compared to original hull. 
 
 

Optimised hull 
 
 
After running through 300 generations with 200 members each, an optimised hull is selected, which is 
called optimised5 hull. This is result of optimisation of fore part of the ship only. Same methodology 
can be applied to optimise aft part of the ship. 
 
The displacement is remained almost constant (only 0.2% larger than original displacement). Whereas 
wetted surface area is increased by 0.9% only. Other design parameters like ship resistance, stability 
and seakeeping are not considered during this optimisation. 
 
 

 
Figure 7   Side views of original hull in black, optimised5 hull in grey (only submerged part is 
shown, lower drawings show forepart only) 
 
 
Figure 7 shows side view of the optimised and original hulls. It shows that draught of foremost part is 
increased whereas draughts of sections aft of that are decreased. 
 
Same trend can be seen also on top view presented in Figure 8. Entrance angle is increased, whereas 
the beam of sections right behind the foremost part are decreased. Similar type of hulls were achieved 
in other optimisation runs. 
 



 
Figure 8   Top views of original hull in black, optimised5 hull in grey (only starboard half of one 

demi-hull is shown, lower drawings show forepart only) 
 
Figure 9 shows wave elevations of a 30 m longitudinal cut generated by original and optimised5 hulls 
at 34 knots speed and 14.6 m water depth. Distance between demi-hulls is not changed. It shows that 
maximum wave height is reduced by approximately 13%. This means a large reduction in generated 
wave energy. Same trend can be seen in 60 m cut as presented in Figure 10. Optimised5 hull shows a 
better wash performance also in deep water. This comparison is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 9   Wave elevations of original and optimised5 hull at 30 m longitudinal cut, 34 knots 

speed and 14.6 m water depth 
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Figure 10   Wave elevations of original and optimised5 hull at 60 m longitudinal cut, 34 knots 
speed and 14.6 m water depth 
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Figure 11   Wave elevations of original and optimised5 hull at 30 m longitudinal hull, 34 knots 

speed and 90 m water depth 

Effect of hull distance on wash 
 
Figure 12 presents calculated wave elevations generated by optimised5 hull with different hull 
distances. Calculations are performed for 30 m longitudinal cut, 34 knots speed and 14.6 m water 
depth. It shows that hull distance has a significant effect on the generated waves. 
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Figure 12   Wave elevations of optimised5 hull with different hull distances at 30 m longitudinal 

hull, 34 knots speed and 14.6 m water depth 

Figure 13 shows relative wash criterion based on wave integration for original and optimised5 hull, 
where original hull with original distance is used as reference. It shows that hull distances shorter than 
the original hull distance of 5.67 m increase the wash whereas larger distances reduces the wash until 
a hull distance of 6.8 m is reached. Wash criterion starts increasing with hull distances larger than 6.8 
m. Reduction in wash is quite significant; with a hull distance of 6.8 m, wash criterion is reduced by 
approximately 8%. Increasing the hull distance by 0.5 m results already in 5% reduction of wash 
energy. 
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Figure 13   Relative wash criterion based on wave integration for original and optimised5 hull. 

Original hull with original distance is used as reference 



Summery of used applications 
 
Table 3 presents a summery of used applications during the hull optimisation procedure. All these 
applications are developed at MARINTEK as part of FLOWMART EU-project based on available 
codes at MARINTEK. 
 

Table 3   A summery of used applications 

APPLICATION TASK 
Mod_Geo.exe Generation of modified geometry, calculation of displacement, wetted surface 

area and LCB 
Wash.exe Numerical calculation of wash 
ReadWrite.exe Processing the output of Wash.exe and Mod_Geo.exe, calculation of wash 

criteria, generation of database 
Wash.dll Prediction of wash criterion using Artificial Neural Networks 
Displacement.dll Prediction of displacement using Artificial Neural Networks 
Optimisation.exe Optimisation using genetic algorithm 
 

Conclusions 
 
Presented hull optimisation procedure works successfully. Though the catamaran used is already a 
low wash design, wash is reduced by ca. 13% by optimising the fore part only. Allowing the trim and 
total length to be varied could result in further improvement in terms of wash. Distance between hulls 
has also significant effect. Increasing distance between hulls by 0.5 m only results already in further 
5% reduction of generated wash. 
 
Geometric manipulation has potential for further improvement to achieve more construction friendly 
hulls. Other constraints could be added to the procedure, which are of importance. The first one could 
be the total resistance of the vessel. 
 
It should be noted that currently only the wash behaviour of the vessel is investigated. The effects on 
stability, sea keeping, passenger comfort etc are not yet included. In a realistic design work, all 
different criteria need to be considered. 
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Abstract 
 
A commercial RANSE solver is applied to compute the flow around ship superstructures of the AG-
NES 200 surface effect ship. The water surface is approximated by a flat surface. The surface effect 
ship is quite simple in geometry and the grid employs only hexahedral elements. Results are shown for 
various angles of attack using unsteady flow simulations. The flow results show a very complex struc-
ture with corkscrew streamlines behind the superstructure towards the helicopter deck. Virtual reality 
techniques are employed to visualize the flow. The techniques to export results from CFD models to 
the VRML model are not straight-forward and experience is reported.  CFD grids are usually too 
detailed to be used directly as Virtual Reality models. An automatic downsizing routine has been de-
veloped reducing the polygon count in this application by one order of magnitude without losing ge-
ometrical details. A Java application is presented that allows to interactively blend in and out stream-
lines. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Wind forces are increasingly of interest as speed and surface area above the waterline increase. Other 
aerodynamic properties of interest here are working conditions on helicopter decks. The traditional 
approach to study aerodynamic flows around ships employs model tests in wind tunnels. Computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) is increasingly used drifting from research to practical consulting work 
also for ship aerodynamics. As one of the first such applications, Førde et al. (1992) applied CFD to a 
surface effect ship (SES). The air resistance accounted for 25% of the total resistance for this 50 knot 
ship. The CFD guided improvement of the forebody of the superstructure reduced the wind resistance 
by 40%. We present here also an application to an SES, but naturally a decade later, our analysis em-
ploys a more sophisticated physical model (including viscosity and turbulence) and a finer resolution 
of flow and ship geometry. We employed the code Comet. The fundamental theory and main em-
ployed options are described extensively in El Moctar and Bertram (2002). 
 

We selected for our application the French SES "AGNES 200", Table I. As a first step, a 
CAD description of the SES was generated in ICEM-CFD, which served as basis for further grid gen-
eration. The finite-volume grid used an inner cylindrical domain surrounded by an outer block-shaped 
domain, Fig.1. The grid extended from 1 ship length L=Lpp ahead of the forward perpendicular to 1.5 
L behind aft perpendicular, 1.5 L in vertical direction, and 1.5 L to each side from the plane of sym-
metry. The inner cylindrical domain was designed such that a for each rotation by 5° cell nodes would 
again coincide with cell nodes in the outer domain, i.e. for each  5° increase in relative wind angle we 
could again work with matching interfaces in the code. The relatively simple geometry of the SES 
superstructure allowed to use hexahedral elements for the whole domain. Results shown here were 
obtained with a grid using 2.9 million cells. 
 

Table I: Main data "AGNES 200" 
 

Displ. 250 t Lpp 45 m Cushion length 41.4 m T (on cushion) 1.1 m 
Loa 51 m Boa 13 m Cushion width 8.0 m Speed V 40 kn 
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Fig.1: Grid detail for SES with inner cylindrical domain 
 
2. Virtual Reality for CFD post-processing 
 
The predominant role of post-processing for CFD is visualization of the complex flow structures and 
ship geometries under investigation. The visualization serves a twofold purpose: 
 
- To aid the CFD expert in understanding the flow and thus derive conclusions on either how to 

improve his computational model (quality control) or on how to aid the customer in his design. 
- To communicate his findings to the customer, e.g. by pointing out where, how and why to modify 

a design to improve its aero- or hydrodynamic characteristics. 
 
CFD methods and post-processing have both become more and more sophisticated in time, a devel-
opment which was enabled to a large extent by the rapid growth in computer power available to engi-
neers in industry and academia. State of the art in CFD post-processing are color plots showing the 
flow from assorting angles with selected details and quantities to avoid confusion. This does not al-
ways succeed. E.g. for streamlines in complex flows with considerable cross-flows or rotation, plots 
turn quickly into "spaghetti" diagrams as the number of visualized streamlines increases. For unsteady 
flows, sometimes electronic videos (avi) are created, but these require considerable file size for longer 
simulations and decent resolution. Again, the perspectives and quantities are prescribed by the creator 
of the post-processing.  
 
For complex 3-d flows and/or unsteady flows, Barcellona and Bertram (2000) proposed "virtual reali-
ty" techniques as a better alternative to conventional post-processing, presenting several applications. 
Virtual Reality (VR) enables to view (and zoom) in space and time an 'enhanced' world showing ship 
structures and flow properties. We use here the term 'Virtual Reality' for the ''poor man's'' version of 
Virtual Reality, i.e. a usually mouse-controlled fly-through navigation through a three-dimensional 
environment on a plain graphics monitor. This is far from what fully immersive Virtual Reality envi-
sions, but can be realized on computer hardware widely available in industry and is sufficient for most 
applications we have. We implemented our models in the Virtual Reality Modeling Language VRML, 
which has become an international ISO/IEC standard. The resulting models are often surprisingly 
small, typically 0.1 to 5 Mbytes, i.e. a size that allows easy internet communication. VRML viewers 
('browsers') are public domain and available for all common platforms. However, VRML capabilities 
are limited and in our application here we employed also JavaScript to add features. While the origi-
nal programming is not so simple (compared to VRML), the script sources can be downloaded to-
gether with the VRML model, www.ssi.tu-harburg.de/VR/index.html, and serve as master copies to 
be included in similar models as black-boxes. 
 
As a first step, we exported the geometry of the SES from the Comet RANSE grid. This resulted in a 
model with very many polygons which made the model extremely slow due a size of 43000 polygons 
and  2810 KByte. We then wrote a Fortran routine to merge faces lying (almost) in one plane which 
resulted in a considerably reduced polygon count to 900 polygon and 85 KByte, Fig.2, and a corre-
sponding size of 130 KByte. The geometric model of the SES exploited then again the smoothing 
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capabilities of VRML creating a realistic model of the hull. The streamlines were computed using the 
public domain IBM tool DX. The streamlines were exported and simplified similar to the SES geome-
try before they were converted to VRML format.  
 

  
Fig.2: Original model exported from CFD grid (left) and model with automatically reduced polygon 
count (right) 
 

  
Fig.3: Streamlines with one selected streamline in red 

 
We employed JavaScript to allow interactive selection (blending in and out) of streamlines. We also 
included a feature which highlights one selected streamline in red when moving the cursor to that 
streamline, Fig.3. The resulting model including streamlines has a size of 330 KByte (!) making it 
very easy to handle or download. (The zipped version has a size of 160 Kbyte.) Details of the process 
to create the VRML model will be presented in Lindenau and Bertram (2003). 
 
3. CFD computations 
 
For wind coming from relative wind angle µ=180° (e.g. pure wind resistance due to the moving ship), 
the computed pressure distribution looks as expected, Fig.5. At the skirt front, the flow is retarded to 
almost stagnation resulting in high pressures. Smaller high-pressure regions appear on the funnels in 
areas not in the wind shade of the cabin and on the forward inclined front of the cabin. At the edges 
and particularly on the cabin top and foredeck, there are corresponding low pressure zones. Fig.4 
shows streamlines starting after the cabin. There are large recirculation regions above the helicopter 
deck and behind the stern. Between the funnels there are strong vortices as visualized by “cork screw” 
streamlines. Fig.6 shows streamlines starting in the foreship. The two layers differ by 0.55m in height 
of the starting points. The starting height yields here totally different streamline characteristics which 
is an indication of the strong three-dimensionality of the flow. The VRML modeling allows here easi-
ly to blend streamlines out at will and to view at an angle and distance at will. For the lower layer, the 
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outer streamlines are sucked into the recess between foreship and cabin. Afterwards the follow largely 
the side of the ship. The center lines hit the lower edge of the cabin, and are then diverted to the sides 
where the speed is reduced to such an extent that the streamline tracing breaks down. For the upper 
layer, the center streamlines are diverted upwards over the cabin forming recirculation areas behind 
the cabin. The streamlines at the side are no longer sucked into the recess between cabin and foreship, 
but follow on the upper deck sideways around the cabin. 
 

  
Fig.4: Streamlines behind cabin for µ=180°; side view (top) and detail between funnels (bottom) 

 
A moderate oblique flow direction of 170° changes the flow noticeably, Figs.7 and 8. The high-
pressure region at the forward cabin incline is increased. On the luff side, the low-pressure regions 
disappear almost, on lee the low-pressure regions are more pronounced. This tendency increases with 
angle of attack. The flow changes observed for 170º become more pronounced with increasing angle 
as demonstrated for 150º, Figs.9 and 10. There is a distinct blockage effect of the superstructure ex-
pressed in the pressures on the  lee side. The flow is now predominantly in transverse direction and 
less complicated as there are hardly any superstructure elements downstream of other superstructure 
elements. The flow resembles somewhat the flow around a foil. On the lee side, the flow is sucked 
partially along the ship sides before it detaches approaching its original flow direction again, as be-
comes apparent when zooming out to a larger perspective, Fig.11. 
 

 
 

Fig.11: Streamlines for a larger region around the SES for µ=150° 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
RANSE computations help to understand the flow around the superstructures of fast ships. They may 
well aid the design in the future. Virtual reality techniques offer superior post-processing possibilities 
in understanding complex three-dimensional flow pattern such as streamlines with vortices and cross 
flows. Continued research is needed now to reduce time and cost for such analyses and to develop 
standard VRML post-processing interfaces. 
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Fig.5: Pressure on SES for µ=180° 
 

  

  

  
Fig.6: Streamlines starting in foreship µ=180º, lower layer (left) and upper layer (right) 
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Fig.7: Pressure on SES for µ=170º 

  

  

  
Fig.8: Streamlines starting in foreship for µ=170º, lower layer (left) and upper layer (right) 
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Fig.9: Pressure on SES for µ=150º 

  

  

  
Fig.10: Streamlines starting in foreship for µ=150º, lower layer (left) and upper layer (right) 
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Abstract   

The structural modelling of composite materials is not a straightforward procedure. Materials can be 
combined in a large number of ways, fibre orientation, i.e. strength, can be modified taking full 
advantage of orthotropic materials. The percentage of reinforcement material in the laminate is 
variable and finally material quality and properties also depend on the fabrication procedure. The 
reliable determination of materials mechanical properties is therefore not a trivial matter. Usually 
testing of samples is required, again due care is required in order to reproduce the material that 
would be obtained in hull-production conditions. Alternative methods for the estimation of mechanical 
properties are also available. 
  
The present paper presents a practical approach to the calculation of composite materials structures, 
specifically PVC foam core and fibreglass  in multihull vessels. Material properties are estimated in 
base of individual layers of composite materials. Some experimental results from testing samples are 
also provided. Different boundary conditions and static load cases are studied in order to provide a 
preliminary overview of the stress distribution of the multihull. 
 

1. Introduction 

The dynamic behaviour of a composite-material multihull travelling in waves presents several 
challenges to ship design science. The nature of the materials involved is complex and much research 
is required in order to fully predict the mechanical properties of composite materials under different, 
and often simultaneous, type of loads. The present state of the art in this field is, at best, in a 
developing stage  and most authors agree in the need of experimental testing to validate composite 
materials mechanical properties. 
 
Another source of uncertainty is the adequate consideration of sea loads. In this paper a static 
approach is employed as a suitable starting point to evaluate the stress-distribution over a multihull. 
Standard classification societies loads are introduced to simulate simple loading conditions. Despite 
the simplicity of the analysis “hot spots” are clearly identified providing valuable qualitative 
information. Determination of accurate realistic stress values requires dynamic sea loads to be 
introduced, including wave impact loads if a seakeeping analysis shows slamming is likely to occur in 
the prescribed seaway. 
  
2. The Composite-Material Multihull 
 
The composite-material multihull to be analysed is a catamaran designed by Crowther Multihulls 
(Australia) and built by Alwoplast Ltda. (Chile). Figure 1 shows a general view of the vessel. Main 
particulars of the catamaran are: 
 

Length over all:     16.76 m 
Beam:       6.00 m 
Depth to main deck:     2.40 m 
Draught:                  0.80 m 
Displacement:                18 tonnes 
Material:                sandwich GRP  
Service speed:                  28 knots 
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Figure 1: Composite-material Catamaran 

 
The catamaran is built of sandwich Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) with Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 
core. Hull material is not unique as several types of glass fabrics are laminated in layers at different 
parts of the hull, namely  unidirectionals, bi-axials and tri-axial glass fabrics. 
The lay-up is a vacuum process to the maximum practical possible extent, this is about 60% of 
laminated structures. The remaining 40% corresponds to traditional manual lay-up techniques. 
   
3. Mechanical Properties 
 
One key aspect of the Finite Element Analysis of a composite-material marine structure is the 
determination of actual material properties. Composite-material mechanical properties are by no 
means a settled matter. Almost endless combinations of fibres and matrix (resin) can be chosen, 
furthermore, the orientation of fibres relative to main loads is also important in determining relevant 
material properties such as tensile, compressive and flexural modulus. Theoretical procedures to 
estimate composite material properties are described in the technical literature (Al-Quieshi 1984; 
Divinycell 1991; Miravete et al. 2000). Theoretical methods offer valuable preliminary information to 
determine composite materials mechanical properties, however, they are not reliable for complex 
laminates including several layers of fibres in different orientations. Moreover sandwich laminates 
introduce new complications related to the core behaviour.  
 
Composite materials properties characterisation is a very difficult problem and there are no reliable 
theoretical methods available to estimate them. In general, theoretical expressions are usually severely 
restricted by one or more of the following assumptions: 
  
• The laminate is thin 
• The strain distribution is linear along the thickness direction 
• Strains perpendicular to mid-surface are negligible 
• Out-of-plane shear strains are zero. 

 
Assumptions that in general do not apply to marine structures. It must be concluded that sample 
testing is the most reliable method to obtain mechanical properties of composite materials and 
therefore this will be the procedure followed to characterise material mechanical properties required in 
the finite element modal analysis of the multihull. Special care is necessary in order to reproduce 
similar working conditions as the fabrication techniques are by no means stable.  
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Normally, composite materials mechanical  properties are obtained experimentally according with 
some recognised standard procedure, for example  the American Standard for Material Testing rules C 
393-94 or alternatively the European Standard EN 63 for testing Glass reinforced  Plastics. Testing of 
composite material requires that samples must be fabricated, as far as practically possible, with the 
same techniques used in the fabrication of the full scale structure, a number of samples have to be 
tested to calculate average material properties and discard extreme results due to defects in the 
samples fabrication process. This results in Testing of composite materials being expensive and time 
consuming. For this very good reason mechanical properties are often estimated theoretically in order 
to carry out a structural stress analysis. 
  
3.1 The Rule of Mixtures or Tsai – Halping Method  

A simple theoretical method, the Rule of Mixtures or Tsai – Halping Method (Smith 1990;Spyrakos 
and Raftoyiannis 1997), relates the volume of  component materials and their individual properties. 
The method, restricted to linear behaviour, allows several material properties to be estimated, 
including thermal conductivity. Main composite-material properties are calculated as follows. 
 
Density   
 
The rule of mixtures expression for composite-material density (ρ) is as follows 

 
where m and f indicates properties corresponding to the matrix (resin) and the fibres respectively, for 
instance Vf correspond to the volume of fibres present in the laminate. 
 
Young´s modulus 
 
Young´s modulus for loads applied parallel to the direction of unidirectional fibres E1 is calculated 
according to the expression 

 
The 1 sub index indicates properties in the direction parallel to the fibres.  
 
When loads grow and the material behaviour is non-linear, the matrix contribution to stiffness can be 
neglected and Young’s modulus is simply determined by fibre properties. 
 

 
When loads are applied perpendicularly to unidirectional fibres, i.e. in direction 2, each 
component acts independently and the following expression is valid. 

 
 
Poisson’s ratio and  Shear Modulus  
 

Poisson’s ratio ν and the Shear Modulus G in the 1-2 plane, can  be obtained as follows, 
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The expressions of E2 and G12 are usually a lower bound for the transverse and Shear Modulus of 
unidirectional laminate and therefore experimentation is required to obtain reliable values. 
 
Chopped Strand Mat (CSM) fibres are oriented in aleatory directions in the matrix, i.e. the material 
can be considered isotropic, at least in the plane parallel to fibres. In this case Young’s modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio and Shear modulus are described by 

 
 
3.2 Validity of Theoretically calculated material properties 
 
Is was mentioned before that applicability of theoretical methods is restricted to linear 
behaviour. To illustrate this, deflection of sandwich composite-material samples was 
determined experimentally. Additionally, a Finite Element Model of the sample was also 
evaluated, mechanical properties obtained theoretically according to the rule of mixtures were 
prescribed in the Finite Element Model. 
 
Figure 2 shows the Sandwich Finite element Model. Skins corresponds to unidirectional glass 
in a vinyl ester resin matrix were modelled with 1200 shell elements while the core material is 
PVC foam of 80 kg/m3 density modelled with 2400 brick elements. 

  
Fig. 2: Finite Element Model of Sandwich Sample 

 
 
A concentrated load was applied in the middle of the unsupported span (250 mm) to produce a 
deflection. Deflection results are shown in figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Deflection of sandwich composite-material laminate. FEM(- - - -)  and Experiment () 
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It is clearly seen that good agreement is obtained for lower loads, i.e. in the linear region. The 
agreement increases as the load increases. This result clearly shows that theoretically calculated 
composite-material properties are no longer valid when loads induce a non-linear material behaviour.  
 
4. Finite Element Modelling  
 
The catamaran is symmetric, relative to both, the centre line of each demihull and the vessel’s centre 
line. Nevertheless introducing the forms of the multihull into the Finite element model is still a 
laborious task. To complete the geometric model a semi-automatic method was employed. Key points 
were defined at the intersection of transverse sections prescribed at suitable positions (mainly 
bulkheads) and longitudinal stiffeners. Key points coordinates (x,y,z) were then exported to the Finite 
Element program and finally nodes were defined at the corresponding coordinates. Figure 4 shows the 
definition of nodal coordinates.  
   

        
Fig. 4: Node generation 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Two views of the catamaran Finite Element Model  
 

Additional model features such as elements, plate thickness and material properties were incorporated 
directly in the ANSYS pre-processor. This simple method allowed the creation of the Finite Element 
Model geometry at a reasonable cost. Complete (both sides) model, as shown in figure 5, required 
2992 nodes and 4791 elements.  
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Composite-material properties were obtained theoretically. DAC, a code specially developed for this 
purpose (Zaragosa Composite-Materials Research Group) was used to calculate these properties. 
Results are presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Material properties of multihull structures  
 

Structural Component 
E1 

(GPA) 
E2 (GPA) 

G12 

(GPA) 
υ21 υ12 

thickness 

(mm)   

Hull bottom and sides 1.391 2.702 0.733 0.243 0.472  34.33 

Wetdeck 1.113 2.146 0.584 0.244 0.470 44.33 

Deck and cabin sides 1.941 1.941 0.329 0.170 0.170 22.17 

Cabin roof 1.378 1.378 0.239 0.173 0.173 32.17 

Non-watertight bulkheads 0.851 0.851 0.778 0.420 0.420 21.39 

Watertight bulkheads 3.311 1.781 0.330 0.189 0.102 23.79 

Inner decks  2.162 1.047 0.573 0.419 0.238 22.95 

Keel and longitudinal girders 1.392 0.440 0.147 0.361 0.114 10.590 

 
4.1 Applied Loads 
 
Three static load conditions were studied, hydrostatics pressure, prying  moment and  torsion.  Loads 
were calculated according to (DNV) Det Norske Veritas (2000) Rules for high speed craft. 
  
To ensure fulfilment of the hydrostatic pressure boundary condition, nodes at the bottom centre line 
were prescribed nil vertical displacements. Rotations (θx, θy, θz), were all kept free. The vessel is 
floating in calm water, therefore the procedure consist in balancing forces due to hydrostatic hull 
pressure and displacement weight. Reactions at the constrained nodes must be nil or practically nil. 
 
Prying moment, i.e. transverse bending moment, equilibrium condition consist in applying load to one 
hull and, in order to produce a prying moment, nodes in the opposite hull are constrained (Figure 6-a) 
Prying moment load Ms is given by 

Ms = 
s

bacg **∆
 (kN*m) 

Where  ∆ is the Displacement tonnes, acg is vertical acceleration at centre of gravity, s is an 
operational zone factor and b is the distance between both demihull centrelines. 
 
Finally, to introduce  torsion loads in the finite element model, torsion moment M t prescribed by DNV 
was applied to one hull and restrains to nodes located in the opposite hull, (Figure 6-b). The 
corresponding load is calculated form the following expression 
 

M t = 
4

** bacg∆
  (kN*m) 
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a) b) 
 

Fig. 6: Applied static loads in prying moment a) and torsion b) 
 
5. Results 
 
5.1.- Deflections 
 
Deflections at different areas of the multihull were obtained. For illustrative purposes those 
corresponding to the static floating condition are presented in Table 2. Figure 7 show deflections at the 
hulls, deck and cabin 7-a) and hulls and wetdeck 7-b).  

a) b)  
                                                      
Fig. 7: Deflections in the static floating condition. a) Hulls, deck and cabin; b) Hulls and wetdeck  
           Dark regions represent highly deflected areas of the catamaran 
 
 
The cabin roof is the region most deflected. This is expected because the cabin roof is a light structure 
not intended to carry significant loads. Stiffening of the cabin resulted in much lower panel 
deflections. 
 
5.2. Stress distributions 
 
The static floating conditions does not show significant stresses, as expected, and therefore will not de 
discussed in this section. Table 3 shows maximum stresses for the prying moment loading condition 
and Table 4 for the torsion loading condition. Tabulated stresses correspond to maximum principal 
stresses, i.e. “hot spot” stresses as shown in  figure 8  where stress distributions for prying moment and 
torsion are illustrated. 
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Table 2: Static floating condition deflections 
 

HULL AREA DEFLECTION (mm) 
Hull bottom and sides 18.79 

Wetdeck 19.36 

Deck and cabin sides 31.86 

Cabin roof 36.70 

Non-watertight bulkheads 18.95 

Watertight bulkheads 18.93 

Inner decks  21.70 

Keel and longitudinal girders 18.36 

 
 Table 3: Maximum stresses under prying moment loading 

  

Stresses  



 Principal Stresses (MPa)  Shear Stresses (MPa) 
Structural Component 

S1  S2  S3  SXY  SYZ SXZ  
Wetdeck 

38.9 18.5 43.7 20.5 9.19 13.8 
Non-watertight bulkheads 

7.37 1.66 4.35 1.75 3.78 0.332 
Watertight bulkheads 

105 54.6 107 28.9 1.72 0.04 
Inner decks  

12.2 4.46 10.9 - - 3.74 
  

Table 4: Maximum stresses under torsion loading 
 

Stresses  



 Principal Stresses (MPa)  Shear Stresses (MPa) 
Structural Component 

S1  S2  S3  SXY  SYZ SXZ  
Wetdeck 

361 125 362 180 31.3 26 
Inner decks  

2.97 1.78 2.8 - - 0.868 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
Further research is required in order to improve the accuracy of theoretical methods to predict 
composite-material properties. At present the safest approach is to perform experimental tests, 
specially if non linear material behaviour is expected or multi-axial glass fabrics are included in the 
laminate. Fabrication of samples requires extreme care in order to reproduce full scale fabrication 
conditions, if possible, samples taken from the actual hull (cut-outs material) should be tested. 
 
Theoretical methods are a simple and cheap way to estimate composite-material properties required in 
a Finite Element Analysis. Confidence in the results however is severely restricted due to the inherent 
restrictions of these methods.  The procedure is anyway qualitatively useful because “hot spots”, i.e. 
regions where stress is highly concentrated, can be identified and appropriate course of action 
(additional reinforcement for instance) can be taken. 
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Finite Element Modelling of Sandwich plates requires combined use of shell and brick elements. Core 
material shear properties should be properly accounted for by brick elements. 
 

a)          b)   
Fig. 8: Wetdeck direct principal S1 stress distribution  for a) prying moment  and b) torsion. 

Dark regions represent highly stressed areas.  
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Abstract 
 
The aerodynamic flow around the Superfast VI ferry built at HDW was computed using the finite-
volume code Comet. The IGES description of the superstructure was simplified for the computational 
model, but still captures many details. For smoke tracing, multi-phase flow is simulated solving an 
additional transport equation for the smoke concentration. Similarly, thermic distributions at the fun-
nel can be traced solving an energy equation. The ferry superstructure is complex and tetrahedral 
elements are used for largely automatic mesh generation. Results are compared to observations in 
wind tunnel tests. A main difficulty for practical applications is the creation of the CAD description of 
the ship superstructure. This point is exemplified in the present case study. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
While naval architects are usually concerned with hydrodynamics, aerodynamics  play also a role in 
naval architecture and offshore engineering addressing issues like: 
• Smoke propagation and related problems  
• Operating conditions for helicopters 
• Wind resistance and drift forces (particularly for ferries and car carriers) 
• Ventilation of rooms 
 
A typical application is smoke propagation. Problems occur frequently if recirculation zones behind 
the funnel attract smoke and particles. This problem is of particular importance for passenger ships 
and ferries. For these ships, also the passenger comfort on the upper deck is always a relevant aerody-
namic problem. 
 
The standard design tool for these issues today is the wind tunnel test. However, computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) is increasingly applied in related industries for aerodynamic design problems, e.g. in 
civil engineering and automotive engineering. CFD offers in principle some advantages over wind 
tunnel tests: 
 
• It is easy to store the whole flow field information. This allows a posteriori additional investiga-

tions and evaluations.  
• There is better control over what is viewed or shown. 
• CFD captures more details of the flow. 
• In principle, also simulation of full-scale are possible. (We present here only simulations at model 

scale, because the focus was on validation with model tests.) 
• The technique is non-intrusive. 
 
Despite these advantages, CFD has been only recently applied to ship superstructures and then often 
in research projects due to the following difficulties: 
 
• Complex geometry complicates grid generation 
• Large computational domain in combination with required flow resolution lead to high cell counts 

and associated high computer resources.  
• The flow physics are complex; the flows are turbulent and unsteady. 
 
Several developments have contributed to overcome these difficulties: 
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• robust RANSE solvers (simulating turbulent flows) handling unstructured grids  
• techniques to model filigree structures physically, but not geometrically  
• improved software for largely automatic grid generation 
• affordable parallel PC clusters supplying considerable computational power 
 
The progress has supported an increasing number of CFD applications to maritime structures over the 
past decade. Førde et al. (1992) solved the inviscid Euler equations for a surface effect ship (SES). 
Wind resistance accounted for 25% of the total resistance for this 50-knot vessel. The CFD guided 
modification of the forward superstructure reduced in this case the wind resistance by 40%. Førde and 
Gjerde (1999) applied a RANSE solver to a 40 knot catamaran. Tai and Carico (1995), Tai (1996) 
simulated the aerodynamic flow around a destroyer using a RANSE solver to evaluate operational 
conditions for helicopters and airplanes. Tai (1995) presented similar applications to another ship. 
Drawing on the experience of initial studies of Leer-Andersen and Hughes (1996) at the Danish Tech-
nical University, Aage et al. (1997), Hvid et al. (1997) describe RANSE applications to a ferry and an 
offshore platform, Fig.1. The focus of the investigation was the prediction of wind forces and smoke 
propagation from funnels. Jensen et al. (1997) concluded that CFD was not yet competitive with wind 
tunnel tests due the high effort in grid generation, although the accuracy was already good.1 
SIREHNA (www.ec-nantes.fr/sirehna) conducted CFD simulations for smoke propagation for a com-
batant, but no details are published. Similarly the website of J.J.MacMullen & Associates features an 
advertisement for CFD simulations for ship structures, Fig.2. 
 

 

 

Fig.1: Wind loads and velocities at a cruise ves-
sel, source: Danish Maritime Institute  

Fig.2: Aerodynamic simulations of JJMA for a 
naval combatant 

 
The Naval Research Laboratory conducted in 1999 aerodynamic analyses for the destroyer DDG51 
using the RANSE solver FAST3D, Fig.3. The focus of the studies was the design of the superstruc-
tures with respect to safe helicopter operation. The unsteady heat field was simulated for the original 
                                                           
1 ''The comparison  of CFD, wind-tunnel tests, and full-scale measurements show an overall  good agreement, 
even if large discrepancies are indeed seen at some wind  directions. The differences between CFD and model-
test results are not  generally larger than between full-scale and model-scale results.  Actually, the differences 
are not much larger than often found when the  same vessel is tested in different wind tunnels. Therefore, it is  
concluded that determination of wind loads on ships and offshore  structures by CFD is a realistic computational 
alternative to the  experimental methods. However, due to the time involved in generating  the computational 
mesh and in computing the solution, the CFD method is  not at the moment economically competitive to routine 
wind-tunnel model  testing.'' 
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version and a modified version.  Researchers at Stanford University conducted aerodynamic studies 
for an assault vessel of the US Navy, cromagnon.stanford.edu/jship. Data for full-scale, wind tunnel 
model and CFD were compared to determine how to evaluate best the aerodynamic wake near the 
flight deck. The computations employed the RANSE solver Fluent using 650,000 cells. 130 CPU 
hours were needed for the simulation. In Korea, Jin et al. (2001) investigated the propagation of NO2 
from the funnel of a tanker varying various funnel geometry parameters. The simulations employed 
Fluent and tetrahedral grids with approximately 500,000 cells. The computations simplified the bow 
geometry and omitted some details like piping systems and radar mast. Yelland et al. (2001) comput-
ed the flow around several simplified generic cargoships to evaluate the influence of superstructures 
on wind measuring devices for meteorological research. El Moctar et al. (2001), El Moctar and Ber-
tram (2002), Lindenau et al. (2002) present aerodynamic CFD applications of the Hamburg Ship 
Model Basin HSVA for a passenger ship and a fast SES. 
 

 

 

Fig.3: Smoke tracing for DDG51 destroyer, National Research Lab NRL 
  
2. Grid generation 
 
Here we describe yet another application from HSVA experience, namely to the “Superfast VI” ferry 
built by Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft AG (HDW), Fig.4, Mechsner (2001).  The design features 
the trademark of all Superfast ferries: the funnel with two side wings. Main ship data are 
Loa=203.90m, Lpp=185.60m, B=25.00m, T=6.40m, V=28.60m. 
 
The grid generation started from an IGES description of the ship supplied by the shipyard. This is the 
usual procedure for grid generation for hydrodynamic CFD analyses of the underwater hull. However, 
in this case we were confronted with a considerable problem in data communication. The shipyard 
had a very detailed description for its own purposes containing every single rod of the railing, every 
little nook, etc, Fig.5. Our computers had to be reconfigured before we could even read the corre-
spondingly large IGES file.  
 
After reading the file, we found that we could not directly use it for grid generation, as the grid gener-
ator ICEM-CFD required simply connected areas without holes as boundary surfaces. Thus, the IGES 
description for the ship had to be stripped down and modified, Fig.6. This task took several weeks! In 
hindsight, it might have been faster and easier to create a new IGES description from paper plans. For 
future commercial applications, the lesson is that shipyards facilitate the work of CFD consultants 
(thus reducing cost) if they store IGES descriptions of intermediate level of detail before introducing 
all details needed for other purposes. 
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Fig.4: Superfast VI 

 
Fig.5: CAD description with great level 
of detail 

 

 

 
Fig.6: Intermediate stages during phase of preparing suitable IGES description 

 

  

  
Fig.7: Grid for Superfast 
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After a suitable IGES description was created, the actual grid generation took less than a day employ-
ing tetrahedral elements. Several grids were created and tested with Comet showing again some unex-
pected problems (lack of convergence, singular pressure peaks at the domain edges). The causes for 
these were identified in the employed grid generator:  
- ICEM generated cells with bad aspect ratio for grids that are too coarse (less than 500,000 cells in 

this case). 
- For fine grids, ICEM generated sometimes erroneous grids with holes or overlaps at the edges of 

the computational domain. These grid errors were not automatically detected by ICEM, but de-
stroy the whole solution in Comet.  

An additional practical problem was that grid generation became very time-consuming from 2 million 
cells upward on the available computers. E.g. a simple saving of the grid took 30 minutes. 
 
The standard grid mostly employed in the investigation had in the end 680.000 cells per symmetry 
half, extended from 1 L before the forward perpendicular to 2 L behind the aft perpendicular, 2 L to 
the side and 1 L in height (above the CWL plane), Fig.7. 
 
3. Wind tunnel tests 
 
Wind tunnel experiments were conducted with a wooden model scaled 1:150 in the wind tunnel of the 
former Institut für Schiffbau, now TU Hamburg-Harburg AB 3-13, Fig.8. The level of detail corre-
sponded to that of the CFD model. The model was equipped with pipes to investigate also smoke 
propagation. The flow around the model was visualized using evaporated oil with background light-
ing, Figs.9-11. Wind forces were measured for apparent angles between 0° and 180° for a Reynolds 
number of  Rn=2.5⋅106.  
 

 
Fig.8: Wooden model in wind tunnel  

Fig.10: Wind tunnel 180° (head wind) 

 
Fig.9: Wind tunnel 180° (head wind) 

Fig.11: Wind tunnel 90° (beam wind) 
 
The wind tunnel experiments were documented with photos which are most often difficult to interpret. 
Here, CFD is clearly better as details are easier and clearer to display, interpret communicate. Wind 
forces are given as non-dimensional force coefficients: 
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Cx = Fx / (q⋅AL)   Cy = Fy/ (q⋅AL)   Cz = Fz/(q⋅AL)              (42) 
Cmx = Mx / (q⋅ AL⋅Loa)  Cy = Fy/ (q⋅AL⋅Loa)  Cz = Fz/(q⋅ AL⋅Loa)            (43) 
 
q=½⋅ρa⋅Ua

2
 denotes stagnation pressure, ρa density of air, Ua relative wind velocity, AL=4599m2 lateral 

area.  
 
4. CFD simulation 
 
The aerodynamic flow around ships is turbulent and features massive separation. The appropriate 
numerical tool is thus a RANSE solver for turbulent flow. The flow is inherently fully turbulent and 
can be performed at the Reynolds numbers of the full-scale ship. Unlike in wind tunnel tests, there is 
no need for additional turbulence stimulators. The aerodynamic boundary layer is much thicker than 
the hydrodynamic boundary layer. This allows a coarser discretization of the fluid domain near the 
hull. Grids based on tetrahedral and prism elements become then feasible. These grids are much faster 
to generate than our usually employed grids based on hexahedral elements, as largely automatic grid 
generation procedures exist for tetrahedral elements.  
 
We employed the commercial RANSE solver Comet for our analyses. The conservation equations for 
mass and momentum are solved in integral form using a finite volume method. The integrals are ap-
proximated using the midpoint rule. The variables respectively their gradients are determined using 
linear interpolation respectively central differences. The SIMPLE algorithm couples pressures and 
velocities. The Reynolds stress tensor (i.e. turbulence) is modeled using the RNG-k-ε turbulence 
model. Time is discretized using an implicit Euler scheme. For smoke propagation, we modeled the 
flow as two-phase flow in Comet. In addition to the usual transport equations we also solve an equa-
tion for the energy balance solving also the thermodynamic distribution in the air. We specify the 
exhaust temperature and velocity and then trace the development in an externally specified wind dis-
tribution. We use a uniform wind speed over height at the domain inlet. Fundamental theory and em-
ployed options of the code are described in detail in El Moctar and Bertram (2002). 
 
Computations focused first on head wind (µ=180°) simulating smoke propagation. The exhaust veloc-
ity was specified as being the same as the relative wind speed. The exhaust temperature was set at  
20° C (=293 K) as in the experiments. The exhaust density was set to that of air. Computed pressure 
distribution and smoke propagation were plausible, Fig.12. However, a comparison with wind tunnel 
results showed that the smoke dissipated too rapidly. The suspicion that the differences were due to 
insufficient grid resolution with associated numerical diffusion were verified by grid refinement. A 
new grid was generated with local grid refinement in the smoke region, Fig.13.  The new grid had 
950.000 cells per symmetry plane. Fig.14 shows that indeed the grid refinement makes the smoke 
cloud more focused now agreeing well with wind tunnel observations.  
 
The exhaust gas is not heated in wind tunnel experiments to avoid problems with the plastic supply 
tubes. The influence of this modeling error was investigated numerically by computing also for a 
temperature of 327°C (=600 K). Also a change in turbulence level and the effect of Reynolds number 
(doubling and halving Rn) at the exhaust exit were investigated. All these variations hardly changed 
results. Fig.15 shows the turbulent energy k for head wind. One sees clearly how appendages like the 
antenna stimulate turbulence. Fig.16 shows the absolute value of the velocity. This display allows a 
quick understanding where stagnation areas of low velocity are formed. This information is useful for 
passenger comfort and helicopter operation.   
 
Comparative computations with a coarse grid (315000 cells per symmetry half) showed that the cho-
sen grid size was a suitable compromise between effort and flow resolution. Pressures coincided well 
with the finer grid, but only the finer grid captured smoke propagation correctly, Fig.17. All further 
computations for all angles of apparent wind, Fig.18, used the standard 1.360.000 cells (680.000 cells 
per symmetry plane). A local refinement as for the head wind case was not possible due to time limi-
tations. Adaptive grids would be desirable for this problem. 
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Fig.12: Smoke propagation for CFD (standard grid) and as observed in wind tunnel 

  
Fig.13: Original grid (left) and locally refined grid (right) 

  
Fig.14: Smoke concentration for standard grid (left) and refined grid (right) 

  

Fig.15: Turbulent energy k in head wind Fig.16: Absolute value of velocity for head wind   
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Fig.17: Pressure and smoke propagation in coarse grid for head wind 

 

  

  

  
Fig.18: Pressure and smoke propagation for µ=150° to µ=0° in steps of 30° 
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The streamlines should already for moderate oblique flow massive recirculation on the lee side, while 
there is little vortex formation at the funnel, Fig.19. Table I and Fig.20 compare force coefficients for 
longitudinal force, transverse force and roll moment. The agreement is good for small to moderate 
oblique angles. The differences at larger oblique angles for transverse force and roll moment  are 
probably due to the turbulence model which did not capture the separation properly.  
 

  
Fig.19: Streamlines for  µ=150° 

 
Table II: Force coefficients  

 CFD Experiment 
 Cx Cy Cmx Cx Cy Cmx 
180° -0.0938 0.000 0.000 -0.078 -0.005 -0.003 
150° -0.0733 -0.559 -0.410 -0.070 -0.583 -0.356 
120° 0.0508 -1.146 -0.796 -0.008 -0.780 -0.460 
90° -0.0094 -0.994 -0.668 0.007 -0.704 -0.415 
60° -0.0391 -1.076 -0.788 0.004 -0.822 -0.463 
30° 0.0985 -0.563 -0.471 0.135 -0.571 -0.329 
0° 0.1087 0.000 0.000 0.099 0.006 0.004 

 
Fig.20: For coefficients for Superfast, experiment (thin lines) and CFD (thick lines) 
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Abstract 
 
Predicting the resistance of catamarans has been of interest to naval architects for many years. Even 
though considerable amount of research has been carried out in this area, there remains a degree of 
uncertainty in the prediction of calm water resistance of catamaran hull forms. This research attempts 
to examine the calm water wave resistance characteristics of a series of transom stern, semi-
displacement slender catamaran hull forms based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling. 
  
While maintaining the same center of buoyancy and displacement, the influence of hull shape has 
been examined, specifically the effects of demihull spacing on round bilge, chine hull forms and 
various semi-swath configurations in the high-speed range corresponding to Froude numbers of 0.5 
to 1.5. The results of CFD analysis have been compared with experimental towing tank results for one 
of the models. The results obtained show considerable promise and development of an industry 
standard regression equation based on the data obtained from CFD analysis, model experiments and 
full scale ship trials can be seen as achievable. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Many studies have been conducted on the resistance prediction of high-speed semi-displacement 
catamarans, however to date a standard method for the calm water resistance prediction does not exist. 
There have been several studies into the calculation of the form factor (1+βk) including work by 
Armstrong (2000), Molland et al (1994) and Insel and Molland (1992).  As research continues by 
academics into catamaran resistance, it is becoming generally accepted that the form of the total 
resistance coefficient should be given by equation (1) where the total resistance coefficient can be 
used in equation (2) to estimate the total resistance. 
 
      ( ) DEMI  1 WFT CCkC τβ ++=    (1) 

      2

2

1
AVCR TT ρ=     (2) 

 
 
The research conducted for this paper involves developing several regression equations to predict the 
hull interference factor τ and the demihull wave resistance coefficient CW DEMI, for a range of vessel 
parameter variations. Emphasis has been placed on ensuring the vessel parameters defined by the hull 
shapes are relevant to those vessels being currently produced by the high-speed ferry industry. 
 
The catamaran wave resistance, CW, was calculated using CFD analysis for 10 models, at Froude 
numbers of 0.4 to 1.5 at various hull separation ratios.  The results from one model were compared 
with the CR results from towing tank tests.  In total 552 numerical towing tank runs were conducted, 
with the results used to generate several regression equations for the calculation of CW for the 
demihull in isolation and CW for catamaran configurations. 
 
The research primarily concentrated on the following:  
 
a)  To examine the variation in CW for a slender catamaran hull form, due to changes in the vessels 

lines plan, from hard chine to round bilge and semi-swath configurations, while maintaining the 
same displacement and centre of buoyancy over the range indicated in Table 1. 

b)  To examine the variation in CW for a more general range of catamaran hull forms including chine, 
round bilge and semi-swath hull configurations over the range indicated in Table 2. 
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     Table 1: Catamaran Geometric Parameters 
 

Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 LCB/LCF S/L CB 
Range of Application 9.2 to 9.6 0.97 to 1.2 0.15 to 5 0.49 to 0.66 

 
  

Table 2: Catamaran Geometric Parameters (Range of Interest) 
 

Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 LCB/LCF S/L CB 
Range of Application 6.3 to 9.6 0.92 to 1.2 0.15 to 3 0.46 to 0.68 

 
Effective power could now be calculated using equations (1) and (2), where the form factor (1+k) is 
calculated from the regression equation (9) given by Armstrong (2000) and the interference factor τ 
and the demihull coefficient of wave resistance CW DEMI are both calculated from regression equations 
developed during this investigation. 
 
2. Background Work 
 
The paper by Insel and Molland (1992) summarises a calm water resistance investigation into high-
speed semi-displacement catamarans, with symmetrical hull forms based on experimental work 
carried out at the University of Southampton.   
 
Two interference effects contributing to the total resistance effect were established, being viscous 
interference, caused by asymmetric flow around the demihulls which effects the boundary layer 
formation, and wave interference, due to the interaction of the wave systems produced by each 
demihull. Particulars of models tested by Insel and Molland (1992) are presented in Table 3. The 
particulars of the models used in the investigation are presented in Table 4. 
 

Table 3: Catamaran geometric parameters [ Insel and Molland (1992)] 
 

Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 L/B B/T CB 
Range of Application 6 to 9 6 to 12 1 to 3 0.33 to 0.45 

 
Table 4: Model Particulars [ Insel and Molland (1992)] 

 
Models L/∇1/3 L/B B/T CB LCB/L from transom 

C2 7.1 10 1.6 0.44 50% 
C3 6.3 7 2 0.397 43.6% 
C4 7.4 9 2 0.397 43.6% 
C5 8.5 11 2 0.397 43.6% 

 
Models C3, C4 and C5 were of round bilge hull form derived from the NPL series and model C2 was 
of the parabolic Wigley hull form. All models were tested over a range of Froude numbers of 0.1 to 
1.0 in the demihull configuration and catamaran configuration with separation ratios, S/L, of 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4 and 0.5. Calm water resistance, running trim, sinkage and wave pattern analysis experiments were 
carried out.  
 
The authors proposed that the total resistance of a catamaran should be expressed by equation (3) : 
 
      ( ) wFTCAT CCkC τσφ ++= 1    (3) 
 
The authors state that for practical purposes, σ and φ can be combined into a viscous resistance 
interference factor β, where ( ) ( )kk βσφ +=+ 11  whence:  
 
     ( ) WFTCAT CCkC τβ ++= 1     (4) 
 
 
noting that for demihull in isolation, β = 1 and τ = 1, and for a catamaran, τ can be calculated from 
equation (5). 
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The authors conclude that the form factor, for practical purposes, is independent of speed and should 
thus be kept constant over the speed range. This was a good practical solution to a complex 
engineering problem at that point in time. However this view is in sharp contradiction following 
research conducted by Armstrong (2000). 
 
The derived form factors for the monohull configuration are as follows: 
 

Table 5: Derived form factors [Insel and Molland (1992)] 
 

 C2 C3 C4 C5 
(1+k) 1.10 1.45 1.30 1.17 

 
The authors also conclude that the viscous interference factor β is effectively independent of speed 
and should be kept constant across the speed range and it depends primarily on L/B ratio. 
 
The authors further conclude that:  
• The vessels tested have an appreciable viscous form effect, and are higher for catamarans where 

viscous interference takes place between the hulls. 
• Viscous resistance interference was found to be independent of speed and hull separation, and 

rather is dependent on demihull length to beam ratio. 
• Generally higher hull separation ratios result in smaller wave interference, with beneficial wave 

interference between Froude numbers of 0.35 to 0.42. 
• Catamarans display higher trim angles than monohulls, and that the trim angle is reduced with 

increasing hull separation ratios. 
• A ship to model correlation exercise is required for the extrapolation techniques presented to be 

validated. 
 
The paper by Molland et al (1994), is an extension of the work conducted by Insel and Molland 
(1992). Additional models are tested with the particulars listed in Tables 6 and 7.  The research and 
results are also detailed in the University of Southampton Ship Science Report 71, (1994). 
 

Table 6:  Particulars of Models [Molland et al (1994)] 
 

 3b 4a 4b 4c 5a 5b 5c 6a 6b 6c 
L/B 7.0 10.4 9.0 8.0 12.8 11.0 9.9 15.1 13.1 11.7 

L/∇1/3 6.27 7.4 7.41 7.39 8.51 8.50 8.49 9.50 9.50 9.50 
B/T 2 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 
CB 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 0.397 

LCB/L (%) 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 
 

 
The work was extended to cover changes in breath/draught ratio (B/T) and a wider range of length to 
displacement ratios (L/∇1/3).  The models were of round bilge hull form with transom sterns and were 
generated from the NPL round bilge series.   
 
Armstrong’s thesis entitled “A Thesis on the Viscous Resistance and Form Factor of High-speed 
Catamaran Ferry Hull Forms”, [Armstrong (2000)], examines the current methods for predicting the 
resistance of recently designed high-speed catamarans. Current literature suggests large form factors 
are needed for correlation between model scale and full scale, which Armstrong claims, contradicts 
the expectation that long slender hull forms would have low values. 
 
Armstrong's research was conducted using model tank testing, wind tunnel testing, CFD analysis and 
full-scale vessel sea trials. Armstrong reviews the work by Insel and Molland (1992) and Molland et 
al (1994) and notes that their values of the form factor (1+k) are considerably higher than those found 
during Armstrong's research. Armstrong attributes their higher form factor values to the resistance 
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component associated with the transom drag, being incorrectly identified as being part of the viscous 
component of resistance. 
 

Table 7: Model Form Factors [ Molland et al (1994)] 
 

Model Monohull S/L=0.2 S/L=0.3 S/L=0.4 S/L=0.5 

  (1+k) 1+βk β 1+βk β 1+βk β 1+βk β 

3b 1.45 1.60 1.33 1.65 1.44 1.55 1.22 1.60 1.33 

4a 1.30 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.46 1.53 1.44 1.47 

4b 1.30 1.47 1.57 1.43 1.43 1.45 1.50 1.45 1.50 

4c 1.30 1.41 1.37 1.39 1.30 1.48 1.60 1.44 1.47 

5a 1.28 1.44 1.57 1.43 1.54 1.44 1.57 1.47 1.68 

5b 1.26 1.41 1.58 1.45 1.73 1.40 1.54 1.38 1.46 

5c 1.26 1.41 1.58 1.43 1.65 1.42 1.62 1.44 1.69 

6a 1.22 1.48 2.18 1.44 2.00 1.46 2.09 1.48 2.18 

6b 1.22 1.42 1.91 1.40 1.82 1.47 2.14 1.44 2.00 

6c 1.23 1.40 1.74 1.40 1.74 1.45 1.96 1.44 1.91 
 
The experimental techniques used by Insel and Molland (1992) measured Cw and not CR.  Equation (7) 
instead of equation (6) should have been used to calculate the form factor.  
 
     ( ) RFTCAT CCkC ++= 1     (6) 

     ( ) TRWFTCAT CCCkC +++= 1       (7)   

   CTR applies to the transom drag force of (AT•ρgh) 
 
Armstrong also remarks that their assumption that the form factor would remain constant with trim is 
incorrect, and the technique used by Insel and Molland (1992), by testing the hull models with the 
transom stern emerged will only apply to the vessel in that operating condition. Armstrong found that 
equation (8) gave the best fit for calculating the form factor, based upon the regression analysis from 
full-scale vessels. Equation (8) was found to predict the form factor based upon CFD results within an 
accuracy of 2.2%, and is to be used in conjunction with the ITTC ‘57 ship model correlation line and 
the static wetted surface area. 

    ( ) ( ) ( ) 1.06.03/1
model //  139.045.11 −∇−=+ TBLk   (8) 

 
Table 8: Range of parameters for equation 8  [Armstrong (2000)] 

     
Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 B/T Rn Fn 
Range of Application 6.5 to 9.5 1.2 to 2.5 3x106 to 5x106 0.6 to 1.0 

 
Armstrong noted that at model scale the form factor appears to be independent of Froude number, and 
at full scale, the form factor is a function of Fn value and varies in accordance to equation (9). 

     ( ) ( ) ( ) 1.03/1 //72.11 −∇−=+ TBLfk
g

ship    (9) 

  
Where:     1x109< Rn <2x109 
     61.147.4.25.2 2 +−= nn FFf  valid for 0.16.0 << nF  
     61.0=f for 0.1>nF   

     g = 0.76-1.09 f 
 
Armstrong (2000) concluded that the high values of form factor or correlation factor when comparing 
model and full-scale data were because the correlation factor cannot accurately be applied to viscous 
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resistance when they contain both Rn and Fn terms. The separation of these terms allows a more 
accurate method of scaling from model scale to full scale. 
 
Armstrong found that the ITTC ’57 ship model correlation line over estimates the friction below Rn= 
7x106 and underestimates the friction above Rn=7x106, in agreement with Grigson (1993). Armstrong 
(2000) also noted the difference in dynamic trim between model and ship scale, results in different 
underwater geometry between the two scales and therefore a difference in resistance. 
 
3. Conclusions From Literature Review 
 
The form factors published by Insel and Molland (1992) appear to be incorrect as the component of 
resistance produced by the transom stern was neglected in their calculations of CW, and hence their 
calculated form factors are artificially larger to accommodate the smaller CW values. While the 
location of the centre of buoyancy is in agreement with current production catamarans the block 
coefficients are smaller and the results may not be applicable to current high-speed aluminium 
catamarans.   
 
While research continues into the field of catamaran resistance, it is clear that an industry standard 
technique for the calm water resistance prediction of high-speed semi displacement catamarans does 
not exist. The work by Armstrong (2000) allows the form factor to be predicted. A technique is 
required to predict the coefficient of wave resistance, which can then be used with the form factor to 
predict the total resistance coefficient. 
  
4. Research Program 
 
The present research program was devised to: 
• Examine variations in CW using CFD, while modifying basic hull parameters and maintaining the 

same displacement and LCB position. 
• Examine variations in CW using CFD, while modifying basic hull parameters, including the 

displacement and LCB. 
• Compare CW results of CFD with results from towing tank tests and develop regression model.. 
 
5. Systematic Series Development 
 
The series of symmetrical hull shapes used in this study were generated by the author, and are 
believed to closely represent the hull forms being used in industry at the moment.  The models are not 
mathematical in nature, and do not form part of any published systematic series. The body plans of 
models 1 to 10 are presented in Figure 1 and a summary of the particulars are presented in Table 11.  
 

Table 11: Model Parameters 
 

 M1-RB M2-SS M3-SS M4-SS M5-CH M6-CH M7-CH M8-CH M9-CH M10-CH 

L/∇1/3 9.56 9.56 9.54 9.53 9.55 9.18 9.20 6.30 7.08 7.60 
L/B 15.0 15.2 15.1 15.0 15.3 14.8 14.9 8.8 10.4 13.0 
L/T 31.7 27.3 26.1 25.8 31.7 34.3 34.3 13.0 18.0 23.0 
B/T 2.11 1.79 1.73 1.71 2.07 2.31 2.31 1.47 1.73 1.77 

LCB/L in % 42 45 42 42 42 44 44 49 47 40 
LCB/LCF 1.00 1.12 1.10 1.20 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.99 1.03 0.92 

CB 0.55 0.49 0.46 0.46 0.54 0.66 0.65 0.52 0.61 0.68 
CWP 0.79 0.74 0.71 0.65 0.84 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.85 

iE (deg) 8.68 8.66 3.15 2.10 9.16 16.60 13.60 38.00 15.00 15.00 
 
Following a review of current vessel dimensions, hull model M1-RB was created which has a round 
bilge hull form and was designed to have an overall length of 50 meters, with a transom stern to 
accommodate two sets of Kamewa 71 series water jets on each demihull.  The displacement was 
assumed to be 255 tonne, with the LCB located at around 42% and 44% of the waterline length, 
referenced from the transom. An amount of semi-swathness was added to model M1-RB to create 
models M2-SS, M3-SS and M4-SS, where the amount of semi-swathness increases from models M2 
to M4. Model M5-CH was generated from model M1-RB by replacing the round bilge with a single 
chine, while maintaining the same displacement and LCB. Hull model M7-CH contains a hard chine 
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and hull model M6-CH was generated from model M7-CH by rounding or filleting the hard chine, 
while maintaining the same displacement and LCB as models M1 to M5. Models M8-CH, M9-CH 
and M10-CH were included to examine the general effects of reducing L/∇1/3.  The displacements and 
LCB vary for models M8-CH to M10-CH. 
 
6. Calculation Of Wave Resistance Coefficient 
  
The wave resistance coefficients were calculated for each hull model using SHIPFLOW, a 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program developed by FLOWTECH International of Sweden.   
 
The theoretical wave resistance coefficient, CW, is calculated by splitting the flow into three regions 
where an efficient approximation of the flow equations may be made and a complete flow calculation 
may be accomplished in a few hours using the potential flow, as described by Larsson (1993). Figure 
2 represents the zonal approach or regions used by SHIPFLOW to maximise computational 
efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Body plans of models 

 

  
Figure 2: Calculation Zones in SHIPFLOW 

 
• Flow in Zone 1 is calculated using a higher order panel method with linear or non-linear free 

surface boundary conditions.  
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• Flow in Zone 2 is calculated using momentum integral methods for laminar and turbulent 
boundary layers.  

• Flow in zone 3 is calculated using the Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes method with a k-
epsilon turbulence model and a numerically generated body fitted coordinate system.  

 
7. Comparison Of Shipflow Results With Experimental Results 
 
The calculated CW from SHIPFLOW for model M8-CH was compared with CR measured from towing 
tank tests. The results are presented graphically in Figure 3 with values suppressed to protect 
confidentiality. A good correlation is seen to exist between the measured CR from the towing tank and 
CW calculated from SHIPFLOW. 
 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Froude Number

C
W

 &
 C

R

Model 8
results
CFD Results

 
Figure 3:  CW comparison between CFD and Towing Tank Results 

 
8. Regression Analysis  

 
The wave resistance coefficient is assumed to be a function of the fundamental vessel parameters 
listed in equation (13). 
        

( )hullformSFiLCFLCBCCCTBLfC nEMPBW ,,,,,,,,,,,, ∇=  (13) 
 
An indication of the amount of semi-swathness in the hull form is the location of LCF. The LCF 
moves aft of midships with an increasing amount of semi-swathness forward of midships. The ratio 
LCB/LCF led  to define the non-dimensionalised hull form parameter to indicate the amount of semi-
swathness the vessel might have. The variables in equation (13) following non-dimensionalising are 
presented in equation (14). 
 

( )nEMPBW FiCCCLSLCFLCBLTBBLfC ,,,/,/,/,/,/ ,,
3/1∇=   (14) 

 
A review of Table 11 indicates the significant variables, allowing equation (14) to be simplified into 
equation (15). 

( )nEBW FiCLSLCFLCBLTBBLfC ,,,/,/,/,/,/ 3/1∇=   (15) 
 
Ideally it would be preferred to have the regression equation dependant on speed, so that one equation 
could be used to calculate CW.  Several attempts were made to include Fn in a speed dependent 
regression equation, however R2 values in the order of 0.9 were being obtained.  The loss of accuracy 
was deemed too high, so speed independent equations to predict CW were developed for explicit Fn 
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values of 0.5 to 1.5 in steps of 0.1. The final speed independent regression equation is shown by 
equation (16). 

( )EBw iCLSLCFLCBLTBBLfC ,,/,/,/,/,/ 3/1∇=   (16) 

Although it can be argued, that CB would cover variations in L/∇1/3 it was decided not to remove any 
more independent variables, and rather rely on the regression analysis to remove the statistical 
insignificant variables. Following a review of the CW results it was decided not to include the results 
at Fn value of 0.4. The inflection of the CW curve at Fn of 0.4 for the demihull results, would increase 
the complexity of the regression equation and possibly reduce the accuracy of the regression equation, 
and as the role of the equation is to predict CW for high-speed semi displacement catamarans, the 
exclusion of Fn of 0.4 from the regression equation will be of little consequence. 
 
Equation (17) is the generalised equation chosen for the prediction of CW.  It is noted that predicting 
CW for demihulls, the (S/L) term becomes 1.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 8765432 ///// 3/1
1

CC
E

C
B

CCCC
W LSiCLCFLCBLTBBLCC ••••∇•••=     (17) 

 
9. Results 
 
The wave resistance coefficient for a demihull can be predicted from equation (18), whose validity 
range is shown in Table 13, using the constants C1 to C4 from Table 14. 

( ) ( ) 432 // 3/1
1

C
B

CC

W CLCFLCBLCC ∇=   (18) 
 

Table 13: Range of Parameters for Equation 18 
 

Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 LCB/LCF CB Fn 
Range of Application 9.2 to 9.6 0.97 to 1.2 0.46 to 0.66 0.4 to 1.4 

  
Table 14: Coefficients for Equation 18 

 
Fn C1 C2 C3 C4 R2 
0.4 1.539E+02 -5.058 -0.305  0.96 
0.5 2.999E+02 -5.519 -0.466 -0.1339 0.98 
0.6 3.606E+02 -5.715 -0.488 -0.1154 0.99 
0.7 6.870E+02 -6.113 -0.591 -0.1080 0.99 
0.8 1.813E+03 -6.637 -0.648 -0.0981 0.99 
0.9 4.830E+03 -7.155 -0.775 -0.0933 0.99 
1.0 2.988E+04 -8.064 -0.982 -0.1907 0.99 
1.1 1.969E+05 -8.995 -1.191 -0.2920 0.99 
1.2 1.394E+06 -9.932 -1.309 -0.3178 0.99 
1.3 5.031E+06 -10.551 -1.392 -0.2913 0.99 
1.4 5.498E+07 -11.690 -1.543 -0.3903 0.98 

 
Table 15:  Coefficients For Equation 19 

 
Fn C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 R2 
0.5 2.151E+07 -12.180 -0.195 -0.042 0.018 2.818 -3.398 0.95 
0.6 8.509E+03 -8.207 -0.235 0.000 0.000 1.942 -2.035 0.97 
0.7 2.194E+04 -8.840 -0.180 -0.073 0.027 1.992 -2.215 0.92 
0.8 5.508E+04 -9.388 -0.106 -0.182 0.042 2.012 -2.327 0.92 
0.9 1.488E+05 -9.938 -0.046 -0.285 0.050 2.029 -2.399 0.96 
1.0 1.303E+04 -8.590 -0.016 -0.422 0.026 1.583 -1.757 0.98 
1.1 5.438E+03 -8.002 0.023 -0.403 -0.012 1.303 -1.264 0.96 
1.2 8.261E+06 -12.005 0.015 -0.164 0.020 2.302 -2.473 0.97 
1.3 1.440E+10 -16.090 0.004 0.072 0.102 3.230 -3.690 0.99 
1.4 1.965E+12 -18.571 0.003 0.348 0.116 3.649 -4.052 0.99 
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The wave resistance coefficient for a catamaran can be predicted from equation (19), using the 
constants C1 to C7 from Table 15. 
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The generalised wave resistance coefficient for a demihull can be predicted from equation (20), whose 
validity range is shown in Table 16, using the constants C1 to C5 from Table 17. 
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Table 16: Range of Parameters for Equations 20 
 

Geometric Parameters L/∇1/3 LCB/LCF B/T CB Fn 

Range of Application 6.3 to 9.6 0.92 to 1.2 1.47 to 2.3 0.46 to 0.68 0.4 to 1.4 
 

Table 17: Coefficients for Equation 20 
 

Fn C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 R2 
0.5 0.30 -1.2168 -2.2795 -2.5075 1.4337 0.96 
0.6 0.41 -1.4599 -1.9655 -2.4304 1.5754 0.98 
0.7 0.68 -2.1421 -1.6111 -1.6934 1.1637 0.99 
0.8 0.78 -2.4272 -1.5211 -1.4089 1.0263 0.99 
0.9 0.87 -2.6947 -1.5148 -1.1202 0.8731 0.98 
1.0 0.93 -2.9213 -1.5536 -0.8650 0.7080 0.98 
1.1 1.00 -3.1409 -1.5821 -0.6142 0.5526 0.98 
1.2 1.16 -3.3948 -1.5593 -0.3228 0.4110 0.97 
1.3 1.38 -3.6728 -1.5278 0 0.2509 0.97 
1.4 1.65 -3.9787 -1.5547 0.35234 0 0.97 

 
The generalised wave resistance coefficient for a catamaran can be predicted from equation (21), 
using the constants C1 to C7 from Table 18. 
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Table 18: Coefficients for Equation 21 
 

Fn C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 R2 

0.5 1.501 -2.632 -0.201 -1.554 -0.132 1.070 -1.460 0.99 
0.6 1.122 -2.817 -0.305 -1.265 -0.090 0.971 -1.259 0.99 
0.7 0.613 -2.734 -0.278 -1.290 -0.064 0.988 -1.317 0.99 
0.8 0.282 -2.652 -0.195 -1.472 -0.052 0.996 -1.395 0.99 
0.9 0.209 -2.668 -0.111 -1.645 -0.048 1.002 -1.422 0.99 
1.0 0.356 -2.820 -0.056 -1.756 -0.052 0.964 -1.339 0.99 
1.1 0.878 -3.129 0.000 -1.640 -0.068 0.974 -1.171 0.99 
1.2 1.455 -3.476 0.000 -1.365 -0.092 1.051 -0.962 0.99 
1.3 1.594 -3.615 0.000 -1.105 -0.069 1.179 -0.873 0.99 
1.4 2.337 -4.056 -0.032 -0.658 -0.072 1.338 -0.614 0.99 

 
The number of cases or equations used to calculate each regression equation is presented in Table 19.   

 
Table 19: Data Points used in Regression Equations for each Cw 

 

 
CWDEMI 
Eqn. 18 

CWCAT 

Eqn. 19 
CWDEMI 

Eqn. 20 
CWCAT 

Eqn. 21 
Data Points or “Cases” 84 385 102 250 
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10. Comparative Analysis Of Results 
 
The effective power of two catamarans were compared with full-scale speed trial data. The vessel 
particulars are presented in Table 20 and results are presented in Table 21.  

 
Table 20: Vessel Particulars for Validation 

 
 Vessel 1 Vessel 2 
L/∇1/3 7.993 7.990 
B/T 1.901 1.490 
LCB/LCF 1.00 0.92 
S/L 0.224 0.207 
WSADEMI (m

2) 167.9 98.85 
CB 0.659 0.599 
iE (deg) 7 16 

 
Table 21: Comparison of Effective Power Prediction 

 
Froude number 0.74 0.83 
Speed (knots) 27.7 27.1 
Effective power from full scale speed trials (kW) 2029 972 
Estimated effective power from equations (kW) 2260 1153 
Difference between estimated and actual power (kW) +11.4 % +18.6 % 

 
The average error in percentage difference between the predicted values of CW using regression 
equations (18) to (21) and CW calculated using CFD is presented in Table 22. Although the average 
error appears reasonable, errors for some models were in the region of 15 %. The regression analysis 
was repeated to ensure human error was not the cause.  

 
Table 22: Percentage Error In Predicted CW vs CFD CW 

 
  Cw (Eqn. 18) Cw (Eqn. 19) Cw (Eqn. 20) Cw (Eqn. 21) 

Average error 1.50% 3.00% 6.30% 3.40% 
 
11. Discussion  
 
The wave resistance coefficient CW calculated by SHIPFLOW for model M8-CH correlates well with 
the residuary resistance coefficient CR measured experimentally from towing tank tests.  While this is 
encouraging more comparison is required between SHIPFLOW and experimental work to ensure the 
accuracy of the SHIPFLOW results. A review of Figure 3 suggests that SHIPFLOW slightly over 
predicts CW at higher Froude numbers. This may be attributed to the hydrodynamic lift generated by 
the bottom hull surfaces of the towing tank model.  The results from SHIPFLOW for Froude numbers 
in excess of 1 must be viewed with caution, as the hydrodynamic lift was not modelled in the CFD 
analysis. 
 
It was not possible to present all the figures developed during the analysis. However a few selected 
figures have been presented here for the sake of clarity. A review of Figures 4 and 5 show a general 
reducing trend in CW with increased demihull spacing as expected. The amount of reduction decreases 
with increasing speed. At Froude numbers of 0.5 to 0.8, the separation distance between the demihulls 
significantly influences the coefficient of wave resistance. Catamarans with low demihull separation 
ratios will experience an increase in the calm water resistance. At Froude numbers of 0.8 to 1.0 the 
coefficient of wave resistance is increased at S/L ratios less than 0.2. At S/L ratios greater than 0.2 the 
coefficient of wave resistance remains more or less constant. At Froude numbers greater than 1, 
contribution of S/L ratio to the coefficient of wave resistance is insignificant.   
 
Analysis indicated that model M2-SS at all speeds and separation ratios had the lowest coefficient of 
wave resistance. This cannot be attributed to any single hull parameter, rather a combination of hull 
parameters such as LCB/LCF ratio, L/B ratio and B/T ratio. In all cases models M6-CH and M7-CH 
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were more efficient. A review of Table 11 suggest that minimising the wetted surface area is more 
important than minimising the coefficient of wave resistance for high-speed semi-displacement 
catamarans. 
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Figure 4: Cw at S/L ratio of 0.15 
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Figure 5: Cw at S/L ratio of 0.20 
 

The analysis of wave resistance interference factor (τ) shows the additional wave resistance 
component due solely to the separation of the demihulls. In most cases the interference factor 
approaches 1.1 at Froude number in excess of 1.0.  Models M6-CH and M7-CH show a minimum 
interference factor at a Froude number around 1.2 before increasing again at higher Froude numbers. 
Model M6-CH shows beneficial wave interference at Froude numbers of 1.2 to 1.3 at a separation 
ratio of 0.15.  
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Figure 6:  Wave Pattern for Model 4 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 

 
Figure 6:  Wave Pattern for Model 4 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7:  Wave Pattern for Model 5 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 
 
 

Figure 7:  Wave Pattern for Model 5 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8:  Wave Pattern for Model 6 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 
 
 
 

Figure 8:  Wave Pattern for Model 6 at Fn=1.0 and S/L=0.2 
 

 
Equations (18) to (21) can be used to calculate the absolute values of CW with an accuracy of fifteen 
percent. The inaccuracy is attributed to the fact that seven of the ten models had similar length to 
displacement ratios, thus biasing the regression analysis towards the common length to displacement 
ratio.  By varying the length to displacement ratios evenly in future work the accuracy of equations 
(18) to (21) will improve.   
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12. Conclusions 
 
Regression equations have been developed to predict the wave resistance coefficient for high-speed 
semi displacement catamarans and for their demihulls acting in isolation. The wave resistance 
interference factor can be calculated by dividing the wave resistance coefficient of the catamaran by 
the wave resistance coefficient of the demihull. The calculated wave resistance coefficient from 
SHIPFLOW for one model was compared to the experimentally measured residuary coefficient from 
towing tank tests. A good correlation between the two exists.  The analysis was used to predict the 
effective power and compared with full-scale speed trial data and a good correlation was also found to 
exist.   
 
The regression equations and effective power prediction show promising results, however more model 
analysis and comparison with towing tank and full scale trial data is required to improve the accuracy 
of the regression equations. Comparisons however can be made at an early stage of design between 
fundamental hull form parameters and their influence on the calm water resistance of high-speed 
semi-displacement catamarans.  
 
The following general comments can be made: 
• Minimising the wetted surface area, rather than the wave resistance coefficient will lead to the 

optimum semi displacement calm water resistance hull form.  
• Demihull spacing does not contribute significantly to the overall calm water resistance at high 

speeds (Froude numbers greater than 1). 
 
13. Nomenclature 
 
A Wetted surface area (m2) 
B Demihull beam at the waterline (m) 
CB Block coefficient 
CF  ITTC (1957) ship model correlation 

line: 

 ( ) 22log075.0 −−= nF RC  

CR Residuary resistance coefficient 
CT Total resistance coefficient 
CW Wave resistance coefficient 
CW CAT  Wave resistance coefficient for a 

catamaran 
CW DEMI  Wave resistance coefficient for a 

demihull in isolation. 
CWP Waterplane area coefficient 

C∇ 3/1/ ∇=∇ LC  

Fn  Froude number based upon 
waterline length. 

iE Half waterline entry angle 

L Waterline length (m) 
PE Effective Power (kW) 
R Vessel Resistance (N) 
Rn Reynolds number 
S Catamaran demihull spacing (m) 
T Draught (m) 
(1+k) Form factor  
(1+βk) Form factor including the viscous 

interference resistance factor β. 
V  Velocity (m/s) 
β Viscous interference resistance factor 
ρ Fluid density (kg/m3) 
τ Wave resistance interference factor 
ν Kinematic viscosity of fluid (m2/s) 
 
 
∇ Volumetric Displacement (m3) 
∆ Displacement (tonne)

 
14. Abbreviations 
 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics  
LCB Longitudinal centre of buoyancy, reference from the transom 
LCF Longitudinal centre of floatation, reference from the transom 
DWL Design waterline  
ITTC International Towing Tank Conference 
WSA Wetted Surface Area 
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Figure 1. State of the art cruise liner with podded propulsion

Abstract

Currently an increasing number of modern ships is equipped with podded propulsors. Advantages are
the possibility to use a diesel-electric propulsion plant and to increase the propulsive efficiency and
the manoeuvrability of the ship. Besides application to cruise ships the pod concept is nowadays also
applied to other ship types and to vessels of a higher speed range. Major benefits are normally
obtained, but still areas of special attention exist. Due to the possibly large steering forces, large
steering-induced heeling angles can occur. Additionally, the directional stability of ships with pods
tends to be less than comparable ships with conventional propulsion. This paper describes the aspects
of application of pods from a manoeuvring viewpoint, compares the manoeuvrability between ship
designs with conventional propulsion and pod propulsion and highlights the benefits and points of
attention. Design guidelines to improve the manoeuvring performance are given and operational
issues are discussed.

1 Introduction

For the past ten years, an increase of the use of pod propulsion is discerned. The reason for this is
claimed to be the increase in propulsive efficiency, comfort and increased manoeuvrability. Especially
ships with diesel-electric propulsion appear to gain from this concept. Other advantages are the
increased flexibility in engine room layout and the location of the engine room along the ship.

Currently, investigations on the design of pods are made from both a structural point of view as well
as a hydrodynamics point of view. In the market several designs are spotted varying in number of
propellers and general outline. Main suppliers are ABB Azipod, Rolls-Royce, Siemens-Schottel and



Wärtsilä Propulsion. From a structural point of view the accommodation of the electric motor, the
mounting of the pod and the overall strength of the pod body are decisive for the design.
Information gathered from the Co-operative Research Ships (NSMB-CRS) studies and in-house
measurements conducted at MARIN, points out that significant improvements are still to be made in
the hydrodynamic design regarding the propulsion and steering efficiency of pods. General design
aspects that are under investigation are:
� Torpedo and strut design
� Design and placement of fins attached to the pod housing
� Steerable flaps for course keeping
� Optimisation of orientation of the pod unit in all directions (lateral - transverse -horizontal plane)

Classically, the first cruise ships equipped with pods had two units installed. The largest ships
delivered currently however have one fixed unit and two azimuthing units due to the current limitation
of the power of the pods. The largest ship on order will be equipped with two fixed pods and two
azimuthing pods. Using fixed pods poses a special challenge from a manoeuvring viewpoint: it means
that only part of the total installed power will be available for steering and therefore a relatively
insufficient steering ability might exist, in contrast to the ships with all units movable.

Several publications regarding the general optimisation of ships equipped with pods have been
released, by for example Kurimo (1998), Lepeix (2001) and Hämäläinen (2001). However, these
publications deal mostly with general issues or concentrate on the powering optimisation of the ship.
Only marginal information regarding the manoeuvring specifics is found in public literature.

Obviously, considerable advantages exist from a manoeuvring viewpoint when pods are implemented
in the design of the ship. However, without taking the appropriate measures, the directional stability
of the ship or even the safety of the ship might be compromised due to the hull form design or the
large steering forces of the pods. These measures, which are most of the time easily implemented,
must be taken in the earliest stages of the design.

When judging the manoeuvring characteristics of ships, not only the basics as proposed by regulatory
institutions should be verified, but also characteristics associated with the mission of the ship. For
example, passenger ships should not obtain large heeling angles during manoeuvres and they should
be able to manoeuvre without assistance in harbours. Therefore, these aspects should be studied
during the design of the ship in order to guarantee the success of the ship.

This paper presents the characteristic features regarding the manoeuvrability of ships with pods and
provides guidelines for the designer in order to avoid the disadvantages associated with pods.

2 Differences between conventional ships and pod ships

The hull lines of ships with pods are slightly different from comparable ships with conventional
propulsion. To allow the pods to rotate 360°, the pods must be mounted at a flat surface of the hull.
Additionally, because of strength considerations, the pods are presently only positioned with the strut
vertically down when looking from behind. This means that the hull lines are very flat in the aft ship
and that not much lateral area exists in the aft ship, compared to conventional ships. For sufficient
directional stability and for docking a suitable centre line skeg is required. In Figure 2 and Figure 3,
typical aft ship designs of respectively a conventional ship and a ship with pods are given. In these
photographs, the difference in the aft ship hull lines is clearly seen: the V-shaped lines for the
conventional ship against the pram shaped lines for the ship with pods. The necessity of pram shaped
lines for vessels equipped with podded propulsion is questionable. If desired, more V-shaped sections
could also be implemented in the ship design if compromises are made to the design of the pod.
Currently new pod designs are entering the market which not necessarily require pram shaped lines.



It is however expected that the most optimum hull form to accommodate a podded propulsion
arrangement has not been found yet. When the horse-drawn cart was replaced by the self-propelled
vehicle, the first design still resembled a cart. The evolution towards the modern day vehicles endured
numerous design changes, but it took a long time before all opportunities were explored. This analogy
represents a typical trajectory of a technical evolution. The design of pods and the way of
implementation in the ship-design are still in the course of evolution.

Figure 2. Typical optimised aft ship design of a conventional cruise vessel with twin propeller/twin
rudder arrangement

Furthermore, the use of pods in the aft ship cancels the need for stern thrusters, but still increases the
forces that can be generated while manoeuvring at low speeds. This is a major advantage of the
application of pods. Additionally, because of the relatively large installed power of the pods compared
to stern thrusters, it means that in almost all cases sufficiently large forces can be generated in the aft
ship during crabbing operations. This leaves only the bow thrusters as the limiting factors in the
crabbing ability of the ship.

When course keeping during transit, application of steering angles is required to keep the ship on the
required course. For a ship with pods, this is done by rotating one or all of the pods. Because of the
weight of the complete pod unit, this is considered to be more strainful for the equipment than when
steering with rudders. Therefore pod manufacturers are currently contemplating using steerable flaps
connected to the pod which may be used for course keeping. Alternatively, additional rudders for
course keeping purposes have been studied in the past. However, the success of these additional
rudders were limited.

3 Manoeuvring at speed

Research conducted on vessels outfitted with podded propulsion has gained valuable information
about the merits and drawbacks related to the manoeuvring characteristics at speed. From free sailing
experiments the general behaviour has been extensively evaluated. Several systematic research
projects have been conducted on vessels equipped with either a conventional propeller-rudder
propulsion arrangement or a podded propulsion arrangement in order to identify the best concept
suitable to the vessel under consideration. For example, models used during such a study are



presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Some experiments consisted of captive measurements monitoring
the forces and moments in all 6 degrees of freedom acting on the pod unit and on the hull. 
Insight is obtained by conducting these experiments regarding the general behaviour of a vessel
propelled by pods and detailed information of the forces working on the pods. Based on this
knowledge an assessment of the manoeuvring characteristics at speed for high-speed vessels equipped
with podded propulsion can be made. Other possible fruitful evolutions, such as hybrid propulsion
arrangements and unconventional hull forms, will be interesting when disputing the application of
podded propulsion in the design of high performance vessels.

Figure 3. Typical optimised aft ship design of a cruise vessel with podded propulsion and steering
arrangement

3.1 Areas of interest

In order to identify the merits and drawbacks of the manoeuvring characteristics related to the
implementation of podded propulsion in the design of high performance vessels, a few areas of
interest will be discussed:
� Course keeping
� Turning and turn initiated roll
� Course keeping in waves

3.2 Course keeping

In order to sail in a safe and efficient way a vessel needs to have good course keeping capabilities. A
gain in propulsion efficiency when applying podded propulsion could be of less importance when the
course keeping behaviour reduces significantly. More effort (fuel) could be needed to sail a certain
trajectory. Therefore it is very important to look at the course keeping capabilities of ships equipped
with pods and especially in relation to conventional propeller-rudder configurations.

A vessel's course keeping ability in calm water is commonly benchmarked using standard
manoeuvres, see for example reference IMO (1994). These standard manoeuvres are regularly
conducted on model scale and full scale and can therefore be used to correlate a vessel with similar or
other types of vessels. The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) proposed criteria for



parameters derived from the standard manoeuvres. These criteria, described in IMO Resolution
A.751(18) (1993), are commonly used to judge the manoeuvring characteristics of a vessel. Although
comparing the manoeuvring performance with that of other podded vessels might be more sensible.

The parameters derived from standard zigzag manoeuvres identify the course changing and course
checking ability of a vessel. Statistical data have been derived from a selection of ships of which data
is available at MARIN and is presented in Figure 4. It should be remarked that the presented vessels
are optimised concepts through extensive research.
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Figure 4. Overshoot angle statistics of ships with podded propulsion

The overshoot angles presented in Figure 4 are well within the criteria proposed by the IMO and are
comparable to the average overshoot angles for all types of vessel in the MARIN database. From this
it can be concluded that the tested vessels with podded propulsion perform well regarding the yaw
checking and course keeping ability. 
Data derived from systematic research on vessels with either conventional or podded propulsion
enable a qualitative as well as quantitative comparison between both propulsion configurations.
Figure 5 presents the overshoot angles for several comparable vessels, different approach speeds and
steering angle / yaw check angle combinations. The meanline represents the situation where the
overshoot angles for both steering units are equal.
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Figure 5. Overshoot angles of ships equipped with podded or conventional propulsion units

The vessels with the pod units tend to have slightly larger overshoot angles than those with the
conventional propeller-rudder units. This tendency cannot be ascribed to a difference in propulsion
units alone, other possible causes have to be questioned as well:

� Difference in rate of application of rudders or pods
� Difference in GM value
� Difference in the aft hull shape



Without questioning these aspects and judging their influence, no direct comparison between the
steering units can be made.

According to the classification society and SOLAS requirements, the rate of application of pods has to
fulfill the requirements for azimuthing thrusters to be at least 9 degrees per second whereas the rate of
application of a rudder must be at least 2.32 degrees per second. In principle this requirement can be
seen as a significant difference between both propulsion units. Increasing the rate of application of the
rudders or pods influences the steering behaviour by speeding up the course changing and course
checking ability. A kind of 'equilibrium' of both phenomena will result in different overshoot angles.
A difference in rate of application of the rudders or pods can also influence the roll behaviour of the
vessel, relating to the natural period of roll. This steering rate will be further discussed in section 3.3,
as well as the influence of the GM value.

The influence of the afthull shape on the course keeping ability can be best discussed based on the
measurement conducted with the pair of comparable vessels, shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The
figures show a typical V-shaped aft ship for the conventional propeller rudder configuration and
typical pram shaped aft ship for the podded propulsion configuration. From research it is known that
these typical afthull shapes differ in their dynamical coursestable behaviour. It was derived from
measurements that a V-shaped aft ship tends to have a better dynamical course stability than the
extreme pram shaped aft ship. Knowing this the application of pram shaped lines in the design of a
vessel with podded propulsion should be disputed. The compromise between optimum resistance,
manoeuvring and seakeeping qualities will be dependent on the type, mission and application of
vessel.

Another critical aspect of the application of pods is the supposed cavitation behaviour of a pod and
propeller in an oblique flow. This cavitation issue will be very much of interest when evaluating the
applicability of pods in the design of high performance craft. Pustoshny and Karprantsev (2001)
presented and commented on cavitation observations on the Elation passenger cruiser. Their findings
relevant to the manoeuvring characteristics of high performance craft can be best summarised in the
following statements:

1. Pulling propellers on pods are normally exposed to an uniform wakefield, favouring good
cavitation characteristics and reduce propeller-induced pressure fluctuations and vibrations while
the vessel is sailing in a straight line without helm.

2. Angles of incidence larger than 5°-7° while course keeping become critical concerning cavitation.
3. The cavitation risk in a constant turn, for example a turning circle, is extensive. The speed in a

constant turn will drop significantly due to large drift angles and yaw rate which are excited by
large steering forces. Speed reduction yields an overloaded propulsion condition contributing to
the risk of cavitation. The influence of the overloaded condition tends to be more significant than
the influence of moderate inflow angles on the cavitation characteristics.

The application of pods in the design of vessels sailing very fast, say over 30 knots, is virtually
unexplored. Cavitation on the propellers and on the pod houses due to strong propeller induced
tangential and radial velocities is supposed to be critical and requires thorough research and
development. Since cavitation inception speed is of utmost importance for high performance ships,
application of pods must be studied thoroughly because of the more extreme working regimes to
which the pods will be exposed and the subsequent larger reduction of cavitation inception speed
during manoeuvres compared to conventional propelled high performance ships.
Alternatively the application of other control surfaces or units should be further explored. Steerable
flaps at the trailing edge on the strut and additional rudders have been investigated concerning their
applicability. The purpose of these additional control surfaces during course keeping at high speeds is
preventing the oblique inflow angles on the pods and propellers and excessive use of the pod's
steering gear. Experiments and calculations have been conducted with these alternative steering
methods. However, both concepts, the steerable flap and also the additional rudders, were up to now
not very fruitful.



Based on the discussion of the cavitation issue it is judged that this topic should be evaluated with
absolute care. Further research and development will be required to address all observations and
solutions should be studied further.

3.3 Turning and turn initiated roll

The standard IMO turning circle manoeuvre identifies the turning ability of a vessel. Statistical data
have been derived from a selection of ships with podded propulsion of which information is available
at MARIN and is presented in Figure 6. It should be remarked that the presented vessels are optimised
concepts through extensive research.
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Figure 6. Turning circle statistics of ships with podded propulsion

The turning circle data presented in Figure 6 shows that the advance and tactical diameter are well
within the criteria proposed by the IMO. Steering angles were limited to 35 degrees during the
presented tests, however the criteria as proposed by the IMO apply to the largest possible steering
angles. The turning ability of a podded propelled vessel will therefore be even better than shown in
Figure 6.
Based on the experiments conducted with models equipped with either a conventional propulsion unit
or a podded propulsion unit, a comparison can be made concerning their inherent turning ability.
Figure 7 presents a comparison between the turning circle data of the two propulsion configurations.
The meanline represents the situation when the values for both steering units are equal.
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Figure 7. Turning circle data of ships equipped with podded or conventional propulsion units

It clearly shows that the turning ability of the vessels with the podded propulsion is better than the
vessels with the conventional propeller-rudder arrangement. Clarifications for this superior turning
ability can be ascribed to larger steering forces generated by the pod units, see Figure 11, and the
larger speed loss. As a result of these large steering forces, larger drift angles and high speed loss
were measured in the steady turning circle. 



Turning ability itself is clearly not a problem when judging the applicability of podded propulsion. In
current research, the roll behaviour while manoeuvring is the centre of attention. Especially for high
speed vessels and vessels with a low GM value, heel is of importance. The effect works in two ways:
� High turning rate can cause large gyration forces and thus large roll motions
� Heel angles effect the turning rate and the course stability

The effect of roll motions on the manoeuvrability of a vessel has been studied and presented by for
example Son and Nomoto (1981), Oltmann (1993) and Kijima and Furukawa (1998).

The importance of this issue related to the application of podded propulsion can be presented best
using the statistics of heel angles, available at MARIN, that are endured by podded propelled vessels
while manoeuvring, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Roll angles during zig-zag and turning circle manoeuvres

At high speeds and large steering angles the maximum roll angles can go up to 28 degrees and the
constant turn heel angles up to 17 degrees. The IMO does not provide recommendations regarding roll
angles, but maximum roll angles while manoeuvring above 13 degrees and constant roll angles while
turning above 8 degrees are thought to be very large. From the comparison studies, the relations
presented in Figure 9 show how the roll angles during manoeuvres for both concepts correlate.
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Figure 9. Roll angles while manoeuvring of ships equipped with podded or conventional propulsion
units

Figure 9 shows that in general higher roll angles were measured for the vessels equipped with the
podded propulsion. After thorough analysis of the results the differences in roll angles are judged to
be best attributed to the following non-similarities between the comparable models:
� GM value
� Difference in hull shape, for example V shaped and extreme pram shape sections in the aft ship
� Steering rate of application of rudders or pods



� Force initiated by the steering unit

The heel angle � obtained during turning is related to the instantaneous speed of the vessel U, the
metacentric height GM  and the turning diameter Dstc. Using basic transverse stability considerations
this relation can be presented as follows:

stc
2

sin g GM D k
U

� � � �
�

in which g is the gravity acceleration and k an almost constant factor. The applicability of the
described relation was evaluated and it has been found out that the k-factors could not be derived as
purely constant, disputing the liability of the relation. The relation however presents the trend
sufficiently in order to study the relevant phenomena.
In theory, the GM value can be modified for any design without adapting the hull lines by modifying
the KG value, being the vertical position of the centre of gravity. The influence of the hullshape on
the roll behaviour is related to the following aspects:
� The metacentric height can be influenced by the hull shape. Within the same block (LPP·B·T) the

metacentric height can be modified by changing waterline area and the displacement volume.
� The drifting and yawing characteristics of the hull form will influence the speedloss and yaw rate

while turning. In the above equation, it can be seen that the instantaneous speed U and the yaw
rate, inversely related to the turning diameter Dstc, will influence the roll behaviour significantly.

� It is known that a pram shaped vessel has an inherent strong roll-yaw coupling. In comparison to a
more V-shaped aft ship a sort of cambered waterline line is observed already at small heel angles
for extreme pram shaped hull forms. Due to this cambered underwater body a hydrodynamic side
force and yawing moment are introduced. This coupling will yield a built up of yaw rate and heel
angle while turning. The trend is very pronounced for ships with a significant fore and aft
asymmetry. Most high-speed ships have a bulbous bow for resistance optimisation and a pram
type aft body. When this is combined with a low GM value, a significant roll and steer coupling
will exist. This issue is applicable to the statistics presented in this paper.

The rate of steering application influences the roll behaviour significantly at each execute. In Figure 8
and Figure 9 very large heel angles can be observed occurring at the moment of a rudder or pod
execute. The maximum roll angles during a turning circle and a zigzag manoeuvre are very related to
this steering rate. It has also been observed during measurement that a vessel was excited in its natural
period of roll due to a higher steering rate, introducing very large roll angles. Especially at high
speeds it is advisable to avoid large heel angles due to a large steering rate. The problem is that the
steering rate should match the classifications required for any azimuthing propulsion gear. A criterion
applicable to tugs as well as high speed vessels should be disputed based on the different sailing
characteristics and application of both vessel types.

3.4 Course keeping in waves

The course keeping behaviour of vessels equipped with podded propulsion sailing at high speeds in
calm water, has been discussed in a previous paragraph. Evaluating the coursekeeping ability under
environmental loads such as wind but especially waves will add interesting issues to the discussion.

A comparison study has been conducted with a vessel equipped with either a conventional propeller-
rudder arrangement or a podded propulsion arrangement. In stern quartering waves it was observed
that the concept with pods had better course keeping capabilities than the conventional propulsion
concept. The steering band that will be used in 95% of the cases was approximately 30% smaller for
the podded propulsion concept. Also smaller course deviations were measured. The absolute
differences were however judged to be small. It should be noted that the steering rate of the podded
propulsion concept was higher. The steering unit was therefore more active and able to respond
quicker on dynamical wave loads.



4 Manoeuvring in confined waters

4.1 Steering forces at zero speed

Several model tests have been conducted in which the forces generated by pods were compared to
forces generated by comparable rudders. In these cases, the ship model has been kept the same and the
pods were replaced by rudders or specific aft ship designs were made for the pod configuration as
well as for the propeller-rudder configuration, such that a more realistic comparison was possible.

In the figure below, Figure 10, an example is given of the longitudinal and lateral forces generated on
the ship by the pods or rudders as a function of the steering angle for the bollard pull condition.
Because during the bollard pull condition all steering force is generated by the propeller thrust, the
longitudinal force Fx and lateral force Fy have been made non-dimensional by the propeller thrust Tp.
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Figure 10. Longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) forces on the ship
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Figure 11. Longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) force coefficients

Based on these graphs the following conclusions can be drawn:
� In both cases, the thrust of the propeller is the same. However, it is seen that the longitudinal

forces generated when using a rudder are found to be larger, indicating less thrust deduction for
the ship with rudders. The reason for this is the set-up of the pod and rudder configurations.

� The slope of the curve for the longitudinal force is steeper for the rudder than for the pod
configuration. This indicates a larger drag coefficient for the rudder than for the pod, even though
the thrust of the pod propeller is not directed longitudinally anymore. When dividing the non-
dimensionalised longitudinal force by the cosine of the steering angle �, Figure 11 presented
below is found. In these graphs, it is seen that the forces generated by the pod are almost
horizontal and therefore are directed conform the direction of the propeller thrust.

� The lateral forces generated by the pod are larger than those generated by the rudder.
Additionally, stall appears on the rudder at about 35°, while stall on the pod does not occur, due to



the fact that the force is directed in the direction of the propeller thrust. It is seen that at 45° of
steering angle, the force generated by the pod is about twice the force of the rudder.

� The slope of the curve for the lateral force is steeper for the pod than for the rudder configuration.
This indicates a higher "lift coefficient" for the pod than for the rudder.

4.2 Crabbing

For ships such as cruise ships or ferries, the crabbing ability is of major importance for the operability
and effectiveness of the ship. When the ship is able to berth without any outside assistance, not only
time is saved but also money in terms of tug fees. Therefore, for these types of ships, the crabbing
ability should be investigated in the early stages of the design, to verify the bow and stern thruster
capabilities and possibly the design of the superstructure.
Quadvlieg and Toxopeus (1998) have given examples of criteria that may be used to judge the
crabbing ability of a ship in the early design stage. Additionally, the standard crabbing experiments as
they are conducted at MARIN are described.

The standard set-ups for crabbing experiments with ships with pods and ships with conventional
propellers and rudders are visualised in Figure 12. For experiments close to the quay, the side of the
basin is used to model the quay structure. The experiments are in general conducted in three phases:
� Captive tests to obtain the forces and moments that can be generated by the devices.
� Wind tunnel tests to obtain the forces and moments for each wind direction.
� Combining the results of the previous two phases in order to obtain the crabbing ability of the

ship.
During the experiments, two modes of operation can be distinguished: berthing or unberthing
operation. In general, it is found that the unberthing mode is the most critical situation.

For conventional ships, one
propeller is set to the so-called
backing mode, while the other
propeller is set to the balancing
mode, cancelling the
longitudinal force. The rudder
behind the balancing propeller
is set to several angles to obtain
the relation between the
steering angle and the
generated forces and moments
on the ship. During several
projects, it was found that when
operating close to the quay
during unberthing operations,
the best procedure was to set
the quayside propeller to the
backing mode and the other
propeller to the balancing
mode. When using the bow
thruster in this case, the
propeller slipstream coming
from the backing propeller is
blocked between the quay wall
and the side of the ship,
generating a pressure field,
helping the ship to leave the quay.
For ships with pods, more flexibility is available in positioning the angle of both pods. In general, the
angle of the quay side pod is varied, while the other pod, running at the same RPM, is used to cancel

Figure 12. Set-up and sign definition for crabbing tests



the longitudinal speed. In general, it is found that the optimum results for unberthing are found when
the quay-side pod is directed with the trailing edge slightly aft of perpendicular to the quay (between
75° and 90° of steering angle) and the other pod directed with the trailing edge slightly forward (at
about 90° to 120°).

When comparing the results of crabbing experiments with conventional steering arrangement and
experiments with pods, in general it is found that the results for ships with pods are much more
consistent than for conventional ships. This is mainly caused by the strong interaction between the
conventional propulsion working in backing-balancing mode, creating a strong current between the
quay and the ship. For ships with pods, this interaction is not introduced, which simplifies the
operation of the ship during crabbing manoeuvres considerably.

Additionally, it became clear that for the conventional ship, the best crabbing results are found when
using almost the complete amount of installed power. When using pods, only a limited amount of
power is required. For example, some results show that to obtain about the same transverse force in
combination with a pure sideways
motion (zero yawing moment) about
75% of the installed power is required
for the conventional ship against about
30% for the ship with pods. This not
only means fuel savings, but also
reduces the impact of the ship on the
environment, such as quay erosion.

Because of the consistent and straight-
forward results of the ship with pods, it
is possible to combine the results of the
captive experiments with wind tunnel
results and obtain the so-called crabbing
ability footprint, indicating the limiting
wind speeds for each direction in which
pure sideways crabbing is possible. In
Figure 13, an example is given of such a
crabbing ability footprint.

From the example crabbing ability plot,
the following observations can be made:
� Crabbing in bow or stern winds

poses no problems.
� Going to the quay can be done in stronger winds than when leaving the quay.
� Going to the quay is possible in winds up to Bf 7, irrespective of the direction of the wind.
� Leaving the quay is possible in winds up to Bf 7, except for bow quartering winds.

4.3 Low speed manoeuvring

The use of pods during slow speed manoeuvring differs significantly from the use of conventional
steering arrangements. The helmsman has the possibility to rotate the pods in all directions and may
use positive as well as negative propeller revolutions. For twin-podded ships, the steering angles of
the pods are uncoupled, such that a large number of degrees of freedom is available, possibly
confusing inexperienced helmsmen. When steering a ship, basically two state variables should be
controlled: the speed of the ship and the heading of the ship.

Therefore, guidelines for operation of podded ships during slow speed manoeuvring were developed
in the past using simulator studies. During these studies, the most comprehensive mode of operation
of the pods was examined. One possible solution was to control speed and heading independent of

Figure13. Crabbing ability plot for a ship with pods
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each other. In general, the ship was sailed with the pods running at the same RPM and positioned at
an angle of about 45° with respect to the ship's centreline, with the trailing edges of the pods turned
inward. It was proposed to control the speed of the ship by maintaining pod revolutions, but by
reducing the angle of the pods. To control the heading of the ship, the RPM of one pod was increased
while the RPM of the other pod was decreased with a corresponding amount. With this approach, the
heading of the ship remained constant when controlling the speed and vice versa.
During the simulator studies and the subsequent full-scale operation of the ship, it was concluded that
this approach provided a comprehensive, efficient and safe procedure of sailing the ship at low speeds
in confined water.

5 Design guidelines

Based on the assessment of the applicability of podded propulsion in the design of high performance
craft, as described in this paper, design guidelines can be composed. Relevant and significant
guidelines are presented in the following paragraphs.

5.1 Hull form design.

As discussed it is observed that currently vessels outfitted with podded propulsion have extreme pram
shaped frames in the aft ship. The necessity of these frame shapes is dependent on structural
considerations. From a hydrodynamics point-of-view it needs to be further investigated which aft ship
shape has the best all-round hydrodynamic characteristics that satisfies the ship design compromise.
Manoeuvring, seakeeping and powering assessments should be made in such an evaluation. For
instance, research indicates that the course keeping ability of V shaped sections in the aft ship tends to
be better than for extreme pram shapes. Compromises to the pod design and innovative ways of
installation of the pods could be required. 
Another aspect of the hulldesign related with the subject is the centre-line skeg design, if applicable.
A large skeg is recommended from a course keeping point of view. Turning ability is judged to be no
problem due to the large steering forces. Larger skegs will also reduce large drift angles and yaw rates
diminishing the heel angles. Disadvantages of the application of large centre-line skegs could be the
interference with the pods at high steering angles. Especially in the crabbing situation the pods can be
fully shielded by a large skeg. Another steering procedure could be used to avoid this problem. For
each separate application a compromise should be made to the design of a centre-line skeg between
course keeping abilities and crabbing abilities. In general, extending the centre skeg aft to about 2.5%
of the length of the ship forward of the aft perpendicular provides sufficient lateral area, without
compromising the crabbing ability.

5.2 Implementation of pod units in the hull design.

The way of orientating the pods under the vessel could be
further optimised. In Figure 14 an example is presented of
orientating pods under a vessel with V-shape sections. In this
configuration the pods will loose some steering efficiency but
will introduce a heeling moment while steering that counteracts
the heeling moment initiated by the gyration and drift forces.
The feasibility of such a configuration should be further
examined through structural and hydrodynamic research.
Significant improvements could be made by exploring this
topic.

5.3 Pod design.

Several pod designs are nowadays spotted on the market according to different concepts unique for
each manufacture. The concepts differ among other aspects, in strut design, number of propellers and

Figure 14:Orientation of pods



presence of nozzles. It is judged that the steering efficiency could be further optimised by adapting the
following parts of the unit:
� changing the torpedo and strut design
� adding fins
� adding steerable flaps for course keeping

Complications could be met regarding installation and constructive issues by changing the geometry
of the pods. Suitable solutions should be found through constructive as well as hydrodynamical
research.

The cavitation behaviour of the podded propulsion system is judged to be critical if pods are applied
at higher speed ranges. Alternative control surfaces could be implemented in the design to avoid large
angles of attack while course keeping and turning at high speed. However, previous research into
additional rudders or steerable flaps has not proved to be successful up to now. Furthermore,
optimisations of the propeller design as well as the strut design could prevent or reduce the occurrence
of cavitation.

When using pods that can not rotate, as is done in some of the current designs of very large cruise
vessels, the naval architect should beware of the fact that only part of the available power in the ship
will be used for steering. This may reduce the manoeuvrability considerably compared to ships with
all units movable. In these cases further manoeuvring assessments in the early design stages are
required in order to ensure sufficient manoeuvring capacity of the ship.

5.4 Preventive measures against large roll motions.

In order to prevent large heel angles when steering at high speeds with a vessel equipped with podded
propulsion unit(s), the following measures should be taken care of:
� Provide sufficient intact stability.
� Restrict large steering angles and steering rates when sailing at high speeds. Install a steering

control system that only allows large steering angles and steering rates during slow speed or
emergency manoeuvres.

� Increase the resistance to drift and yaw by adding course stabilising surface such as a (enlarged)
centre-line skeg.

� Explore the possibility of an unconventional orientation of the pods as described in paragraph 5.2.

Furthermore, it is proposed that IMO should provide criteria regarding acceptable heel angles during
manoeuvring and should require model tests and/or trials to demonstrate compliance with these
criteria.

5.5 Ensuring sufficient crabbing ability

In order to ensure sufficient crabbing ability, it should be noted that due to the large forces that can be
generated and available power of the pod units, the bow thrusters will be the limiting factor during
crabbing operations. To reduce the forces in the bow of the ship, the centre of the lateral wind area of
the ship can be shifted aft.

6 Conclusions

Implementing pods into the ship design potentially increases the performance of the ship in several
areas comprising among others powering and manoeuvring. However, when not taking the
appropriate measures, the success of the design with pods is not guaranteed. Already in the early
design stage, the naval architect should recognise the areas of concern. From a manoeuvring point of
view, it is found that large heeling angles can occur due to the large steering forces of the pods



compared to conventional rudders. Additionally, due to the up to now rather conventional hull forms,
the podded ship might suffer from course instabilities.

Extensive research during the past 10 years has shown that all difficulties can be overcome when
recognised and dealt with in the early design stages. In this paper, the differences between
conventional steering arrangements and pods are presented. Design guidelines are given to aid the
naval architect to avoid the problems that are related to the application of podded propulsors.
However, although these guidelines will help in avoiding problems during the operation of the ship,
hydrodynamic evaluation using detailed calculations or model tests will still be required to avoid
unforeseen situations.
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